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Smokers light up 
Smokers are back in bars, puffing 
up a storm, after the no-smoking 
rules were rejectedkNEWS A:I.3 
Padez-vous fra  gais? 
A recent French immersion grad 
lists the benefits of learning 
another language\COMMUNITY B1 
I Who won the provincials? 
Find out how Terrace's Midget 'AA' 
I hockey stars scored in the big 
tourney\SPORTS B6 
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West Fraser eyes sawmill sale 
By JEFF NAGEL 
WEST FRASER is considering selling some of its 
northwest B.C. operations, company officials have 
confirmed. 
Talks have taken place with possible buyers in- 
terested in the company's North Coast Timber saw- 
mill and forest licence at Prince Rupert, said Bruce 
MacNicol, West Fraser's chief orester. 
"We have had some discussion with some parties 
regarding our North Coast licence," he said. 
He wouldn't say how far any talks have pro- 
gressed or whether the Terrace sawmill may also be 
part of sale discussions. 
"We're not actively trying to sell the opera- 
tions," MacNicol stressed. "We don't have a big 
'For Sale' sign up." 
Although company officials are trying to down- 
play the idea, union officials and contractors believe 
the northwest operations - which include Skeena A series of logging and mill shutdowns that be- few here believe West Fraser has. 
Sawmills in Terrace, the North Coast sawmill in gan in 1997 threatened tolead to permanent closure Talk of a possible sale now comes at the same 
Prince Rupert and the Eurocan pulp mill in Kitimat of the sawmill here because of massive losses, time as West Fraser has been revealed to be among 
- will eventually be sold. A federal job sharing program, then an ongoing six forest companies negotiating secretly with envi- 
"We have heard the whole northwest operations log export program and most recently adeal to cus- ronmental groups towards a truce that would freeze 
have been for sale for almost a year now," said IWA tom chip logs for Skeena Cellulose have all been logging on parts of the coast br up to 18 months. 
Terrace rep Surinder Malhotra. used to help keep the Terrace mill doors open and The idea that crucial negotiations over the future 
The company's statements and actions also sug- some of its workers employed, of a key forest licence are being handled by a com- 
gest it's not interested in staying here for long. At the same time its northwest mills have been pany with little demonstrated interest in staying in 
West Fraser officials have consistently said- as on life support, West Fraser has starved them of this area makes contractors who rely on logging 
recently as a business breakfast summit on March 8 any significant share of its quota - the amount of here anxious. 
- that the company doesn't intend to put another lumber the company can export without penalty to "There's an air of uncertainty," said Justin Rigs- 
nickel into this area for the foreseeable future, the U.S. under the Softwood Lumber Agreement - by of Alto-Wood Contracting. "If they're not corn- 
"There is no appetite from our company to spend instead letting its more profitable interior mills'cut mitted to spending any capital in the area in the fu- 
n lot of capital on the northwest," Terrace sawmill all the U.S.-bound lumber, ture one would be concerned as to whether they can 
manager Lou Poulin said there. Placing some quota here would have been a life- make any business decisions whatsoever because of 
West Fraser hasn't operated the Terrace sawmill line to the Terrace mill and would have served as a the uncertainty." 
normally for more than three years, basic sign of confidence in this area - something Cont 'd  Page A2 
Local RCMP officer 
fnamed $1.1 M suit 
led Iberta man 
A TERRACE RCMP officer has been last year in Saskatchewan, indicating 
named in a $1.1 million lawsuit filed by Skybiz is "an illegal pyramid scheme" 
an Alberta resident claiming the police under the criminal code. 
force and some of its officers have de- The information indicates the state- 
famed him by claiming an Internet busi- merits were also made on various televi- 
,ness he's connected with is illegal, sion newscasts aired in February and 
John Van Deurzeli says Constable Liz ~arch of this year. 
Douglas and four other police officers in And it quotes from a March 1 press re- 
western Canada and the RCMP are lease issued by Constable Liz Douglas of 
"holding him up to public scandal, ridi- Terrace also indicating that "it is our opi- 
cule and contempt" and are causing him nion that Skybiz 2000 is an illegal pyre- 
financial losses by saying Skybiz 2000 is mid scheme in Canada." 
an illegal pyramid scheme. RCMP public relations official Corpor- 
The company says it offers website al Grant Learned said last week he was 
services to people who don't have tom- aware of the suit but neither the force or 
puter expertise, its officers have been served. 
Those connected to Skybiz, also In the meantime, a local man who is 
called Skynary, earn a commission by re- part of of Skybiz questions the statements 
ferring potential customers to the compa- made by RCMP officers. 
ny. Warren Peterson says he even chal- 
A sales person then has the chance for lenged an RCMP officer last week to at- 
increased earnings when those he or she rest him if Skybiz is an illegal pyramid 
has referred in turn refer other people, scheme. 
• In a statement separate from the law- "I asked him how come he wouldn't 
suit, Van Doerzen said SkyBiz 2000 of- arrest me because here I am, an obvious 
fers email, the ability to browse the inter- admitted participator," said Peterson 
net and the creation of websites for perso- afterward. 
nal or business use. Peterson said he was also unsuccessful 
The suit was filed March 21 at a Cal- in getting the officer to put on paper the 
gary court registry, position of RCMP officers that the corn- 
It asks for $1 million in special dam- pany is illegal. 
ages and $100,000 in general damages. "I'm just a businessman trying to start 
Information in the nine-page suit out- a business and they're trying to wreck it 
lines what Van Deurzen says are state- before it gets off the ground," said Peter- 
ments made by RCMP officers, beginning son. 
Housing money to tighten 
GOVERNMENT subsidies homelessness more dlffi- safety and security. 
:o build housing projects cult. That could show up in 
~,ill become increasingly The aging'population is the form of demand for the 
~carce, predicts a noted driving the increasing de- type of gated communities 
B.C. futurist, mend for health care dol- that are being built in the 
David Baxter of the lars, he said, and afford- U.S., he said. 
Urban Futures Institute in able housing proponents Some of those projects 
Vancouver told delegates will find it hard to corn, have successfully separate l Hockey stars to the Northern Reflection pete with that agenda, themselves from their sur- 
on Housing Conference Taxpayers find it easier rounding municipalities, 
Terrace's Midget 'AA' assistant captain Mark Gagnon and a team mate take a break in a game against here March 24 that demo- to justify health care he said, and as a result 
Fernie. Terra¢e won the match 5-2, finishing with an overall record of two wins, tow losses and two ties. graphic trends will make spending - which they pay no property tax. 
Westside won the overall provincial hockey tournament beating Castlegar, who were favoured to win. the job of combating may well use - than hous- Newer forms of housing Lucky to be alive ,n, subsidies, which they-particularlyinareassuch 
probably won't, as privately run seniors 
"More of us are selfish care and new types of land 
A SUSPECTED propane xplosion obliterated a camper- about health care than leases - will also pose 
trailer on Dairy Ave. on the bench Thursday morning and there are of us who are complex problems, Baxter 
left the man inside it lucky to be alive, generous about housing," suggested. 
Terrace fire chief Randy Smith said the man may have Baxter said. About 100 delegates 
lit a cigarette and ignited propane investigators believe He's also expecting from across the province 
was leaking from the trailer's tank. heightened demand for were at the conference. 
The 49-year-old man was taken to Mills Memorial 
andH°spital nd treated for first and second degree b u r n S o t h e r  i ju i s, Smithsaid. Groups w a n t e d  
"There's not much left of the trailer," he said. "It's B.C. PARKS officials here hope a new group campsite 
amazing. This gentleman is very lucky." at Lakelse Lake will not only encourage more business 
iFirefighters were on the scene quickly and extin- but answer complaints from individual campsite us ed i~ 
guished the ensuing fire that had spread to the carport The location's adjacent o the day use-p icn ie~ 
adjoining the house, Lakelse Lake and contains four double spots with an ac- 
.The explosion, at about 7:40 a.m., rattled windows and companying large, open fields says parks official Jamie 
woke neighbours for blocks around, Smith said the Hahn. 
tieople heard it as far away as Mountain Vista Drive. "It'll have a shelter, pit toilets, a sink area, tables 
:He urged people to check their tanks and equipment, and beach access. I t  is self contained to meet group 
:"Everybody's pulling their RVs and tent trailers out at demand," he said. 
this time of year," he said. " I f  they have propane ap- Group camping has taken place within Lakeise 
pliances with their camping gear it,s imperative it be THE RESIDENT of a camper-trailer parked at a residence on the 4800 Block of Lake's 156'site campground but there have been com- 
s'erviced properly by someone who knows what they're Dairy March 23 was badly burned when It exploded. Flrefighters uspect leak, plaints from other campers of noise and activity because 
doing." . . . .  Ing propane was Ignited when the man lit a cigarette, of the nature of group camping. 
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Muzzling of scientist protested . . . .  
Bear hun!  c r!tic S USnpended 
i !iil i i  A NministryBV JEFI'I2oAG[l~biologist here NThas ~ ! i ! : i "  ..' i . . ' '  ...,, de} ~ i i~ '~a lZ~i i i i i ' t  i, " i~ i i i i i~~ ~i  been suspended without i : i , pay for two weeks for wri- 
ting and circulating an- ,t 
other report questioning and circulated a report that 
,. "~f:~ ~"  ===. ' ~  
"~: ,,~ , .~ .... '":":i:: 
~ ~  "-" "! ~:.:.! -,., ,<: 'i.: 
I ~ ~  
the province's manage- 
ment of bears• 
Dionys de Leeuw, who 
has twice before gotten in 
hot water with superiors for 
his ideas, this time circu- 
lated a paper within the 
ministry that questioned 
the current method of esti- 
mating grizzly bear popu- 
lations, according to Ter- 
race-based Sierra Club 
campaigner Bruce Hill. 
If bear populations are 
lower than currently esti- 
mated, the ministry would 
be under pressure to re- 
duce the current level of 
grizzly hunting. 
Hill said word of the 
suspension and the exis- 
tence of the paper has 
leaked out of the ministry 
and has angered environ- 
mental groups and suppor- 
ters in the scientific com- 
munity. 
"We're going to be 
fighting it," Hill said. "It's 
censorship. And it's abso- 
lutely irresponsible on the 
part of this government to
be doing it or condoning 
it." 
"They have a lot to an- 
swer for on this," he 
added. 
De Leeuw got the sus- 
pension and reprimand in a 
meeting with regional 
manager Jim Yardley 
March 22, Hill said. 
Ministry officials are 
refusing to talk about it. 
"This is an internal per- 
sonnel matter within the 
suggested the ministry's 
wildlife branch, vhich 
controls bear hunting po- 
licy, is in a conflict-of-in- 
terest because 60 to 85 per 
cent of its employees are 
comment on government Federal cabinet exemp- 
policy how do you avoid ted the hvdroelectric pro- 
making mistakes'?" he de- ject fr0m'an federal en,,ir- 
manded, onmental review, but the 
"The public expects province later ordered con- 
scientists to be able to struction halted after 
speak out freely on Alcan had already spent hunters, 
In 1998 he wrote an- 
other report recommending 
fewer grizzly hunting per- 
mits be issued and that en- 
vironmentalists also be al- 
lowed to bid against hun- 
ters for those permits as a 
way to protect he bears. 
In both reports he ar- 
gued grizzly population 
estimates used to justify 
the hunt level are exag- 
gerated and based on in- 
adequate vidence. 
Although ministry offi- 
cials retrieved all copies 
of his 1998 report, wildlife 
management director 
Nancy Bircher at that time 
promised de Leeuw's fu- 
ture ideas would still be 
accepted by the ministry. 
"If he has an idea he's 
certainly welcome to share 
it," she told the Standard 
back then. 
Hill said last week's 
suspension amounts to the 
latest attempt o muzzle 
de Leeuw and should 
alarm anyone who be- 
lieves scientific research 
shouldn't be suppressed. 
He said he believes de 
Leeuw's treatment is poli- 
tically motivated because 
his earlier reports embar- 
rassed the environment 
issues," he added, more than $600 million. 
"Scientists feeling they 
couldn't do that led to a 
lot of confusion around the 
Kemano Completion Pro- 
ject. and with the decline 
of Atlantic cod and the 
Pacific salmon fishery." 
Federal fisheries biolo- 
Ministry staff  have 
again been retrieving all 
the copies of the new 
paper de Leeuw circula- 
ted, Hill added. 
He said de Leeuw has 
refused to release the 
paper or speak about it. 
Dionys de Leeuw 
But Hill said he's filing 
a freedom of information 
request in an effort to 
make the ministry release 
the paper. 
I :SAF  EWA' From front 
Mill sale eyed 
Rigsby worries West Fraser might sacrifice its north- 
west operations here to environmental demands if it can 
emerge free of eco-pressure in its more lucrative interior 
• operations. 
"It appears they're looking at mortgaging this area for 
the sake .of the interior, he said. 
That strategy might make sense for West Fraser right 
now, he said, but would mean permanently abandoning 
forests that a different operator might be able to use 
down the road 
"With the level their mills are running at here they 
don't need that timber," Rigsby said. "But that doesn't 
necessarily mean somebody else can't make a go of that 
timber." 
"But once you give it up it's gone. That's a grave 
concern." 
MacNicol said West Fraser is serious about these 
operations. 
He said the company's innovative measures to deal 
with the challenges here have dramatically improved the 
bottom line in the last two years. 
"We lost over $23 million there in one year," Mac- 
Nicol said. "That is a big concern for any company." 
"We withdrew and we retrenched and the way our 
operations are running there right now Terrace is doing 
very well," he said. 
"We've basically turned that operation around from a 
$23 million loss to better than break even." 
Bulbs are popping, 
it's time for Spring 
Shopping ':~::;::!i':i::i:::: !i 
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Coup le  escapes  through bedroom window 
Fire destroys all they own 
A THORNHILL couple is 
lucky to be alive after 
their mobile home caught 
fire early in the morning 
March 21, destroying 
everything they owned. 
All that's left of the 
home of Richard Booth, a 
security guard at the Skee- 
na Mall, and his wife Bev, 
a salesclerk at Northern 
Drugs, is a charred, 
warped skeletal founda- 
tion. 
All their personal pos- 
sessions were consumed 
by the flames. 
The couple was asleep 
with their bedroom door 
shut when the fire broke 
out. Their l l -year-old 
daughter was sleeping at a 
friend's home for the night. 
Bey was awakened 
after hearing crackling 
noises, and alerted her 
husband, who got out of 
bed to investigate. 
"We heard some pop- 
ping noises and small ex- 
plosions," Booth said. 
But when he opened the 
Fire fighters investigate what caused the fire that 
swept a trailer home on Muller Avenue in Thornhill 
the morning of March 21. The fire is believed to be 
ca~used by faulty wiring from an addition. The occu- 
pants lost .all of their possessions but there were no 
injuries as a result of the blaze. 
bedroom door and entered 
the hallway to see what 
was causing the noise, he 
was immediately engulfed 
in smoke. 
" I t  was l ike a 
blackout," he said. "I 
couldn't see my hand in 
front of my face. I lost my 
direction completely." 
Bev had to coach her 
Thornhill fire chief Art 
Hill said it didn't take long 
for the entire trailer to 
catch fire, including the 
front ends of both cars, 
which were parked about 
15 feet from the home. 
"The unit was fully in - '  
valved from one side of 
"It took 30 fire fighters -
two crews from Thornhill 
and one crew from Terrace 
- an hour to control the 
blaze and another 90 min- 
utes to completely extin- 
guish the fire. 
Hill said he was worried 
that high winds would 
the house to the other," cause the fire to jump to 
Hill said. adjacent houses. 
"It was quite windy at 
the time," Hill said. 
The heat from the fire 
was so it intense it caused 
the aluminum siding on a, 
neighborhood's home to 
buckle. 
According to Hill, the 
fire .is believed to be: 
caused by faulty wiring' 
that overheated in a new-' 
ly-built addition to the mo- 
bile home. 
"The load of a deep 
freezer was a contributing 
factor to it overheating," 
he said. 
Hill estimated amages 
not to exceed $200,000, 
including personal proper- 
ty. The couple had house- 
hold insurance. 
disoriented husband back 
into the bedroom, where 
she had punched out a 
window screen, and 
heaved him outside. 
Booth then reached in- 
side for Bev, pulling her 
outside to safety. 
"Scary isn't the word," 
said Booth, hours later 
after being treated at Mills 
Memorial Hospital for 
smoke inhalation. " I 'm 
:pretty shook up. We were 
lucky to get out." 
: When the fire fighters 
;arrived on the scene at 
', 7:13 a.m. (only five min- 
:utes after receiving the 
: distress call), the front end 
'. of ~the home was engulfed 
; in flames. 
Logging bridge repaired 
MAJOR REPAIRS to the logging bridge spanning the 
Skeena River east of Terrace are nearly finished. 
Concrete was being poured this month to create new 
pilings for the bridge, part of $1 million in work being 
paid for by the province through its small business enter- 
prise program. 
The refit was ordered in response to fears about whe- 
ther the bridge could withstand pressure from an ice jam 
or a collision with debris during high water, said forest 
district manager Brian Downie. 
"There were concerns earlier about the stability of the 
bridge," he said. "We've done a lot of assessments and 
put this retrofit plan together." 
He said the work has been underway since last sum- 
mer, adding the bridge is expected to reopen by late 
April. ' ' , ,. :. 
Don John, the rninistry's regional engineeringofficer, 
said conceri~-~vde" ra ise~f ien the Association of l  P ro -  
fessional Engineers and Geoscientists of British Colum- 
bia published an article critiquing the bridge's design. 
"The people who reviewed it said the piles were at 
the limit of their capacity with no safety factor," John 
said. 
He said new piles were driven last summer and 
they're now placing concrete caps in place that tie the 
new piles to the existing structure. 
The new piles are designed so that ice riding up 
against hem splits up, rather than building up force. 
John said the next step will be to upgrade the bridge 
abutments and decking. 
Nechako North Coast Construction has the $450,000 
contract for work on the concrete pilings. 
The province owns the bridge although Skeena Cellu- 
losebuilt it in 1990 at a cost of $2 million. 
Since the province owns it, the province is also pay~ 
ing for the work, Downie sa id . .  ...... " • . . . . . . .  
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News In Brief 
Guides get fines 
A TERRACE angling guide has been fined $1,000 
for employing an unlicensed guide. 
Stanley Harvey Doll plead guilty to the charge 
Feb. 21. 
Doll's employee, William Jolm Bartlett, didn't 
have an assistant angling guide licence when fish- 
eries officers conducted a random licence inspec- 
tion last October. 
It's an assistant's responsibility to have a ll- 
cence, but because the assistant is endorsed by the 
full-fledged guide, that guide is also held 
responsible. 
Bartlett also plead guilty to guiding fish without 
a licence and was fined $575. 
Historic village planned 
PLANS are in the works to develop a historic site 
at the village of Gitanyow showcasing aboriginal 
history and culture. 
If built, the proposed Gitanyow Historic Village 
Project would be a major tourist attraction, say 
backers with the Gitanyow Hulip Society. 
The 27 totem poles already there, some up to 
100 years old, already attract a steady flow of traf- 
fic off the highway to Gitanyow, formerly known as 
Kitwancool, just north of Kitwanga. 
The first stage, to go ahead this year, calls for 
construction of a long house housing a museum, 
tourist information centre, public market and per- 
formance area. 
They'd also build a carving shed. 
Parking, picnic sites and realignment of existing 
poles is also part of the plan. 
Watch those faxes 
AT LEAST one local business has been targeted by 
a seam artist ring operating from Nigeria, 
The lure is a fax from a person purporting to be a 
Nigerian civil servant who says he has access to 
$28,5 million (US) in a secret bank account but 
needs to send it overseas for the money to be re- 
leased. 
The problem is that the person receiving the fax 
is asked to send his or her own banking information 
first. What usually happens is that the Nigerian 
ring is then cleans out the person's bank account. 
"In order to avoid delay, please get in touch with 
me immediately," indicates a "Dr. John Chuku" in 
the fax. "We must get these funds into your ac- 
count within a few working days .... as we cannot 
afford to waste much time in this strictly risk free 
transaction." 
This type of seam has been around for years and 
RCMP say people should not reply. 
Another vehicle fire 
A 1989 Pontiac station wagon on the 4700 Block 
Scott was badly damaged by fire March 21 in po- 
lice say is another in a series of arson attacks. 
Police say the vehicle was left unlocked. Those 
with information can call the police at 638-7400 
and ~isk for' Csf. Smith or Crimestoppers, 635-7477. 
STHLSS6 , F / 
Grass Trimmer ./ ~ STIHL FS85 
S 149.00 / / Grass Trimmer 
Skidoo Snowmobile "J~ / '~  Rea 520 
Clothing ~t~ A F / ~  i~IO$W "
o " ~ ~~ii Yo / $399.00 
~,~ ~of f  ,~ . ~ ~ ~~:::~ ~ 
3WE Pontoon Boat 
:/w 70hp Johnson 
Total 20 hours 
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NOW 
$14,999 
Trailer Included 
Johnson 25 
. was $3,932. 
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:i!:i ;ii~<:~:. ~ ~= ! • *m,m v 
Hydrostatic ~ ~ ~  
~p Tractor ~ ~ .  ......... 
$7,400. 
row 
/~ ~l gl O! ~ ,Jupw~ H usqvarna MOD350 
 awn owers 
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~~Fabu lousBoat  ........ !ave $200 
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~ Mark III Futura Zodiac ~ ~ I D  ! .~ , , _  Hond 14fl Alu 
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NOW $6,200 Reg: Reg $1,200 
NOW NOW $850 
MANY MORE ITEMS TOO NUMEROUS TO MENTION 
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All fired up 
THERE CAN'T be anything more confusing 
than the battle over deciding what kind of fire 
protection is needed at airports the size of the one 
we have here. 
Back in the early 1990s this airport had a fully 
functioning fire and rescue service of two fire 
trucks and five firefighters. It became subject o 
federal cuts to the point that today, there's nothing 
on-site. From what was an essential service, the 
message now is "no big deal." Cutting the ser- 
vice also helped the decision of the federal gov- 
ernment to turn over smaller airports to local au- 
thorities for without he cost of a fire and rescue 
service, it made taking over airports that much 
cheaper. 
That changed after the crash of a passenger jet 
in Fredericton several years ago. The federal gov- 
ernment then decided some sort of fire fighting 
service was going to be required after all. 
And now the fight is on. Local authorities are 
saying that if the feds want to change their minds, 
they should then be prepared to pay. 
Locally, one of the two fire trucks has already 
been sold. The second, owned by the city as part 
of the airport ransfer to the Terrace-Kitimat Air- 
port Society, is to be sold by the city to the socie- 
ty. It'll then sell the truck and pocket he proceeds 
to help pay for whatever level of service is going 
to be eventually required here. 
The impression is that the local society wants to 
be rid of any vestige of a firefighting capability in 
advance of any decision on the kind of service 
needed here. That means it can then be empty- 
handed to plead its case for federal assistance 
whenever, those, new regulations come, down. 
Behind the scenes there's a raging debate, on: ' " ' " ' ; " : ' ' ' " L ' :  .. " 
what kind of service is needed. Should response 
time be judged from when a call comes in or after 
after a fire truck's wheels begin to turn? Should 
response time be judged to the far end of a run- 
way or to the midpoint of a runway? 
So from what was considered an essential ser- 
vice, we've sunk to bureaucratic haggling invol- 
ving stopwatches and tape measures. 
Funny thing is, nobody has seemed to ask the 
passengers what they want. If yoti are ever on an 
aircraft in trouble, there'll be cold comfort in 
knowing your safety is being calculated in a game 
of political gamesmanship. 
: R O M THE CAP I TAt 
Learn more 
THUMBS UP to the Terrace Economic Develop- 
ment Authority and its volunteers putting on the 
Northwest B.C. Business Technology Forum this 
Saturday. 
The restrictions caused by the relative remote- 
ness of this area can be conquered by the new 
computer-based technology to the point that any- 
thing available in the big city can also be had here. 
The forum is a good opportunity to learn more. 
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LOOK  LIKE A HELL Oi: A JOB 
TO GETfllD OF HIM.-... 
d 
Sin king tt'ose fe ' ies a big mistake 
VICTORIA - A lot of things 
went wrong with the fast ferry 
project, but the biggest mis- 
take is probably scrapping the 
project, selling the three ves- 
sels at a huge loss to the low- 
est bidder and writing the ven- 
ture off as a political disaster. 
It cost $463 million to build 
the three ferries. Unfortunately 
Glen Clark, the former premier 
and main booster, told us 
some years back that the cost 
would be $210 million. 
The $253 million overrun 
isn't the only problem that pla- 
gued the ferries. The project 
was begun with no firm busi- 
ness plan in place, Numerous 
design changes created more 
problems than they solved. 
The vessels also create too 
much of a wash and can't 
HUBERT BEYER 
cutting its losses, it's cutting 
ours, the taxpayers' losses. 
And just what are those 
losses? 
For starters there will be a 
shortage of three ferries on the 
Vancouver Island-Mainland 
run. Conventional ferries will 
Car manufacturers spend 
millions on the design and de- 
velopment of, and tooling up 
for a prototype that will even- 
tually sell for $30,000. Bill 
Gates spent multi-millions on 
his Windows operating system 
that you can buy for less than 
$200. To expect hat the three 
ferries would be built on bud- 
get is naive. 
The abandonment of the 
project bears comparison to 
the sudden death of the Avro 
Arrow fighter plane project 
some 40 years ago. The fighter 
was better than anything else 
available at the time, but the 
project was scrapped, finished 
planes demolished and all 
blueprints destroyed on the or- 
ders of then prime minister 
John Diefenbaker. 
Cost was cited as the main 
No mega-project in British 
Columbia has come in on bud- 
get. Construction of the Coqui- 
halla Highway 16 years ago 
had massive overruns. So did 
the northeast coal project. 
And speaking of the Coqui- 
halla, the opposition is calling 
for a public inquiry into the fast 
ferry fiasco, based on the fact 
that the Coquihalla project was 
later subject o such an inquiry. 
Here's some advice for Gor- 
don Campbell, the Liberal lea- 
der. You don't want to dirty 
your hands that way. 
The Coquihalla inquiry as 
ordered by Bill Vander Zalm, 
who succeeded Bill Bennett as 
Social Credit Party leader and 
premier, for one reason only: to 
discredit Alex Fraser who as 
minister of highways oversaw 
the project. It was a shameful operate at full speed in our 
waters. ~ ..... .x. have, to be builLto take up, the reaso'nC:altiiou~h it: is widely:~,,:spectacle.. . . . . . . . . . . . .  
• ii''" Faced.Twit .h:theTp ubhc: out, , Me ei'im ':r ..... 7 "" .. . .  ; .... 'believed,but'never:proven!thiit : , The fast ferry project was a 
r po tant, about 650 .... (:ry 0Ver'the cost ovei-runs, a : Diefenbaker acted under dur- good idea, badly planned and 
direct jobs will be lost. Adding Liberal opposition with murder 
in its eyes and seemingly un- 
avoidable annihilation in the 
next election, and driven by 
an indecent desire to distance 
itself from anything Clark did, 
the NDP government is cutting 
its fast ferry project losses, 
hoping that this move will put 
the whole nasty business be- 
hind them. 
Alas, the government isn't 
the spin-off effect, that's more 
like 2,000 jobs. 
But most important, British 
Columbia will retreat from an 
industry in which it could have 
become a cutting-edge world 
leader - the construction of 
aluminum-hulled fast ferries. 
This project could, in time, 
have put the province's hip- 
building industry back on its 
feet. 
ess from the U.S. government 
which feared for its supremacy 
in the aerospace industry. 
Well, there is no U.S. gov- 
ernment breathing down the 
NDP government's neck to 
sink the ferry project. It's pub- 
lie opinion and an opposition 
eager to cater to mass hyster- 
ia, as long as it benefits its 
chances for next year's elec- 
tion that has killed this project. 
executed. But for the govern- 
ment to turn its back on it, 
throw the people who worked'. 
on it to the wolves and kill the 
chance to build what could 
have become a thriving indu- 
stry is almost criminal. 
Beyer can be reached at" 
E - m a i l : 
hubert@coolcom.com; Tel & 
Fax: (250) 381-6900 Web: 
http://www.hubertbeyer.com 
Bullying ,:,:,mes close to 
EVERY DAY in the Vancou- 
ver courtroom where a teen- 
ager is on trial for her part in 
Reena Verk's murder extra 
chairs are brought in for the 
many interested spectators. 
Stung by the viciousness of 
Verk's fellow students, social 
groups, parents and' grandmo- 
thers are there to learn more 
about schoolyard bullying. 
One grandmother says her 
14-year-old grandson is level- 
headed - when he's alone. But 
she worries if, in a group, he 
could participate in outrageous 
behaviour. 
Well, she might worry, if 
my experience last May is any 
sign. That sunny Sunday I 
biked with my two grand- 
daughters, aged 6 and 8, to 
Copper Mountain school's 
playground. It was deserted 
except for adults playing base- 
ball on the north field. 
My granddaughters sampled 
all the equipment and were 
home 
It i • I :i0lllHI I U -! l =[0Ii,lrl I~-'! 
CLAUDETTE SANDECKI 
pushing baby swings when two 
ten-year-old girls approached 
munching freezies. The four 
girls exchanged hellos; it was 
clear they knew and liked 
each other. Then my two 
scampered off to a favourite 
pine tree near the street; the 
older girls settled on swings. 
Lazily swinging 20 feet 
from them was a stocky lad of 
12. He'd walked in earlier, 
alone, from the south. 
"Hi, Oeeks," he greeted the 
ten-year-olds. They ignored 
him. 
I didn't. His words and atti- 
tude made my neck prickle. 
Did these three know each 
other? (Later my granddaugh- 
ters said he didn't attend Cop- 
per Mountain.) Did the girls 
feel intimidated? Trapped? 
Would they welcome my in- 
tervention if he escalated his 
verbal assault? 
Then I heard him order the 
girls, "Say ..... " He used a pro- 
fanity of a sexual nature. "Say 
it!" 
More swinging. More ignor- 
ing. He repeated the profanity. 
"Say it. Don't sit there looking 
stupid. Say itl" 
A tiny voice murmured, 
"Someone will hear." 
"No one will hear. Say it. 
Look at the ground and say it." 
A tiny voice spoke his of- 
fensive words, 
Feigning calmness, I 
strolled up to him. "What fun 
do you get from using that kind 
of language.'?" 
"None," he admitted. 
"Then why do you use it?" 
"I don't know." His fair skin 
reddened to' the roots of his 
brushcut. 
"Do you think your grand- 
mother would be proud to hear 
you use that  kind of 
language?" 
He looked up. "My grand- 
mother is dead." His tone con- 
veyed his pain. 
"You don't have to use bad 
language because the other 
boys do," I said, hoping to con- 
vert him. "It takes a bigger 
man to use clean language 
than to swear." 
I left them, expecting a rock 
in the back or at least a smart 
alec remark. I got neither. Any 
passing motorist would have 
seen five children playing and 
one adult chaperoning. 
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AN OFFICER AND HIS CRUISER: Constable Kevin Douglas is respond to everything from assaults to mischief calls in the Ter- 
one of 20 general duty officers at the Terrace detachment who race area. Douglas has been at the detachment for six months. 
How violent is Terrace ? 
By CHRISTIANA WIENS 
MURDERS, SEXUAL assaults, armed robber- 
ies, and assaults with violence - it's the stuff of 
prime time television shows and lower mainland 
newscasts. 
Or is it? 
Most residents hink of Terrace as a safe place 
to raise children away from the hustle and bustle 
of big city crime. 
But the detachment has already recorded 31 
violent crimes within Terrace cit~' limits this 
year. 
In 1999, Terrace and area, with a population 
of more than 21,000 people had one murder in 
the outlying areas, eight robberies, 22 reported 
sexual assaults and 272 common and spousal as- 
saults, 
Viblent crime includes murders, assaults, 
armed robberies against people. 
It is recorded separately from property of- 
fences (such as home robberies and shoplifting), 
drug charges and traffic offences uch as im- 
paired driving. 
handled 3,248 criminal offences and almost 15 
per cent of those were violent. 
Based on a historical average of caseloads, 
Cpl. Rod Holland says Terrace's crime rate isn't 
much different than Kitimat's or Prince Rupert's. 
"It's no worse or no better," he said. 
Holland said Prince Rupert has a reputation 
for heroin because it's a port city and therefore 
closer to the source of imported rugs. 
For assaults and other violent crime, Holland 
said the two city's case loads are very similar. 
Holland knows the crime situation looks bad. 
For a relatively small urban centre, Terrace 
has had two murders in nine months. 
"It's never good when we have a murder," 
Holland said. "But crime isn't predictable." 
Maybe not, but Sgt. Anders Udsen of the ser- 
ious crime unit says it's a lot more common here 
than statistics would allow you to believe. 
"I've worked in a lot of detachments, includ- 
ing Prince Rupert and there's no comparison," 
Udsen said. 
When it comes to armed robberies, he said, 
The total number oLviolent.crime offence, si as j ith¢ Terrace dgtachn~6'ht r h'andles ~ three times :the 
xecorded:j~ast:within Terrace city limiis!to the,end~, cases,~fLKj[iIl~gLand Prince Rupert combined. " 
~of December last yearwas 304 . . . . . .  i Besides the .l~inda"~fran6 4ataL stabbing in a 
That's down four offences from 308 violent 
crimes,:of a total of 2,022 criminal code of- 
fences, recorded in Terrace in 1998. 
That means about 15 per cent of all crime in 
Terrace in 1998 was considered violent. 
That same year, Terrace's municipal crime 
rate, or number of criminal code offences, ex- 
cluding traffic violations, was 146 per 1,000 resi- 
dents. 
Vancouver's 1998 crime rate was 154 crimes 
per li000 population, not that much higher than 
Terrace's. 
Only nine per cent of Vancouver's crime was 
considered violent. 
Compare that to 1998 violent crime in Kitimat 
.(municipal) of almost 19 per cent of all 1998 cri- 
'minal offences. 
In Prince Rupert, the municipal detachment 
Braun Street ownhouse Dec. 9, 1998 and the 
shooting death of Donald Pears near Ritchies 
Landing Sept. 27, 1999, Terrace investigators 
spent he last year working on a number of mis- 
sing persons cases. 
As a comparison, Kitimat investigators are 
working on the Kevin Vermette file and Prince 
Rupert officers are working on a murdered 
woman file dating back to January. 
"We've had a pretty fair blast [of serious 
crime] for the last little while," Udsen said. 
As proof, Udsen says, other detachments do
not need as much help from serious crime invest- 
igators in Prince George. 
"They've been here half a dozen times in the 
last year," he said. 
Udsen said he's not sure what brings offen- 
ders here, but noted Terrace has become the lar- 
ViOlent crime angers 
and stuns survivors 
VICTIMS OF violent crime are some of the most trau- 
matized people in Terrace. 
"Often they're not sleeping and not eating properly," 
said Sherry Pellegrlno, a victim's assistance staff mem- 
ber at the RCMP detachment. 
"There are so many things that can go wrong," she 
said in describing how people are affected. "Most people 
are forever changed in some way." 
As one of two paid and 10 volunteer victim's assis- 
tance members at the detachment, Pellegrino helps 
people in crisis situations, sometimes getting called out 
in the middle of the night. 
At any given time, the victim's assistance group 
handles between 70 to 90 ongoing files, 30 of them new 
that month. 
Each file tells a story of 
someone, who has survived 
an assault, suicide attempt, "Trus t  becomes  a 
stalking incident or have big issue,"  - Sher ry  
been involved in any number Pellegrino, RCMP 
traumatizing situations. 
Her clients range from the victims assistance staff 
parents of mistreated ted- member. 
dlers to seniors, from the hy- 
sterical to the person who 
just needs to talk. 
Most of the program's clients are women, which Pel- 
legrino says, is probably because of the large number of 
stalking and domestic violence disputes. 
In the case of robberies and break and enters, some- 
times women are more apt to talk about feelings, she 
said. 
Many people are so emotionally scarred, they feel 
hngry, afraid and suspicious of anyone that remotely 
~looks like their offender long after the actual incident. 
"Trust becomes a big issue," said Pellegrino. 
It's Pellegrino's job to listen to victims and reassure 
~them that whatever emotions they're feeling are comple. 
~tely okay. 
', Sometimes survivors of violent crime lose sleep, and 
become depressed to the point they can no longer work. 
', The program's caseload usually peaks in January and 
February and for about "a month in July, 
i But it can also rise when Terrace has a rash of armed 
~obberles or break ins close together, 
gest urban centres in the northwest. 
"Everyone has to come through here," he 
said. 
For some unexplained reason, serious crime 
picks up in the fall. 
"Every September and October something 
happens," Udsen said listing a string of murders 
here dating back to December, 1974, when Mon- 
ica lgnas went missing. 
The 15-year-old's body was found on a log- 
ging road near her Thornhill home on April 8, 
1975. 
Her killer has never been found. 
"Summer is never that bad and spring is the 
quietest," Udsen said. "Maybe the mushroom 
pickers have something to do with it, we don't 
know." 
Crime rate to boom 
TERRACE'S CRIME rate should skyrocket 
next year because of a change in the way crimes 
are reported. 
"We live and die by. our statistics,", sai~,~pl., 
Rod Holland, explaining the detachment s bud- 
get and number of officers depends on this city's 
crime rate. 
But under the old system, he says, the statis- 
tics didn't ell the whole story. So last July, offi- 
cers starting recording things differently in an 
attempt to get more officers and money from the 
government. 
For example, if an officer was called to a 
bloody brawl outside the local pub, but, by the 
time he got there, the fighters had disappeared - 
the instance would still be logged as a distur- 
bance, even though no one was apprehended at 
the scene. 
Under the old system, explained Holland, the 
officer's time simply wasn't accounted for real- 
istically. 
"Under that system we had a relatively slow 
detachment," he said. 
AT THE SCENE OF THE CRIME: Diane Pritchard is just one of many clerks 
who work at the Copperslde store on Clarke Avenue where a man is said to 
have waved an axe, assaulted a customer and stolen cash last winter. She 
says cashiers who work the night shift are still nervous about the incident. 
Assaults dominate daily court lists 
ON ONE OF the busiest 
provincial court days in 
Terrace at the end of last 
month, 34 per cent of the 
time was made up by vio- 
lent crime charges. 
With limited court time 
and operating one Crown 
lawyer short, the list repre- 
sents court appearances for 
more than 40 people fa- 
cing 74 charges that day. 
For some, the listing 
was their first time they've 
appeared on the charge fa- 
cing them. For others, iot 
was one appearance of 
Linda Lefranc's accused 
killer and Paul Bernard 
Wadsworth, accused in the 
September, 1999 shooting 
death east of Terrace. 
The court list included 
eight assaults, four charges 
of assaulting a peace offi- 
cer and four charges of as- 
sault causing bodily harm. 
Two people were 
charged with sexual as- 
sault, one of whom was 
charged also charged with 
sexual exploitation of a 
minor, 
The roster also includes 
many on a particular weapons, two indecent 
charge, acts and one threat to 
The charges included cause harm, adding up to a 
court appearances by  total of 26 violent crimes. 
That leaves the remain- 
ing 66 per cent of the list 
to deal with four impaired 
driving cases, two drug 
files, dozens of property 
crimes, a handful of of- 
fences against the federal 
fisheries or wildlife acts 
and several failures to 
comply with a court order• 
In youth court that 
month, violent crimes 
made up 19 per cent, or 
four of 21 charges, on the 
daily provincial court list. 
The list also included 
two impaired driving 
charges, five drug charges 
three property offences and 
seven breaches of proba- 
tion. 
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The Mail Bag 
Logging ban pact 
called a "sellout" 
Dear Sir: 
First the Clayquot, then the Walbran, then 
South Moresby. When will environmental extrem- 
ists finally put the nail in the forest industry's cof- 
fin in British Columbia? They won't. The majors 
that operate in the province will do it to them- 
selves - socio-economic suicide will be tile new 
buzzword. 
Look at it simply, The six majors on the coast -
Weyerhauser, Canfor, Fletcher, Interfor, Western 
Forest Products and West Fraser - through what 
some people refer to as the "Coastal Forest Con- 
servation Initiative" are negotiating with enviros to 
halt logging on the central and north coast for the 
next two years (indefinitely). In return, the enviros 
will suspend their activist campaigns aimed at 
European customers for B.C. forest products. 
Boy, now there's a deal. First we allow the U.S. 
to dictate the province's forest policy via the soft- 
wood lumber agreement and now environmentalists 
are going to dictate forest and land policy in B.C. 
through boardrooms of Germany. 
Simply put, it's a sellout - not not for a Ca- 
nucks game (which enviros should really be target- 
ing) - but for our industry and tile livelihoods of 
the many communities on the coast that depend on 
logging and sawmiiling jobs. 
Strangely enough, the proposed area being tar- 
geted omits the Queen Charlottes and Vancouver 
Island. Weyerhauser, Canfor and Fletcher do not 
operate to any extent in this area and West Fraser 
simply doesn't want to operate on the coast. 
No, it's a sellout all right. If not, why weren't 
the areas where Weyerhauser, Canfor and Fletcher 
operate included? Mainly because there is no old 
growth left on Vancouver Island and if the north 
coast is sacrificed that will be enough to keep the 
environmentalists out of the interior as well where, 
by the way, clearcuts approach the size of small 
countries. 
Envi ronm enta list s 
argue that the Great Bear 
Rainforest is of global 
ecological importance 
and conservation is ne- 
cessary to protect the 
home of the Great Spirit 
Bear. Well, the spirit 
hear did just fine, thanks 
very much, until Terrace 
fenced its garbage dump. 
The enviros are well 
organized, well funded 
and extremely adept at 
developing slick, misin- 
formation campaigns 
against foreign consu- 
mers of B.C. forest pro- Justin Rigsby 
ducts . . . . . .  ~, i 
Unfortunately, the forest industry lacks the ima- 
gination, creativity and intellect o discredit activ- 
ists with the factual truths regarding our forests. 
However, there must be more to this proposal 
than meets the eye. How can forest companies ne- 
gotiated with environmentals over public lands? Is 
public input and the LRMP process not sufficient? 
Where does the government sit on this issue? 
The stumpage and tax revenue foregone could 
reach hundreds of millions. What about jobs and 
our communities? Employment insurance alone for 
2,000 jobs would exceed $200,000,000 for one 
year. 
What about foreign customers? If they bow to 
pressure to source forest products elsewhere, the 
laws of supply and demand will end up costing 
them money. In fact, taking this supply out of the 
global system will decrease supply and drive up 
the prices of forest products, benefiting foreign pro- 
ducers. 
Maybe we need to examine who really stands to 
gain from this initiative. Not B.C. forest companies 
(in the long term), not forest dependent communi- 
ties on the north and central coast, not workers, not 
the government and not even the environmental- 
ists. They will just shift environmental pressure to 
other places• No, it will be the foreign producers 
who benefit• Maybe they are a source of funding 
for enviros? 
I never thought hat when West Fraser gave up! 
the Kitlope the enviros would be satisfied. This in- 
itiative proves it. The environmentalists will conti- 
nue to raise the bar higher and the industry will 
continue to be gullible enough to try and hurdle it. 
Now is not the time for appeasement for those 
that depend on the forest industry. It is a time to 
stand up and say, in the words of Churchill, "We.  
shall never surrender•" 
Justin Rigsby, 
Terrace, B.C. 
A vicious little fish 
Dear Sir: 
Lengthy cold weather might have been good to 
change the water temperature in the ocean. Last 
summer while bottom fishing for halibut I caught a 
lot of a southern water fish called mackerel along 
the coast from Prince Rupert. 
With water temperatures being warmer, the fish 
seemed to move north. Mackerel is a very vicious 
little fish. I believe this has been tile reason for 
loss of herring and probably oung salmon. 
Mackerel seem to be down there with the hali- 
but at the depths of 200 to 300 feet or more. I found 
out they just love herring and herring is a prime. 
source of food for our salmon. 
Things could change and have a great impact 
on our west coast fishing if weather doesn't change 
the water temperature, making the mackereha/m 
grate south again. 4 !!w 
I spoke to the fisheries department in Ter~'cc. 
They were not aware mackerel were this far north. 
They did say the Queen Charlottes had mackerel. I, 
do see in the fishing regulations there is a daily 
limit of 100 or more. 
The ministry people doing up fishing regulations 
on the lower mainland must be aware of the pro- 
blem. Commercial and sports fishing wall decline 
more if mother nature doesn't do a turn around. 
George Chlnn, Terrace, B.C, 
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Abortion ,sn't only answer 
Dear Sir: 
This is in reply to Sarah de Leeuw's commentary on 
abortion providers, March 15, 2000. 
March 10, the so called National Day of Appreciation 
for Abortion Providers, is likely little celebrated for good 
reason. Society as a whole does not want to be reminded 
that certain doctors, sworn in the-Hippocratic oath to 
preserve life, kill unborn babies. 
Medical science has conclusively proven that unborn 
babies are alive and growing in their mother's womb, 
fhat they feel the pain of death, that they could grow to 
feel the love of their birth-mother or the love of a family 
that desperately desires children. 
The unborn child is forgotten in the choice business -
they are part of their mother and father, yet already a se- 
parate entity. When choice is talked about wouldn't it be 
better to choose between family helping, adoption or al- 
tering lifestyle? Death is too final for a bright new life. 
Two women that I have had the privilege of knowing 
gave their first-born up for adoption. It as hard for them 
and I'm sure that even today there is residual sadness, 
tempered by the peace that the babies are growing up in 
loving families. 
Another that I talked to recently was pregnant as a 
teenager, had family support and her child is the love of 
her life. 
Life can be very difficult for a pregnant woman who 
feels she has little choice. We all understand this. The 
unborn baby and mother are part of society and the com- 
munity needs to take a role and help. 
For the mother who decides to raise her baby, this 
can ,happen in many ways, through babysitting at Paces 
so that young mothers can complete their high school, 
through Birthright, by the federal government upping 
maternity leave to one year, daycare at the workplace, 
families helping, the fathers being responsible. 
There is no quick fix or easy answer but life has many 
pathways that can be followed to lead a brighter future 
for both mother and child. 
Don S. Coburn, Terrace, B.C. 
Braun's idea is a surprise 
Dear Sir: 
I am a member of the Braun's Island Committee. Be- 
cause I have had a few calls from residents of Braun's 
Island in regards to the article in your paper on March 1 
about the possible amalgamation of Braun's Island with 
Terrace, I feel I must address their concerns. 
During the Terrace mayoral election competition in 
November, Mr. Talstra brought forward the possibility of 
accessing some once-only funds (which the city might 
like to use for the multiplex) from the province based on 
a per capita formula if it amalgamated or incorporated 
with some area either Braun's Island or a section of 
Thornhill or any area not currently in its boundaries. 
The Braun's Island Committee was approached and 
asked if the residents might be interested in this. 
The committee directed the regional +district to ex- 
plore this possibility with the City of Terrace and report 
back to the committee so that something could be pre- 
sented to all the residents on the pros and cons of this so 
an informed individual decision could be made. 
Since November, we have not had any proposals to 
look at. I have not heard anything except what I read in 
the paper so I can't answer the question of "Why would 
Braun's Island want to be a part of Terrace?" 
Kathy Juba, 
Terrace, B.C. 
Top priority- finding nurses 
Dear Sir: 
According to your editorial of March 15, the Com- 
munity Health Council would like to review the list of 
nurses "to test the list and its contents." 
On Feb. 10 there was a special department head com- 
mittee meeting at Mills Memorial Hospital. There were 
five service enhancements beyond the regular budget 
items discussed. The management team reviewed the 
list to figure out how the CHC could handle the five top. 
The first item was increasing the acute care nursing 
staff. This top priority, on the list, received a no go. The 
CHC will need to find money for this enhancement. I  
was stressed that it could not proceed until they arc able 
cate money from their budget for the technology person. 
Another enhancement that was discussed was the 
need for an occupational therapist. If orthopedics hould 
be brought into Mills, this enhancement will be included 
with that proposal. The fifth enhancement was an ICU 
nurse for EDOs (elective days off). The management 
team believed that they could find the money for this. 
Mr. Gicsbrecht continues to request a list of people 
who have experienced personal tragedies through this 
healthcare crisis, the CHC is requesting a list of nurses 
who are not willing to work at Mills Memorial Hospital. 
I believe the list that they should be reviewing is their 
list of priorities from their special department head 
to find money . . . . . . . .  meeting. If the health council was really c0m.mjtte_d .tq. 
The Other four item~ incff~ded i-~/6 positi0ns in iidmin, fiiiing the nursing shortfall, the Very" first item should 
istration, ESP scheduling and a full-time information-.:hav.e+:read 'yes ' to increasing the, acute~caremursing~staff:; 
technology person. According to their agenda, both of Instead' they said "No, need to find money for this, 
these positions must go ahead and they will find the can't do it until we find the money." And yet they are 
money for them. Every department (that is presently determined to find money for positions in administration. 
stretched beyond their means) has been asked to allo- Ida Mohler, Terrace Health Watch 
HEARING FOR LIVINGI 
"At the TERRACE HEARING CLINIC, we are committed to pro- 
viding better HEARING. This means fitting a range of hearing 
technologies, to fit every li~style, every situation, every prefer- 
ence, and every budget. My job is to help you choose the hear- 
ing system that best suits your lifestyle." 
Joely Viveiros, M.Sc., Aud (C), Audiologist 
State-of-art HEARING AID technologies available: 
;!+ili~:, :::%+ . . . . . . . .  ~:~ 
~i~:::.~:.. !~:~t~' ::!!~::!i:: 
::.~.... :=... .  :. ::#.:x ~::~ ~:.~. 
:ii.~ :ii : : ' .  2 : "%'.ii~;~:~:, 
~~i!}i#i+!~#:::~: I 
~i~#:!il::i:::::::::::::::::::::::'::. 
+ +!!+ ..................... i~i; :!+!+ 
£~:ii ::~i ~!!:: {i ~: :£: .  : ,'-: ~:~:::::~:.::s:~:.:.:,~ ========================== 
Because every hearing loss is unique and every individual is unique, we don't have a special 
advertised "hearing aid of the month". We do provide the best hearing available for your 
hearing loss and your lifeslyle. For a professionalhearing evaluation and consultation about 
state-of-the-art hearing technologies: 
TERRACE HE.ARING CLINIC LTD 
The Hear ing Profesmonals  
4731 Lazelle Ave (Terrace Plaza) 
635-HEAR 635-4327 1-800-811-1533 
Visits to Smithers, Hazelton, Kitimat and the Nass 
Serving Terrace and surrounding communities since 1992. 
You BE THE JUDGE 
BY CLAIRE BERNSTEIN 
'Phy " ' " stcal Educatmn , ,  
"Robertl That boot belongs on your loot, not ~='-,~20u" 
Angelas head.' Ellen shouled as she and ~ ~  
Bernadette scrambled to get the students onto their 
school buses. "After 18 years of teaching, I still ACTuALBASEDcouRTON IIl~l~gi,klll~ 
find bus duty the hardest job," Ellen sighed. "Ge- 
l ng these bundles of energy into snow suits it CASES 
I ~u!}h. You'd think Ihe kids would be as anxious to 
! .~thome as we are." 
Bernadette shook'her head. "Jessica sure isn't. 
She's hiding under the bench." 
"That child's a handful," Ellen said. "She's 9 
years old but still at a grade 2 level. She has an 
eating disorder. Shll, she acts up quite a bit." 
"Poor lithe thing." 
"1 know," Ellen agreed. "But she understands 
how to behave and needs strong guidance. "Je -+ 
ssiC?e2['~ctaimp~tec~? '~T:nl my mommy to pick me 
she did thatl" 
Twenly minutes later, Jessica bounded up Ihe 
stairs to her house. "How was your day, 
sweetle?" her mother asked as she prepared 
some cookies and milk. 
"Okay We learned about spiders and did 
e " subtrachon. And M ss Ellen slapped m . 
Jessiea's mother almost dropped the milk car- 
ton "What? Where did she slap you?" 
"m,,ht here on my lea " Jessica showed her 
horrified mo her a fading mark on her calf. Can 
I watch "IV now?" 
up." "Soon. Let's go over to Mrs. Ryerson's and 
, Ellen found Jessica's polka dolled snowsuit, show her that mark.. I want c witnessl Then I~m 
"rime to get dressed, dear. Your friends are wait- calling the cops. That leacher belongs m jaill" 
ing on the bus." Ellen was charged with assault. In court, the 
Jessica sto tied screaming. "NOI I WANT MY prosecutor was outraged. "Your Honour, Ellen 
used excessive force in slapping Jesslca. That's 
assault. This Court must not condone the slap- 
ping of disabled children by their teachers. 
Surely Canadian society has progressed beyond 
MOMMY TO DRESS MEI" 
Ellen was kind but firm. "Jessica, your mommy 
is waiting for you at home." 
Jessica's tantrum was getting out of control. 
"GET AWAY FROM MEI I WANT MY MOMMYI" 
The little girl wouldn't stop screaming. Her legs 
and arms flailed wildly, barely missing Ellen. 
Ellen reached down and slapped Jessica's leg. 
"Now stop that and do as you're told." 
It wasn't a really hard slap. But the effect was 
huge. Jesslca was stunned. Tears streamed down 
her face, She let Ellen dress her. 
Bernadette was also stunned. "1 can't believe 
that." 
Ellen rushed to her feet. "But Your Honour, I 
used only the reasonable amount of force called 
For in the circumstances. Teachers must be 
allowed to discipline their students, or anarchy in 
the schools would result!" 
Is Ellen guilty of assault? YOU! Be The Judge. 
Then look below for the decision. 
SPONSORED BY 
WRIGHT & MARDIROS 
TRIAL LAWYERS 
Serving the Pacific Northwest  
TERENCE WRIGHT 15 years experience DAVID MARDIROS 
Criminal and Family Law Civil Litigation Aboriginal Law 
Free Initial Interview for I.C.B.C. and 
Personal Injury Claims 
4730 Lazelle Avenue, Terrace, B.C. V8G 1T2 
Phone: 638-0354 Fax: 635-2919 
YOU! BE THE JUDGE - DECISION 
"Not Guilty," decided Judge Steven. "A teacher has the fight o correct a child using reasonable force. 
Here, the slap was indeed reasonable. J ssica was unhurt and Ellen acted in a restrained way. Even though 
Ellen could have made amore socially acceptable choice of dealing with Jessiea0 she didn't break the 
law." 
YOU! BE THE JUDGE is based on actual court cases. Today's decision is based on a court case 
from the province of Newfoundland. If yon have a similar problem, please contact Wright & Mardiros. 
Claire Bemstein s a lawyer and nationally s ndicated colunmist. Copyright 2000 Haika Enterprises. C22-2. 
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. CORRESPONDENCE FOR THE TERRACE STANDARD' 
Not a 'bad Liberal' 
Dear Sir: 
A clarification to your March 22 story on my 
aspirations to seek the Liberal nomination in Skee- 
ha.  
When asked about some of my public state- 
ments on issues that conflict with Gordon Camp- 
bell, i.e.: Kemano Completion, SCI bail out and 
Nisga'a Tre~ity, my reply, in fact, was in somewhat 
different order than your story and with a few more 
clarifying and qualifying comments, which pro- 
vides quite a different slant to my comments. 
My position has been, will continue to be, and 
.. • is no secret to my political friends and foes, that 
when push comes to shove my constituents take 
priority, regardless of who may disagree. 
I have spent a decade in public service and 
have proven myself to be a team player, always 
working hard to reach consensus at least and un- 
animous decisions at best. 
Thank you for the opportunity to make sure I 
don't start out as a "bad Liberal". 
David D. Hull, Terrace, B.C. 
The road to ....... 
Dear Sir: 
In Austria and Germany, the city hall is called 
the "rat haus". Seems fitting enough so I propose 
that, in the interest of informing German tourists, 
and for my own amusement, hat the city erect a 
large sign at the end of the main drag, saying 
merely "rat haus". Visiting dignitaries won't have 
to be told where to go. 
City councillors have recently come up with a 
plan to increase the city's proportion of costs for re- 
pawng the streets in town that resemble the terrain 
on the moon. That would require a modest tax in- 
crease for all of us. Unlike many of the business 
type people on council I still have a mortgage to 
pay. If my mortgage were paid off, then a modest 
increase in taxes wouldn't seem so bad. 
A quick check of the phone book tells me that a 
majority of the elected live on streets that are in 
rough shape. Hmm. No special interest stuff in that 
closed door meeting, I'm sure. 
Like the king of Terrace, I am within spitting 
distance of an arterial road, so the recent paving in 
front of my place did not require me to buck up. 
Thank you, Terrace. 
Chris Spangl, Terrace, B.C. 
How about $39.50? 
Dear Sir: 
I noted with interest he article, "Councillors in 
food fight", in your March 22 issue. 
So poor David Hull feels that he should be al- 
lowed to gobble $70 worth of food daily, while t ra - .  
veiling on'city business? ........ ; ' ~ -`  " " ~ , .~ , ,~  . ~ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
..... /:'~Why n6t savethe  Terrace taxpayers money by 
io~/ering'the "per diem rate to $39.50, the same as 
that paid by the provincial government to workers 
travelling on government business? If we can do it, 
why can't Dave? 
D.F. Varner, Terrace, B.C. 
Please give it back 
Dear Sir: 
This letter is to whoever stole a yard machine 
3.5 hp/18 inch, front line tiller, serial #21A-035- 
500, Model 91200 from 3970 Walker Street, 
Thornhill, in the early part of March. 
My wife and I, whose only income is Old Age 
Pension and Canada Pension, are not financially 
. . . . . . .  /tbl~ to replace this machine. 
Our hobby is growing flowers, which we share 
with our neighbours, to make the area a more 
beautiful and pleasant place in which to live. 
When we visit native people in the surrounding 
area we are always treated with respect and hen- 
outed as elders. The question we ask the persons 
responsible for this theft, would you like your mo- 
ther, father or grandparents reated in this fashion? 
My wife and I have spent our lives helping 
people i.e. if you want advice on making a dress, 
knitting a sweater, baking a cake or if you are a 
diabetic - Gen is always there to help. I, on the 
other hand, have chauffeured boys and girls to 
swimming, basketball games, Odyssey of the Mind 
projects or any electric appliance needing repair, 
or a small electrical remodelling, I would be happy 
to advise. Or if you wanted to borrow the tiller to 
till your garden, I would have been happy to help. 
We would appreciate it - if you would return the 
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Tuxedo Rentals  
$69. & up 
Br ida l ,  Grad  Dresses 
and  Accessories 
4609 Lakelse Avenue, Terrace 
Ph: 635-4211 
Automotive Locksmithing 
• Authorized ASSA & 
MIWA Dealers 
Terry & Pat Heinricks -Safes- Sales & Service 
Journeyman Locksmiths 
4624A Greig Avenue .Emergency Openings 
Terrace, BC V8G 1M9 
Toll Free 1-888-560-5549 Fax (250) 635-1918 
,, Phone: (250) 635-5549 E-Mail: tlock@telus.net 
Terrace's LARGEST Selection of 
Magazines & Newspapers 
w 
,'Commercial, Residential, 
*GIFTWARE *LOTI'ERY 
*CONFECTIONARY 
*SOUVENIRS 
*INTERNET-COMPUTER ACCESS 
VANS NEWS 
Open 8am- 10pm Daily 
4607 Lakelse Ave., Terrace 635-8899 
Check out our great selection of hunting 
& fishing supplies & clothing. 
3217 Kalum Terrace 635,6496 
"We Specialize in Hunting & Fishing" 
' 1 i  
 ou,o=. it I Norman C. Read, Terrace, B.C. ~ " ~ 
Check out our 
General Paint Flyer 
full of fantastic 
savings! 
Call one of our Sales Reps at the 
. .  
Terrace Standard-  
Sale • • .... , .~ '~.  .:t~'.~k"~2 r~I~ '~ '~-~k: .~:  ~.::::::'::: ..  ' i .  : . :  
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• 2 qJb I I I L i  • MODULAR 
• SINGLE WIDES "" ' 'i INc. 
.- / ' "  . . . . . . . .  \Modu lar  Home Store 
/. " ....... ",l . . a t~ l  Corner of Hart Hwy and Bellamy 
L~Or-~ 31 $7  ,e l lamy 
x ,,J 962.1 733 
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TERRACE INTERIORS 
4610 Lazelle 
635-6600 
I m 
I 
DOWNTOWN TERRACE 
The Hear t  
of 
our  
. _ - .~  
Ev's Mens Wear 
4605 Lakelse Avenue 635-5420 
"celebrating 40 years serving you" 
NEW for Spring from Woolrich 
• Converter Pants - zip off legs 
perfect for Travel or Golf! 
• Security Pants- 3 secure pockets, Teflon coated 
Great for Travell 
• Security Shirts 
'~'~ CENTRAL FLOWERS 
Since 1973 
Victoria B.C.'s very own 
- Roger's Chocolates 
now available 
0 0 0 0 0 0  
New Spring & Summer April 
Cornell Linens are now in 
For Every Bloomln' Thing 
4619 Lakelse Ave., Terrace, B.C. 
638"1900 ~ 1"888-325-6667~ 
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Store 
• Cozy  Cotton Throws  
• Dago l i  Sweats  & T Sh i r ts  
in new spr ing colors 
• Al l  occas ion  cards  
Located in the Coast Inn of the West 
Open until 8pm weeknights 
Hanky 
Pauky 
April 
Fools 
Weekend 
March 31 
April 1 
Located in the Coast Inn of the West 
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Retired justice wants Nisga'a 
treaty tested by courts first 
THE SENATE should postpone the effective date of the 
Nisga'a treaty until court challenges are resolved, says a 
former Supreme Court Justice. 
Willard Estey told Senators March 23 it would be 
prudent o freeze implementation f the treaty for up to 
five years to allow the courts to settle questions about its 
constitutionality. 
Three court challenges, one by the provincial Liberal 
party, one by the Fisheries Survival Coalition and one 
by Nass Camp resident Lloyd Brinson are set to be heard 
municipal power, but power of this kind, misbehaviour 
would creep in to city hall one time out of 100, but that 
is very serious," he said. 
Another witness, law professor Kent McNeil, cast 
doubt on suggestions the treaty might be struck down as 
unconstitutional. 
"If the Supreme Court were to strike down the self- 
government provisions, it would be sabotaging the nego- 
tiations," he said. 
, 'We would be in a situation where these matters 
once the treaty is passed into law. would have to be litigated inthe courts over and over 
"It is our view that everyone, Nisga'a included, are again,,' he added, l,Each First Nation would have to liti- 
better served if we do not introduce something which is  gate its rights to self government.'[ . . . .  
going to be challenged successfully," Estey said. The  federal and provincial governments have said 
• "No one is going to thank usfor allowing this to go their legal experts believe the treaty does not amount o 
down the road, money spent organizing tiffs, that and the 
other institution, and the whole thing collapses because 
of a court order." 
Estey presented a paper in which he says he believes 
the Nisga'a will receive virtually all the attributes of an 
independent s ate and that there will be strong grounds 
for the country's high court to find it unconstitutional. 
"An independent self-governing ation state will be 
created within the boundaries of Canada," he said. 
The self-government granted the Nisga'a is nothing 
like the municipal powers towns and cities have, he 
said, which are granted and can be revoked by the 
provinces. 
Nisga'a powers, once created cannot be abolished or 
changed without Nisga'a agreement, he noted. 
"What is contemplated in the agreement is not a de- 
legation of powers, it is a complete abdication of the 
powers granted in the Canadian Constitution to Parlia- 
ment and the British Columbia legislature," he said. 
Hearings by the Senate committee probing the treaty 
wrapped up Thursday. The treaty enabling legislation 
passed in B.C. last spring and was passed by the House 
of Commons in December. 
It needs approval of the Senate before it can be pro- 
claimed into law. 
The upper chamber this week turns to directly deba- 
ting the issues raised and pondering whether to seek any 
amendments or a delay of the effective date. 
Also urging caution about he creation of a third order 
of government was former B.C. Attorney General Alex 
MacDonald. 
"To kiss power goodbye is not only a mistake for a 
Parliament or legislature to commit, but it is unconstitu- 
tional," he said. 
MacDonald was also alarmed that the treaty gives the 
Nisga'a the ability to set up and control its own police 
force. 
"If you gave an ethnic community of any kind, not 
H R B 
AUTOMOTIVE  
New Repair Company at Terrace Shell on Kalum 
$ 95 
Oil Change ............................................ (mostveh~c~es) 19 
(Includes up to 5 Iitres 5W30 or 10W30 and oil filter) 
Tune-ups ............. : ..:...,..i ........ :...,(most 4cyl. vehicles)$5000 
plus parts 
Brakes ................................................... (most vehicles) 40 °° 
plus paas 
Shocks - Struts - Tire Flepair 
General Automotive Service & Repair 
- -  F ree  Brake  Inspect ions  - -  
- -  Free  Es t imates  -- 
638-8678 
.#" 
March  Spec ia ls ,  10% of f  a l l  parts & labour  
an amendment of the constitution. 
Observers on both sides of the issue have found the 
Senate's careful and less partisan dissection of the treaty 
refreshing and more productive than the political circus 
that enveloped passage of the treaty in the House of 
Commons and in Victoria. 
The treaty enabling legislation passed in B.C. last 
spring and was passed by the House of Commons in De- 
cember. 
It needs approval of the Senate before it can be pro- 
claimed into law. 
Child care info 
money given 
A PERIOD of uncertainty for The Family Place child 
care information centre appears to have passed now that 
it's been given $200,000 by the provincial government. 
Started in 1996 as one of four pilot projects in the 
province, the centre had been threatened when it didn't 
know if its operating budget was going to continue. " 
Social development and economic security minister 
Jan Pullinger delivered the $200,000 commitment while 
in Terrace last week to open a conference on rural and ' 
northern housing. 
"I'm pleased with what's been accomplished," said 
Pullinger of The Family Place. 
Among other things, it provides information on child 
care by gathering together under one roof a variety of 
agencies responsible for services. 
The $200,000 begins to flow April 1 and is sufficient 
until next March. 
The Family Place is located in a renovated house 
acrQss the street on Park Ave. from the Terrace 
Women's Resource Centre which is its sponsor. 
Statistics indicate the office gets about 400 queries a 
month. 
The four-year commitment to the pilot project ended 
last year and while it did receive money for the year just 
ended, some trimming of expenses did take place. 
Big Mountains. Big Snow. Big Horizon. 
Great Big News. 
The 2001 800 Mountain Cat 
with all new Hi.Tech Design is herd 
New light weight 
New fuel tank flexible hood 
design with built . . . .  
in gauge ~ i , ~  ~i '` I 
~ ..... ~i' I Light weight 800 
~ ~ i ~ ' .  ! Twin producing a' 
. / .  .... ,- whopping 
~ ~  140 H.P. 
New 144 - 2' ~ ~ t ~' 
Camoplasttrack "-~2 ....... ' "  ~ '* "  ' 
New parabolic Ski 
design 
PRE SEASON YOUR 2001 
Arctic Cat before 
April 15, 2000 and get up to 
*6OO.OO 
J BONUS j 
FREE 
2 year bumper to 
bumper warranty 
included with 
I Cat Cash offer 
Cat Cash. ~~~~N~ 
Cat Cash can be used toward tile purchase of ¶ 
Arcticweat~ or genuine Arctic Cat parts and accessories. 
Or don't miss your chance to choose from many financing 
options until 2000." So come in soon before all the great 
deals, and sleds, are gone. 
Limited Edition models available. Cat Cash offer applies to 
,,,oo,,s ARCT IC  CAT ° 
What Snowmobili'ng~ All AbouC 
• . . everyth,ng for the 
Horse Lover . . .  
• cowboy cut jeans 
All sizes available 
• Toddlers  • Kids • Ladies • Mens 
Art Contest 
for Kids 3 - 1 8 
See store for details 
Hours: Monday - Saturday loam - 6 pm 
we've m0vedtl 
Grand Opening Celebrations March 31 -Apr i l  1 
Special prices on Darda sets, Thomas Train 
Characters and much moret! 
We'll pay the first $5 postage charges for any phone 
orders placed during our Grand Opening. 
GINGERBREAD TOYS 
6553 Hart Highway (Hart Centre) 
(250) 962-4354 • 1.888-521-8697 
OPEN 7 DAYS A WEEK 
,(ineludin8 Fridays until 9pro) 
There's no better 
place for your 
vehicle's spring 
check-up. 
Lube, Oil & Filter ~ 
 29'" Diesel and VIO engines, Talon. Laser and Stealth models extra. . Environmental handling charge extra. 
Includes up to 5 litres of Moper Oil, a Mopar Oil Filter, Lube 
(where applicable), a top-up of brake, power steedng and 
windshield washer fluids, and a 15-point visual inspection, 
Autopar 4SE Tires 
r''49''" each P 155/80R13 Includes installation and balancing. 
Autopar 4SE All-Season Steel Radial 
Tires feature two steel belts, all-weather 
M&S rated tread design for dependable 
traction and a smooth ride, and are 
"S" speed rated, 
P155/80R13 49,95 
P175/80R13 m 57,95 
P185/80R13 • 61,95 
P185F/0R14 64,95 
P185//5R14 64.95 
P195/75R14 66.95 
P205/'/SR14 69,95 
P205f15R15 73,95 
II alackwall 
c~Qg. 
Omcial Sponso, of the 
Canadian Olympic Team 
Peace-of-Mind 
Driving Inspection 
~tion of 4 tires, inspection 
system, all fluid levels, 
;tern, front and rear brake 
aust system, suspension 
ad test and report results. 
CHRYSLER 
Oadge 
. J eep  
i.ii ~ 
~!i ¸ 
, , .  ~,,,od to be Home. 
Only at your neighbourhood Chrysler, Dodge, Jeep® Retailer. 
• Offer valid at participating Chafer. Dodge, Jeep Retailers. Retailer may sell lot less. Ask lot details. ® Jeep ts a registered trademark ofOaimletOhP/sler Corporation used under llcenee by 
DafmlerChlys(er Canada Inc. OalmlerChP/ster Canada rno. is a whoh)' owned subsidian/of DalmlerOhryslor Coromallon.. Official Mark of the Canadian 01ympic Association. 
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I! A new look 
DRAKE MORVEN, of Progressive Ventures, pre- 
pares to work on renovations to the Terrace and 
District Credit Union now underway. The project 
will expand the member services area and cre- 
ate a separate office for financial planning. 
I 
Talking technology 
TECHNOLOGY will be Steve Do|to of the TV 
the focus of a forum orga- 
nized this weekend by the 
Terrace Economic Deve- 
lopment Authority. 
The one-day Northwest 
B.C. Business Technology 
Forum on April I includes 
three panel discussions to 
help identify tech solutions 
involving administration, 
business-to-business and 
sales and marketing issues. 
Panelists include a 
number of local entrepre' 
neurs who have put tech- 
nology to work for them, 
plus keynote speaker 
show Dotto's Data Cafe. 
"What we're trying to 
do is simply raise the pro- 
file of technology possibi- 
lities for local businesses 
in northwest B.C.," said 
TEDA executive director 
Ken Veldman. 
"In a relatively isolated 
region like northwest B.C., 
e-commerce is probably 
the biggest opportunity - 
aud the biggest hreat - fa- 
cing local business." 
Agenda details are on 
the internet at www.north- 
westbc.com 
i t 
: James W. Radelet 
RADELET & COMPANY Barristers& Solicitor~ ~!~' 
TaxLaw( ,;Trusts,.~Co'rport~te & C~erc ia l  ' ~ L 
1330 -1075 We'ifGeorgia skeet, VancoUver, B;C V6E 3C9 
Phone: 604-689-0878 Fax: 604-689-1386 
How to survive in the Digital Economy 
NorthWest BC 
Business Technology Forum 
~...::"' :i:ii~eaiu rJng i~ 
i" SteveDott6,  i ~,. 
0 ~!~ ...'"!, : i~:i , ~ i !i .~. .,, H st ~of: Dotto s Data ~afe 
.... :.:.:~ :!:Te'rrace BC" 
Make sure yO:ui!~ri~ii:your: business 
are part of ~t~ solution. 
For details: 
www.northwestbc.com 
(250) 635-4168 
Terrace Economic Development Authority 
Six bidders 
advance for 
Kincolith road 
HIGHWAYS MINISTRY 
officials have begun the 
complex task of evaluating 
six companies who want 
the $30 million contract o 
build a road to Kincolith in 
the Nass Valley. 
That's just under half of 
the 14 firms who each paid 
$1,000 last month to at- 
tend a briefing session for 
the road project. 
"I figured we'd get 
about 50 per cent of the 14 
contractors who regis- 
tered," said highways offi- 
cial Dave St. Thomas in 
adding there should not be 
a problem in selecting a 
qualified company from 
the six who submitted an 
expression of interest. 
Each is now being rated 
out of a possible 100 
points and the goal is now 
to choose three who will 
be asked to submit more 
detailed proposals. 
St. Thomas expects the 
short list to be completed 
next week. 
The rating system 
evaluates companies by 
their experience, manage- 
rial expertise, environ- 
mental management and 
native participation in the 
Nass Valley. 
That latter rating, as 
well as how each company 
says it will include north- 
western subcontractors, i  
considered important in 
terms of spreading regional 
socio-economic benefits. 
St. Thomas said the 
three short listed compa- 
nies will have about a 
month to submit detailed 
proposals for the project. 
"We could have a pre- 
ferred partner in late July 
or early August," he said. 
Once chosen the com- 
pany will have three years 
to complete the job. 
Some work may even 
be started by this Septem- 
ber or October, depending 
upon whatever work plan 
the contractor develops, 
said St. Thomas. 
The first five kilometres 
of the 29-kilometre road 
has already been built to a 
logging road standard. 
The rest isn't built and 
involves navigating some 
extremely rugged country 
to connect road to the iso- 
lated village of Kincolith. 
The ministry has spent 
about $3.5 million of the 
$30 million budget already 
on engineering and envir- 
onmental work. 
The road extension is 
separate from the ongoing 
$41 million upgrade and 
paving of the entire 
Nisga'a Highway, expec- 
ted to take seven years. 
• ~..:.:.:.:::~::~.:.,,:..... 
Booknow&to '300 ,c,. Daily rate based on Mini-basic 21 ,day SAVEup rental Apr 1/00-Mar 31/01. Inctuoes 
unlimited,mileage, e ,A ,~,  
' t~ermany,~011and, Daily q ) ' ,~ '~ 
Air fare  f rom! Belgium. from =. . .=-  
London ..... ~99 .¢[ipoa . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
Amsterdam 8499 &City Hotels 
Berlin ........ "549 
Dusseldorf 8499 
Glasgow .... =529 
Hamburg =529 
'Reflects ~ saver, sper person 
Manchester '499  
Munich . . . . .  ~549 
Stuttgart. , .~5291 
....................................... 
FEATURING: 
,Most fhghts on the A330 Widebody 
,More leg room 
,Most modem fleet in Canada 
LONDON 
Casserly Court, (retlocls A0r,1- 
Oct 31/00 double 
occupancy! Daily $76 
per person/ from 
Holels also available: 
Glasgow, Edinburgh, Birmingham, 
Manchesler, Dublin. Shannon, Bellasl, 
Vmnna, Innsbruck, Salzburg, Paris. 
Brussels. Amsterdam. Hamburg, 
Dusseldorf. Munich, Sluhgart. 
RAIL PASSES 
..,easy access & careful travel 
khroughout Britian 8, Europe. 
urilRail EutaiI, Fra.nce Had, Eur0.pass~ 
e..urost.ar and T haqs.(An extens!on o/ 
¢urosrar trom t-'arts to urusse~s). 
OPEN JAWS 
Fly into one city and return 
from another. 
No extra charge/ 
H 0 L I D A Y B 
V, ir~l~/w~t (l~l~lr~t #e ~, NEW BOOKING S ONLY Pr x.r.~ imp" new.on ~tmnrJfnp atxl r~ll~..l ~.4~fexl (l~'~dt xo d, l l~  nttrJl! 
Sld~'~.l tl) ch,l~I~ Can~la 3000 HO&Lly~ h~rms arid t~-eJllo'15 a.[].~ N, ql Ir~.h#k;'r| All Ia¢05 AIF ar~ Iron.,.Tx)dalio~ 
1/~1 ~J f£#t~ r]l~Ollll & ~tlr[]~l'~ I~Jhls a, i  OtKllnahltJ In C anacda cs*ly rig Ilm I e 3~bl I.1 
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The Pacific Northwest Music Festiual 
Proudly Presents Our 
Saturday, April 1st, 
2000 
8:00 pro. 
R.E.M. Lee Theatre, 
Terrace 
Tickets can now be 
bought from Sight & 
Sound in the Skeena 
Mall. 
Adults $10 
i ...~2,,'~ Students y,$5 
, ' ;  35r" ANNIVNERSAR 
CELEBRATIO CON ERT 
MICHAEL KIM IN CONCERT 
Brought to you by the Pacific Northwest 
Z gzQ 'L Music Festival ,~ §&~ ~: 
A registration certificate 
for your firearm 
11:" Rthtmnei~l# , Io~Cerllltele~ tl¢enceNttmbe¢ 
t. N" dU ¢MIJhcP| d'enreg # ~emen d~ letme ~ leu NumL,o di IHImTI 
:.,', 1234567890.01 1234561890.01 
/ :  ~ d'en~egtmhemenl de l' ttme l leu oale de ~tfrlctllon rA o l~l . ~ : :~ ." 
,~ 123456189 NOT VERIFIED ,':**:~, 
~'  Meh/llzlque Cpezl/c else TTpe 1 j ~f. 
Winthesllr Non.Resltlcled RIfla 
~!i .10 Aclloe/Mec/nllm| 
..... B011 ~ ] . 
MlnullcluterlF#bHtlnt nerril LlnUll~on|ueur du eel ~ 
U.S. Repelling Aims Co. 610 mm 
,~; .O|uOOrC~lrbte ~orlll NoJ~ de $~I  
",, 30,06 01684896 ~, 
Remember to safely 
store your firearm. 
For fur)r(, infi)rnmlion, aPl)li('al,i()n f()rnls 
an(I assis/;ul(,e filling them gill, (!all 
1 800 731-4000 
or  vis i t  our  Web s i te al; www.c fc -cca f .gc .ca  
Firearm safety is everyone's concern. 
Canad  
lO 
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Hawes joins in on Liberal race 
THE FIELD of potential 
candidates for the B.C. 
Liberal party in Skeena is 
growing. 
Former Terrace city 
councillor Linda Hawes 
says she will seek the 
party's nomination here at 
the nominating meeting 
May 27. 
She joins councillor 
David Hull in entering the 
race. 
Others, including Kiti- 
mat mayor Rick Wozney, 
Skeena Cellulose woods 
manager Derrick Curtis 
and Bayview Fuels owner 
Roger Harris have also 
taken nomination papers 
out but haven't decided if 
they'll file yet. 
"l have political exper- 
ience," said Hawes, who 
fell short in her mayoral 
bid to unseat Jack Talstra 
last fall. "I have intense 
experience with the B.C. 
Liberal party and their phi- 
losophies." 
"And it doesn't frighten 
me .to go toe-to-toe with 
Gord (Campbell) and dis- 
cuss issues with him and 
we've done that very well 
in making sure the south- 
NDP MLA Hclmut Gies- 
brecht, Hawes said, she 
has been doing that work 
informally. 
Hawes said she brought 
up Liberal environment 
critic Christy Clark when 
the area needed to battle 
against huge fishing fee 
increases, brought several 
Liberal MLAs to the area 
to hear local health con- 
cerns, and three times 
brought Liberal forestry 
critic Ted Nebbeling here 
to press the northwest's 
forestry issues. 
"I've been involved in 
making sure our riding is 
on the map and at the 
forefront of their minds for 
the last four years," she 
said. 
Curtis said he hasn't yet 
decided whether he'll run. 
"I do have papers and 
I'm seriously contempla- 
ting it," he said last week. 
All candidates who file 
papers have to pass the 
party's elaborate process 
for approving candidates. 
Curtis says the nomina- 
tion meeting has been set 
for Saturday May 27. 
That means the last day 
for prospective candidates 
to be fully vetted and ap- 
proved by the party is 
April 28. 
The timing also means 
April 14 is the last day for 
the signup of new party 
members who can vote at 
the nomination meeting. 
Given the high level of 
B.C. Liberal support and 
the lack of NDP support in 
provincial polls, many ob- 
servers expect securing a 
Liberal nomination will, in 
many ridings, translate 
into a relatively easy elec- 
tion win and a virtually 
guaranteed ticket to Vic- 
toria. 
erners understand our 
northern eeds." 
In the absence of ade- 
quate representation by 
Accused killer 
to stand trial 
A/O uSrSd7OOD ~l~ nohf a : :  7~ :r~dae ~ ~nt ° : t :  nmd ::~a:o ~1 
picking camp east of here. 
The decision came late last week at the end of a pre- 
liminary hearing for Paul Bernard Wadsworth. A trial 
date has yet to be set. 
Wadsworth stands accused of allegedly shooting, kill- 
ing and burning the remains of Donald Mervin Pears, an 
Alberta mushroom picker on Sept. 27. 
The shooting happened after dark in the woods north 
of Ritchies Landing, 60 kilometres east of Terrace, 
where Wadsworth ad set up a small gold mine settle- 
ment, consisting of three cabins, outhouses and storage 
shed. 
RCMP launched an extensive manhunt of the area, at 
times limiting railway and highway traffic, until Wads- 
worth turned himself in around 4 p.m. Sept.28. He has 
been in custody ever since. 
GIVE SOMEONE 
A SECOND CHANCE 
Discuss organ donation with your family. 
Linda Hawes 
Take ADVANTAGE and SAVE 
4 ~ 
The Abilene -~- - -P~-  ~ii ..~ . . . . . . .  
1501 sq. ft, 
This Advantage Package 
Nelson Homes introduces its new 
Advantage Package Pricing. 
Choose from over 120 Nelson 
plans or design a plan of your own 
and see how you can 
take "Advantage" and save. 
For over 40 years we've been working 
with people like you - people with 
individual ideas who want to build a 
dream home that fits their 
lifestyle and budget. 
Call before April 30th 
for more details! 
635-4089 or 
1-800-570-6002 
www.ne lson-homes .com 
THE KIDNEY FOUNDATION OF CANADA NC 
Seat Sale 
ERRACE. VANCOUVER ETURN 
Plus many other destinations available. 
Some Restrictions Apply, 
TAXI S, fE[S NqD ~L~V SI~Cku41G[ $ NOI ~'~IUI~ O 
Courtesy Travel 
4718A Lazelle Ave. * fax 638-8562 • 638"8522 
$ :i " i " l ' r i  Oefence nationale : : ,  : : 
; : nl......ml Nanona, uerensa 
• " " " I i i  i: I 
Ip l / i rww,~|mpu|v /$w~t ln  ,co • 
I i 
Canad  !
C,F,N, R, SERVING THE PACIFIC NORTHWEST 
Classic Rock 92.1 FM Tune in Today 
(' 
Sor ing construct ion  start wanted  
Housing boost given 
THE CHEQUE has all but , 
been written for $746,000 
to pay for eight of 22 units 
of senior housing beside 
Terraceview Lodge, says 
the provincial cabinet  
minister  in charge of so- 
cial housing. 
In town last week for a 
conference on housing, so- 
cial development and eco- 
nomic security minister 
Jan Pullinger said the Ter- 
race Mountain Manor pro- 
ject will provide needed 
housing for low income se- 
niors in the area. 
"Senior supportive 
housing isn't a new con- 
cept, it's been around for 
awhile for seniors at the 
upper end who can pay for 
it, but there is a need for 
seniors on low, fixed 
incomes," she said. 
The location beside 
Terraceview Lodge is con- 
sidered ideal as seniors in 
the new project who may 
need services such as 
meals, will have them 
close by. 
There is one wrinkle 
left and that is the cost of 
construction as measured 
by the square foot. 
The cost of that here is 
higher than established 
guidelines but Peter Ro- 
binson, the chief executive 
officer of B.C. Housing, 
the provincial agency 
responsible for social 
housing, said it is working 
with the project builder, 
the Terrace Supportive 
Housing Society, on that. 
"We have to make sure 
construction costs are con- 
sistent with those from 
elsewhere," said Robin- 
son, who accompanied 
Pullinger to Terrace. 
In addition, B.C. Hous- 
ing, will provide $58,000 a
year to help with mortgage 
payments and operating 
costs for the eight units. 
The $746,000 will be 
paid out over 25 years. 
Pullinger said senior 
supportive housing is also 
valuable as it will ease the 
pressure on other, more in- 
~tensive and expensive se: .... ' ......... 
nior housing services uch 
as extended care facilities. 
The eight-unit subsidy 
here is part of an overall 
effort of B.C. Housing to 
support social housing pro- 
jects outside the lower 
mainland. 
Otherwise, said Robin- 
son, housing allocations 
could easily be swallowed 
up in the more populated 
areas. 
"We try to be very 
careful that rural areas get 
their share," added Pullin- 
ger. 
The Terrace Mountain 
Manor project represents 
the culmination of more 
than a decade of efforts to 
provide housing for seniors 
adjacent to Terraceview 
Lodge. 
Betty Barton of the Ter- 
race Supportive Housing 
Society said it's now wait- 
ing for the final approval 
DRTECVa AVAII.~B] 
' : V6REGULAR CAB LEASE OPTIONS 
of bank financing. 
The society had origin- 
ally wanted to start work 
next month. 
Pullinger said the pro- 
ject here also recognizes 
that while the senior popu- 
lation here may not be as 
proportionately as large as 
elsewhere, the numbers 
are growing, making it im- 
portant o provide housing. 
"We fully acknowledge 
the linkage between health 
and housing," she said. 
Statistics for Terrace 
indicate there are now 
nearly 60 seniors who 
would be considered can- 
didates for supportive 
housing. 
B.C. Housing's eight- 
unit commitment here 
makes for three provincial 
social housing projects in 
Terrace in the last decade. 
The first 32 units of low 
income family housing 
built by the Skeena Kalum 
Housing Society were fin- 
ished in 1995 and a second 
phase was completed in 
1996. 
PBRTI£1PB£TIOrI ~® ' 
www, partlcipaclion,com 
THIS TERRACE Mountain Manor sign will soon have plenty of company as a 
spring construction start is planned, Housing minister Jan Pullinger and B,C. 
Housing head Peter Robinson visited the site last week to bolster their commit- 
ment for money for the project. The location is beside Terraceview Lodge, an 
ideal location so that manor residents can have easy access to services, 
SILVERADO REGULAR CAB 2WD: 
FEATURES: Vortec 4300 V6 200 HP Engine • 5-Speed Manual Transmission 
with Overdrive • 4-Wheel Disc and 4-Wheel Anti-Lock Braking System. Full 
Instrumentation including: Tachometer, Engine Hour Meter and Driver 
Message Centre. Custom Cloth Seats • Chrome Wheels, Grille and Bumper 
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Month ly  Lease Payment Down Payment ~ta l  Due On S ign ing '  
$278 $2,295 $3,258 
$308 $1,310 $2,170 
$348 $0 $722 
Lease paymonls based on 36 month lotto, Security deposit required. 'Total due on signing Ior down payment, socurtty deposit, 1S1 
monlh's payment plt~ taxes, GST and PST. License, insurance, battery levy, envlramnentallevy, reglslratl0n and administration fees extra. 
Public Notice 
Winter Burning . BRITJSr.t 
Conditions L OLUMBIA 
Effective midnight Friday, March 31, 2000 and until further notice, Winter 
Burning Conditions, as described in Section 24.1 of the Forest Fire 
Prevention and Suppression Regulation (B.C. Reg 169/95) are no longer 
in effect for all Categories 3, 4, 5,6,  7 and 8 Open fires within the Prince 
Rupert Forest Region and Queen Charlotte Islan~ds (Northwest Fire Centre) 
area. 
All accumulations of waste material burned since last summer and prior to 
midnight March 31,2000 must be completely extinguished prior to 
midnight April 14, 2000 for all category 3, 4, 5 and 8 open fires as per 
Section 24.1 of the Forest Fire Prevention and Suppression Regulation. All 
persons who burned waste material as defined in Categories 7 and 8 open 
fires since last summer and prior to March 15, 2000 are exempt from 
section 24.1 of the regulation under Section 215 (2) of the Forest Practices 
Code of British Columbia Act, on condition that all of these open fires are 
extinguised within seven days after the sites on which the fires were burned 
are clear of snow. 
The Northwest Fire Centre area covers from Endako in the east to the 
Queen Charlotte Islands in the west and from Yukon border in the north to 
Tweedsmuir Park in the south. 
For more information on outdoor burning, please call the BC Forest Service 
at 1-888-797-1717 or the Northwest Fire Centre at (250) 847-6600. 
D 
SMARTLEASE 
s278' 
DIe 
PER MONTI I  FOR 36 MONTIIS 
WITH $2,295 DOWN, 
SECURITY DEPOSIT $325 
OR PURCHASE FINANCE OR CASII PURCIIASE PRICE 
2.9 s21,188 
UP TO 48 MONTIIS INCLUDES FREIGl lT OF $960 AND 
PDI.LICENSE, INSURANCE AND 
TAXES EXTRA. 
SILVERADO REGULAR CAB 4X4 LONGBOX: 
FEATURES: Vortec 4.8L SFIV8 270 HP Engine. 8-foot long Cargo box • 4-Speed 
Automatic Transmission with Overdrive. 4-Wheel Anti-Lock Braking System 
• Skid Plates . Air Conditionin~ . PASSLock II Theft Deterrent System 
. Intermittent Wipers ItLe)~VV~'~=| 
SMARTLEASE OR PURCHASE FINANCE on  CASI| PURCHASE PRICE 
*348' 2.9 s' *27,678* *398' 2.9 s' '28,118' 
SILVERADO EXTENDED CAB 2WD: 
FEATURES: Easy Access Third Door • Fuel Economy Leader . Vortec 4800 
V8 270 HP Engine.  4-speed Automatic Transmission with Overdrive and 
Tow/Haul mode.  Air Conditioning with Interior Air Filtration System •AM/FM 
Stereo Cassette 
SMARThEAS E OR PURCHASE FINANCE OR CASt[ PUROHA.qE PRICE 
PER MONTH FOR 36 MONTIIS UP TO 48 MONTHS INCLUDES FREIGHT OF $960 AND pER MONTH FOR 36 MONTIlS UP TO 48 MONTHS INCLUDES rRJL'I O RT OF $960 AND 
WITH $3,045 DOWN. PDI,LICENSE, INSURANCE AND WITH $1,700 DOWN. PDI.MCENSE, INSURANCE AND 
SEGUd-IITy DL'P OSIT $400 TAXES EXTRA. SECURITY DEPOSIT $475 TAXES EXTRA. 
~1 ~ Your Dealer can help you turn any truck into you__rr truck with Genuine GM Accessories. 
I 
McEwan GM in Terrace 635-4941oo o  
• . ! 
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Fagan found guilty . . . .  
on two drug charges 
A SMITHERS jury has 
convicted a local man on 
two of three drug-related 
charges temming from an 
investigation three years 
ago. 
Rene Fagan, 66, was 
found guilty of one count 
possession of cocaine for 
the purposes of trafficking 
and one count of posses- 
sion of proceeds from 
crime. 
Held in B.C. Supreme 
Court in Smithers earlier 
'this month, the four-day 
trial saw Fagan forego his 
right to counsel and defend 
himself. 
During the trial, Terrace 
RCMP officer Rick Mar- 
shinew told the jury he and 
other officers had spent 
about six hours searching 
Fagan's home in March 
1997. 
Marshinew told the jury 
that during the six-hour 
search about 10 vehicles 
pulled up in Fagan's drive- 
way, saw the officers, and 
immediately left, 
Throughout the trial, 
Fagan ridiculed the offi- 
cers and their methods. 
He was found not guilty 
on another count of pos- 
session. 
He is to be., 
on April 7 here in 
Fagan was to I: 
Terrace but suces 
gued for a chang~ 
tion based on 
from an earlie r
drug charges; 
He said he f 
would not recei, 
t r ia l  if the Case v 
in Terrace. Fagan 
ly asked that the 
moved to Vanco 
that was rejected 
of Smithers. : : 
In that earlier trial, 
Fagan also defended hini- 
self and was successful in 
Railway code violation 
results in $50,000 fine 
bridge they were working 
on collapse into a ravine 
under the weight of a 
crane. Carson was the 
crane operator. 
CN had been found 
guilty Feb. 15 of failing to 
ensure the structural in- 
tegrity of the structure. It 
could have faced a fine of 
$100,000 when Judge Jar- 
dine pronounced sentence 
last week. The  company 
was acquitted on four other 
labour  code offence 
charges 
CN lawyers had argued 
that Carson did not work 
for CN Rail when the ac- 
cident happened because 
he was working with con- 
tractor Scott Steel. Jardine 
dismissed that argument, 
saying Carson was being 
paid by CN and was using 
CN equipment. 
A PROVINCIAL COURT 
judge has fined Canadian 
National Railways $50,000 
after finding the corpora- 
tion guilty of a federal a- 
bour code violation in the 
1997 collapse of a railway 
bridge near here which 
killed two people. 
Judge Jim Jardine, in 
Surrey provincial court, 
said CN has a duty to en- 
sure work places are safe. 
Scott Steel, the con- 
tractor hired to replace the 
bridge on the CN line be- 
tween here and Kitimat, 
faces Workers' Compensa- 
tion Board charges. 
William Hugh Carson, 
34 at the time of his death, 
of Kamloops and John 
Marti, also 34 at the time 
of his death, from Telkwa 
died Oct. 27, 1997 when 
wooden trestles on the 
Man wanted 
The Workers' Compen- 
sation Board in January 
1998 ruled that Scott Steel 
failed to properly reinforce 
the bridge. 
after attack 
RCMP ARE looking for the man who sexually assaulted 
the female occupant of a residence on the 3600 Block of 
Kalum at 8 a.m. March 22. 
The female was treated at Mills Memorial Hospital 
for a number of injuries sustained in the attack and re- 
leased. 
RCMP say the suspect is a native male, approxima- 
tely 5' 8" to 5' 10", thin to medium build, wearing a 
grey hooded sweat jacket and blue jeans. He wore a blue 
bandana s a mask to cover his face. 
Those with information are asked to call the RCMP 
at 638-7400 or Crimestoppers at 635-8477. 
Rene Fagan 
having dismissed the drug 
charge involving cocaine. 
Dr. R.D. Greenwood 
Chiropractor 
4635 Lazelle, Terrace 
MSP, ICBC, WCB ACCEPTED 
Dynamic Gait Analysis and 
Prescription Orthotics 
Saturday Appointments Available 
638-8165 
Skeena Valley Golf & Country Club 
ANNUAL WINE & CHEESE 
REGISTRATION NITE 
Guests Welcome 
April 1st- 7:30 p.m. 
At The Clubhouse 
Two lucky members who sign up on or before 
April 1st could win back 1/2 their dues 
An exciting 
golf is lust c 
the corner. 
is welcome, 
Ph: 635-2542 Fax: 635-4800 
Toll Free !-800.770.2542 
Box 865, Terrace BC 
www.bc.big.com/skeenavalleygolf 
X Natural Gas  
28.5 per litr e 
Still the lowest 
Gasoline 
67.9¢ 
and still rising??? 
Two cost savin! 
Conversion 
Packages 
available 
O.A.C. Financin 
a m . w #  
4904 Hwy 16 West, Terrace, B.C. 
TERRACE:  635-6617 
K IT IMAT:  632-4444 
SMITHERS:  847-9172 
PR INCE RUPERT:  624-6400 
Automotive Fuel, Conversion & Service Centre 
S. N GOOD-BYE TO 
Q UALITYSERVICE 
Terrace Taxpayers should be asking themselves 
why City Hall supports privatization of garbage 
pick up. 
Here is what the Canadian Union of Public 
Employees, Local 2012 (Terrace City Employees) 
thinks of the serious potential for loss of quality 
through privatization of trash pick up. 
Your number of bags will 
bags will coat you by the bag. 
be restrmted,' any extra 
Service will be reduced. 
Are you satisfied with the present garbage pick- 
up, if so please call your council members or phone 
City Hall and let them know. 
638-4778 
I I' 
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Bar owners say business is way up 
Smoke ruling loved 
By ALEX HAMILTON 
A SIGN placed on the rear 
window of a local vehicle 
last week depicting a cer- 
tain crass middle f inger 
gesture with the words: 
"WCB smoke this" about 
summed up the sent iments 
held by the majority of 
local smokers,  bar and 
restaurant owners. 
But for the first time in 
nearly three months, cigar- 
ette smokers and pub staff 
were happy March 22 
when a Supreme Court 
just ice rejected the pro- 
vince's stringent no-smok- 
ing regulations. 
Ashtrays were back on 
bar tables and local smo- 
kers puffed away with a 
vengeance last week after 
Justice Sunni Stromberg- 
Stein's rejected the Work- 
ers' Compensation Board's 
non-smoking regulations, 
enforced since Jan. 1. 
The judge struck down 
the WCB's  smoking ban in 
certain facilities, like bars 
and restaurants, because 
the regulations were enac- 
ted without properly con- 
sulting the hospital ity in- 
dustry. 
The rul ing means all 
fines and penalties levied 
against establishments hat 
actively defied the ban are 
rejected. 
That 's  good news to 
Skeena Pub owner Norm 
Z lo l i kov i tz ,  who was 
threatened with more than 
$20,000 in penalties - the 
highest in the province - 
for defying the ban for a 
month. 
"I guess [the WCB] got 
egg on their face now," he 
said, rel ieved with the 
judge 's  ruling. "I hope 
everyone sues them for the 
business they lost over the 
past three months." 
Ziol ikovitz initially ig- 
nored the ban, which was 
set up to protect workers 
from the hazards of sec- 
ond-hand smoke, because 
he objects to the govern . . . .  ~ .... 
ment tell ing h~!m hq~41'~D..,~:~'i'~/~;~ 
run his business~,~- ';~:~:..';.'-;,a>.~, :~'~: 
He was forced to comp- 
ly after receiving multiple 
potential penalties . . . . . . . . . .  
Owner  of the Back 
Eddy Pub, Gus Gerdei ,  
said business has bee ,  
booming since he put ash- 
trays back on tables. 
"Thursday was the first 
steady day we've had in a 
long time," Gerdei said of 
the day after the rul ing 
came down. "It was prob- 
ably our best week for bu- 
siness since the regula- 
tions were put in place." 
Gerdei  said now the 
pressure is off for tourist 
season. 
He feared offending all 
of his tobacco-loving Eur- 
opean customers who fre- 
quent his pub every sum- 
mer. 
" I  was worr ied about 
how I was going to tell the 
tourists and the lodge ow- 
ners they couldn't  smoke 
in here. A lot of them 
wouldn't  want to come 
back the next year if they 
knew they couldn't smoke 
anywhere." 
George 's  pub manager 
Darren Eves said his busi- 
ness also jump-started last 
week. 
"There are a lot faces 
back here we haven't seen 
for a long time,"Eves aid. 
He's  already re-hired an 
employee who was let go 
because his weekday busi- 
ness had been reduced to a 
trickle. 
Doug Barrett, manager 
of The Coast Inn of the 
West, said he had a 200 
per cent increase in busi- 
ness March 23 when word 
got out c l ientele could 
smoke in Hanky  Panky's • 
dance bar. 
Barrett said by 2 p.m. 
about 35 people were  
smok ing  and drinking in 
Hanky's, when regularly 
there are only two or three 
customers. 
But not everyone is 
happy about smoke re-en- 
tering the bar scene. 
  We're There & We Care 
your nelghbour~ood 
~tWZL~ft ~hefl Ih~ / 
knock On Your door. 0t,,~¢ co~u,aa 
SMOKIN' MAD: Many Terrace residents, like the owner of this vehicle, were not 
happy with the Workers' Compensation Board's no-smoking regulations, which 
banned smoking in all workplaces to protect workers from second-hand smoke. 
The regulations were rejected by a Supreme Court judge last week. 
"I don't  like it," said 
non-smoker Jane Inkman, 
who was eating lunch at 
The Back Eddy Pub Fri- 
day. 
She was annoyed when 
customers at an adjacent 
table lit up as she began 
her meal. 
" I ' l l  stop coming here 
for lunch because of the 
smoke," she said. 
Inkman said restaurants 
should give customers  
choices - non-smokers  
should be able to eat lunch 
from 11 a.m. to 2 p.m. and 
dinner from 4 p.m. to 6 
p.m. without being exposed 
to smoke. 
I t 's  up to the WCB to 
decide this week whether 
to appeal the judge's  deci- 
sion, hold public meetings 
with the hospital ity indu- 
stry concerning the ban, or 
discuss ventilation systems 
that would make it viable 
for employees to work in 
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Ken 's  Mar ine  
4946 GreigAve., Terrace 635-2909 
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Locals warned regional 
health plan won't be easy 
TWO PEOPLE hired to 
develop a regional health 
predict it will be a tough 
chore. 
Sharon Downs of West- 
ern Health Planning As- 
sociates, from Alberta, 
told 100 people here last 
week that failure to reach 
a regional consensus on 
health care means one will 
be imposed by the provin- 
cial government. 
"A united document 
needs to go to the 
ministry," Downs said. "I 
expect we'll have a fair 
amount of debate. It's 
going to be difficult. We're 
going to have some tough 
sledding ahead of us." 
Downs and Dorothy 
Schiller said the plan 
won't involve adding new 
services to the area. Ra- 
ther, it will focus on 
spending health care dol- 
lars in the northwest more 
appropriately. 
"The message we were 
given was there wasn't 
new money to add new 
services. But that doesn't 
mean we can't shift things 
between communities," 
said Downs. 
Downs said a number 
of health issues were on 
the table - everything from 
the recruitment of nurses 
and doctors to examining 
how each program and ser- 
vice in each northwest 
community was being uti- 
lized. 
Downs said: "There has 
to be a way to look at ser- 
vices together because 
when you have a mis- 
hmash of services, some- 
body falls through the 
cracks." 
"[Health councils] have 
to start working together. 
It's as simple as that," she 
added. 
Downs assured locals 
she and her associates 
weren't in the business of 
coming in and taking away 
health services. 
CONSULTANTS Sharon Downs (right) and Dorothy Schiller, hired to create a 
regional health care plan, met with local residents March 25 to hear what is- 
sues concerned them, The consultants said they were focussing on how to 
provide better programs and services and improving access to those services: 
Kuntz some time to assess 
Mills Memorial's pro- 
blems. 
"Give the guy a break," 
she said. "He needs some 
time to really look at 
things from his perspec- 
tive." 
The consultant's report 
must be approved by a 
steering committee, made 
up of the area's head hos- 
pital administrators, doc- 
tors, nurses, a health mini- 
stry official and health 
council members. 
The report must be sub- 
mitted to the ministry by 
June 15. 
The consultants are. 
meeting with groups and 
people all over the north-' 
wcs.~:t. 
=~ 
Free Parenting Program 
Tuesday evenings 
7:00- 9:30 
~ April 4th to May 9th  
and a full Saturday in April 
Early Learning Canada is a practical parenting 
program about how young children learn, and 
what you can do to teach them 
Registration is limited - deadline March 30th 
Offered by The Family Place 638-1863, and 
Skeena Child Care Resource & Referral 638-1113 
] 
=,~ r~ 
RadioShack  
You've got questions. We~ve got answers." 
 Gra ncl 
Oarryi.~l the weight 
of the world below 
your sh0dders? 
Eat sensibly, be physically 
acdve and consult 
your doctor. ,,~1t~ 
pORt/EIP~?IrlO 
~.porlidpodion,com 
i MacKay 's  Funera l  Serv ice  Ltd. :  
Serving Terrace, Kitimat, Smithers & Prince Rupert 
Monuments Concerned personal 
Bronze Plaques service in the Northwest 
Terrace Crematorium since 1946 ; 
4626 Davis Street 
Terrace, B,C. V8G lX7 
CA ~A.~l~Setvk:e Phone 635-2444 • Fax 635-635-2160 24 hour pager 
II 
,~~-~ MINUTE ~ , ~  
~ U F F L E R ~  <<~':'"'"'~'"~' ~,.
--'-~--'~..2------ ~, BRAKE <> o q . ~' 
Spring 
4 0  '~> ofl 
Brake Shoes 
& Pads 
20' ' 
o 
Mufflers 
Exhaust 
Pipes 
• ° 
Shocks & 
Struts 
Sale starts March 20 and ends April 30,  2000 
* 6 months financing O.A.C. on in stock items 
e Raincheds available 
4526 Greig Ave, Terrace, BC 
Phone: 635-7707 
Toll free: 1-800-561-7707 
1700 Nalabila Blvd, Kitimat, BC 
Phone: 632-7747 
FREE i 
laspections ~ 
no oblig.tions 
-..,; {:~ ..:- .2.:.: ........ ~:=~-. 
¢ 
But to create efficient 
programs, that may mean 
some people may have to 
drive to where they're lo- 
cated, she said. 
Downs said a number of 
issues being discussed in- 
clude increasing CT scan- 
ner usage in Terrace, look- 
ing at patient referral pat- 
terns, determining what 
populations are needed to 
support services, and how 
to get money to follow pa- 
tients. 
Downs said she was not 
working on a plan to cre- 
ate a regional health 
board, but that the heads 
of local health councils 
were looking at various 
options concerning the 
issue. 
The consultants are also 
looking at amalgamating 
some of the administrative 
positions in the area. 
"You don't need a payr- 
oll department in every 
CHC (community health 
council)," Downs said. 
Local health care advo- 
cate Ida Mohler told the 
consultants hey should be 
concentrating on how to 
cure the chronic nurse 
shortage at Mills Memor- 
ial Hospital. 
"Hiring nurses should 
be our top priority. Let's 
stop talking about new 
programs and open beds so 
we can help sick people," 
Mohler said. 
Downs asked Mohler 
and other locals to give 
the hospital's newly-hired 
chief administrator Dieter 
dow 
Lose those xtra pounds 
by watching what you eat, 
exerdsing regularly 
and consulting ,~,.~(~'® 
your doctor, 
wvw, participocllon.com 
"rlg! 
Together under one roof. with Terrace Fumiture Mart 
Backease Restwell 
E any Chir0c0rnf0rt set any size and receive 
,a~[~~Mattress of your choice, 
~ single, double or Queen 
SOFA SPECIAL  
including love cha'r s899 
Dining Room 
Set 
$eej9 
$299 
1 
...... : ~.. . 
!!!iiii!ii~i~!iiii!~:!ii~i}P o r t a b I e CD 
~ ~:::::~::;  : : j  p yer with 
car kit 
s12 9 ~:::~: 7 ~" ......... 99 
ii!iii~:!;:ii §OOMHz digital 
)i~ii~ii!{;~ii: ::~:i~o re1 e s s phone 
:::57; i~!ii~:i;ii!!iil Save $70l  
~ NAME 
t PHONE 
Panasonic 17" 
monitor 
AVADO K6-2 475 
MHz 
Lexmark Z l l  printer 
ACER Scanner 
Logitech Camera 
with software pack 
Total Package 
$1999 
*computer $2049, 
Lexmark Z l l  $50 rebate 
t s299~9 
3100 
310 
~18999 
ONLY 
$ 99~.; ' ,,. 12 
->~ 
 ter to Win! 
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KATHY FLORITFO 
Are you a real 
Canadian? 
H ave you ever listened/watched one 
of those navel-gazing programs, 
generally titled something like 
"What's a Canadian?" I doubt there's any 
other country in the world where its talking 
heads and like-thinking et ceteras spend so 
much time trying to define themselves. 
in case this mind-numbing question has 
kept you awake at night, here's a short list of 
typically Canadian characteristics. If more 
than 10 describe you, you're definitely wrap- 
ped up in the maple leaf. 
1. You know the French equivalents of "free", 
"prize" and "no sugar added", thanks to your 
extensive ducation in bilingual cereal packa- 
ging. 
2. You understand the phrase, "Could you 
'p lease pass me a serviette, I just spilled my 
poutine." 
3. You know what a touque is and probably 
own one. 
4. You eat chocolate bars instead of candy 
bars. 
5. You drink pop or a soft drink, not soda. 
6. You know that Thrills are something to 
chew and "taste like soap". 
7. You know what it means to be on 'pogey'. 
8. You know that "a mickey" and "2-4's" mean 
"Party at the cabin, eM!" 
9. You talk about the weather with strangers 
and friends alike. 
10. when there is a social problem, you turn 
to your government to fix it instead of telling 
ther~ to stay out of it. ~ 
11. You're not sure if the leader of our nation 
has EVER had sex and don't want to know if 
" he hast 
I 
12. Pike is a type of fish, not some part of a 
highway. 
13. You drive on a highway, not a freeway. 
14. You know what a Robertson screwdriver is. 
15. You have Canadian Tire money. 
16. You know that Mounties "don't always 
look like that." 
17. You know that Canada is the only country 
to successfully invade the US and burn its ca- 
pital to the ground. 
18. You dismiss all beers under 6% alcohol 
content as "for children and the elderly, and 
for export o the US". 
19. You know that the Friendly Giant isn't a 
vegetable product line. 
20. You know that Casey and Finnegan are not 
a Celtic musical group. 
21. You are excited whenever an American 
television show mentions Canada. 
22. You have some memento f Doug and 
Bob. 
23. You admit Rich Little is Canadian and 
you're glad Jerry Lewis is not. 
24. You know Toronto is not a province. 
25. You can whistle/sing the Hockey Night in 
Canada, theme song. 
26. You design your Hallowe'en costume to fit 
over a snowsuit. 
27. The mosquitoes have landing lights. 
28. You have more miles on your snowblower 
than your car. 
29. Canadian Tire on any Saturday is busier 
than the toy stores at Christmas. 
30. You've taken your kids trick-or-treating in 
a blizzard. 
31. Driving is better in the winter because the 
potholes are filled in with snow. 
32. You owe more money on your snowmobile 
than your car. 
: 33. The local paper covers national and inter- 
national headlines on 2 pages, but requires 6 
pages for hockey. 
34. The most effective mosquito repellent is a 
shotgun. 
35. You frequently clean grease off your bar- 
beque so the bears won't prowl on your deck. 
36. You find -40C a little chilly. 
37. You can play road hockey on skates. 
38. You know 4 seasons: Winter, Still Winter, 
almost Winter and Road Construction. 
39. The municipality buys a Zamhoni before a 
bus. 
40. You understand the Labatl Blue commer- 
cials. 
41. You actually get these jokes and forward 
them to all your Canadian friends. 
This list is part of a much larger one, but 
you get the picture. And some folks say we're 
dull (nice, but dull) Hal Anybody that can 
fend off a bear with grease remover, take out a 
mosquito at 20 paces and wash a chocolate 
bar down with a soda:.,wclll 
It's comforting to know we're such an excit- 
ing lot, don't you think? 
Seniors social open to all 
LOCAL SENIOR citizens 
know how to throw a great 
party. 
Every month Elsie Hull 
organizes a Senior's So- 
cial - a get together for el- 
derly people to meet, sing 
songs, listen to live music 
and gab about the latest 
comings and goings in 
Terrace. 
Hull said she decided to 
organize a social for se- 
niors because events are 
rarely planned for elderly 
folks. 
There are plenty of out- 
ings and get togethers 
planned for young people, 
she said. 
"And I thought there's 
always a group left out," 
Hull said. "It's the older 
people. No-one ever plans 
things for them to do." 
Now seniors have a 
chance to break out of 
their routines, socialize 
and have some fun. 
"They really enjoy it," 
Hull said. "It's a time to 
get out of the house or nur- 
sing home. It's something 
different." 
On average about 22 
people gather once a 
month in the Fireside 
Room at the Terrace Pen- 
tecostal Assembly. The 
PARTY TIME: Giuseppina Bernardo, Virginia Carpino, Elsie, Hull, Tina Brouwer, Jaan Bruggman, Beu Bol- 
ton and Maureen Mercereau enjoy themselves at the Senior's Social held once at month at the Pente- 
costal Assembly. 
Terraceview bus always 
delivers a crew, while 
other seniors walk from the 
Happy Gang Centre or get 
rides from friends or family 
members. 
Last December, 77 
people attended a Christ- 
mas social despite snowy 
and cold weather. 
Tina Brouwer 'said she 
regularly attends the social 
to meet with friends. 
"We like the good food, 
too," Brouwer sai& "We 
really like to have a break 
once in a while. We ap- 
preciate it very much." 
Virginia Carpino at- 
tends the social for the fel- 
!owship. 
"Because I like to join should be coming here to 
people," she said. meet people," she said. 
Hull said all mature Transportation can be 
, adults are welcome to the. arranged to pick seniors up 
social, . .at their homes by calling 
"If you're 40 years old the Pentecostal Assembly 
and alone or a shut in, you at 635-2434. 
Speaking French opens doors .......... Around Town 
THE HOURS Kathleen 
Gook spent studying 
French vocabulary and 
grammar in high school 
have paid off. 
Gook, a recent graduate 
of French Immersion in 
Terrace, is currently taking 
university courses in Paris, 
France. 
"I can hardly believe 
it," wrote Gook in a letter 
to the Terrace chapter of 
the Canadian Parents for 
French. "It's an education- 
al experience of a 
lifetime." 
Gook said she's thank- 
ful her parents, who do not 
speak French, chose 
French Immersion school- 
ing because having French 
as a second language has 
opened employment doors 
for her. 
"There is so much 
value and fulfilment 
in the attainment of a 
second language. All 
the effort is worth 
i t t "  - Kathleen Gook 
She has obtained sum- 
mer employment and par- 
ticipated in two leadership 
conferences in Ottawa, 
simply because she can 
speak French. 
"I will have access to 
all of Canada when con- 
sidering career options be- 
cause I can work in both' 
Canada 's  o f f i c ia l  
languages," Gook said. "I 
know having a second lan- 
guage will be a strength 
my whole life." 
Gook explained study-. 
ing French'in high school 
wasn't easy, but school is 
often difficult no matter if 
your are in French or 
English. 
"The main thing is to 
persevere - never give up- 
and to always do your 
bestt" she said. 
One of the highlights of 
VIVE LA FRANCE: Kathleen Gook, arecent giadu- 
ate of the French immersion program in Terrace, is 
studying business, technology, communications 
and political science in Paris, France. She encour- 
ages parents to consider the advantages of French 
language education for their children. 
"Improv", which involves munication skills including 
playing speaking ames, confidence and ease when 
She said the games public speaking, she said, 
helped her learn to think Gook urges parents not 
on her feet and to commu- to be afraid of the thai- 
nicate effectively in differ- 
ent ways in front of peers. 
Another favorite annual 
event, she said, was wri- 
ting and preparing spee- 
ches for Concours d'Arts 
Oratoire, which is a public 
lenge of having their 
children study in French. 
"There is so much 
value and fulfilment in the 
attainment of a second 
language. All the effort is 
worth itl" 
speaking event held local-, Local residents can re- 
ly and provincially by the gister their children in 
Canadian Parents for Kindergarten and Grade 1 
French. French Immersion at Kiti 
French Immersion school.  Through these activi- K'Shan Primary School 
ing at both the elementary ties, students in French (4730 Graham Avenue) 
a secondary levels, Gook Immersion have a unique during school hours, or call 
says, is taking part in opportunity to gain corn- the school at635-3115. 
Free vision checks available 
OPTOMETRISTS in Terrace are doing free eye tests for 
two and three-year-old children. There will be no charge 
to the parent or Medical Plan. Through the program, par- 
ents can receive important information about their 
child's eyesight. 
Some eye problems can be difficult to treat if left 
until a child has begun school. If discovered when a 
child is young, treatment is most effective because the 
vision centres of the brain are still developing. 
Is your child using or abusing 
drugs or alcohol? 
THE FAMILY Place and Kalum Horseshoe Community 
School will host "Use or Abuse", an information and 
question session for parents and youth on drugs and alco- 
hol on Tuesday, April 4 at 7 p.m. at Clarence Michiel. 
Worried about your son or daughter? Wondering how 
to tell the difference between experimenting and real 
trouble? Want up-to-date information on street drugs and 
ways to tell if your teen is using? What do you do if 
you're 13 and everyone at a party is drinking or stoned? 
Got questions? Greg and Candace of Northwest Addic- 
tions will share their expertise. Space is limited. Call the 
Family Place 638-1863 to register. 
Friends for friends campaign 
A FUNDRAISER is being held April 29th to r~ise money 
for Alexis and Rolf Ahrens, a local couple who were ser- 
iously injured in a vehicle accident in South America. 
Alexis suffered severe back injuries. The money will go 
towards helping cover the extensive medical costs that 
will not be covered by medical services. 
A live auction will be held April 29 at the Trades Fair , 
at noon. Many wonderful items were generously donated 
by local merchants. There will also be a community gar- 
age sale and bake sale April 29 at the Lazelle Mini 
Mall starting at 8 a,m. A hotdog sale will start at 11 a.m. 
with balloons, popcorn and face painting for children. 
Many garage sale items will be sold by donation. 
Donated garage sale items can be dropped off at Cen- 
tral Flowers. Pick up can be arranged by calling Nadine 
at 798-2070 or Megan at 635-3617. 
Any businesses that would like to donate merchandise 
call Anna at Misty River Books at 635-4428. To donate 
money, an account was set up at the Northern Savings 
Credit Union. 
At the Art Gallery 
Spring Arts and Crafts 2000: Come out and support 
our local Art Gallery April 29 from 10 a,m. to 4 p,m, and 
get some items for yourself, Admission is $1 and evc g,l~l 
one is welcome. If you are in being an exhibitor P l41[  
contact he coordinator Joeile at 638-8884 for an entry 
form. all entry forms must he in by April 14. 
Photodocumentary Workshop: We are looking to 
offer the community a workshop for those who practise 
photography and who want to display their work, We will 
I~e offering the workshops at a minimum cost May 29-30. 
If you're interested call Joclle at 638-8884. The work- 
shop will be cancelled if not enough people register, 
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CITY SCENE WILD 
KATZ 
_Playing ril 1 I I 
I Tuesday to Saturday "="~ ~ ~ - J  :l 
Bar Scene 
Beasleys' Mix: I-[alfyard, the amazing one- 
man band, perfl)rms every Friday night from 
S:3t) p.m. to 12:30 a.m. tlalfyard was voted the 
No. 3 entertainer in Terrace! No cover. 
Gators Pub: Back by popular demand is 
SNOWI3ABY performing until April 1. Every 
Thursday is Ladies Night. Be there for a 
chance to win a diamond ring! 
Music Festival 
The l'acilic Northwest Music Festival takes 
place from Tuesday, March 28 through 
Saturday, April 8th at various locations in 
Terrace. It will include competitors from 
communities throughout the Northwest, in the 
disciplines of band, choral, dance, guitar, 
instrumental, piano, speech arts, strings, and 
vocal. All competitions are free to the public, 
with the exception of the Scholarship 
Competition Friday, April 4 at the REM Lee 
Theatre and Gala Performance and Awards 
Night, featuring highlights of the festival, on 
Saturday, April 8 al 8 p.m at the REM Lee. 
Tickets for both nights are available at Sight 
and Sound in the Skeena Mail.. 
Play 
Caledonia Drama Club presents Postponing 
the Heat-Death of the Universe, by Stephen 
Gregg, on Tuesday, April 25 at 8 p.m. at the 
R.E.M. Lee Theatre. Tickets $5 available at 
Sight and Sound, Caledonia and at the door. 
This play was named "Best Play" at the Zone 
festival. Proceeds will go to paying to attend 
the provincial competition i  Victoria in May. 
Films 
The Northwest Development Education 
Association and the Multieultural Association 
presents Cinematheque Paci f ique's  
travelling picture show. The show boasts 
international nd Canadian films that wouldn't 
normally be seen in Terrace. The line-up 
includes: "Hamani" April 10 and Felicia's 
Journey, April 24. 
Cabaret 
On Saturday, April 29, the Ter race  
Community Band will present its 10th annual 
Spring Fling Cabaret, 8 p.m. at the Elks 
Hall, 2822 Tetrault St. Join them for an 
evening of fabulous live music, swing dancing, 
decadent desserts and finger foods! Only 100 
seats. Buy your tickets early for this great 
event. Tickets are $12, and available from 
band members only or call 635-4632 or 635- 
4729. You must be 19 years or older to attend. 
Music 
The Royal Canadian Legion Ladies 
Auxiliary will be hosting a Big Band 
extravaganza dinner and dance on April 15 at 
the Thornhill Community Hall. Cocktails at 
6:30 p.m., dinner at 7:30 p.m. and dancing from 
9 a.m. to 1 p.m. Music by the Terrace 
Community "Big Band" with special 
entertainment by the "Pipes and Drums". Cost 
is $50 per couple. Tickets available at the 
legion or call Lissi at 635-2158. 
, , ca , re  Re axonour 
Ter race  Little Theat re  presents . . . .  PATIO | I 
"Suitehearts", a comedy by William Van t~,~l~ . Fu l IServ ice .L icensed/ I  
an, .no  ,,mo,0 a,o, _ 
Pro Wrestling .,.t'~"~b 6am-11pm. i l  Great Food Anytime! II 
Terrace Little Theatre presents Professional ,~ II Try our daily specials • 
Wrestling Saturday, April 15 at 8 p.m. at the I , ~  Try our ~ ~  [ 
Terrace Arena. The card will feature former 
WWF Intercontinental Champ Greg "The 
Hammer" Valentine, "Tornado" Tony Kozina, 
Georgeous Michelle Star" , "Juggernaut", 
"Chance "Mr. Showtime" Beckett, "Disco 
Fury" , "Leatherface" and "Spyder". Tickets 
are available at Uniglobe Courtesy Travel and 
cost $12 in advance or $15 at the door. Out of 
town patrons can call Uniglobe at 1 800 668- 
0828 Visa and Mastercard accepted. 
I n  Concer t  
The Pacific Northwest Music Festival presents 
Michael Kim in concert at the R.E.M. Lee 
Theatre at 8 p.m. 
I ( KARAOKE " rDon't Drink &'~[: 
: | |  Every Drive 
I /  Thursday Our FREE Courtesy II ! /  Come in and I ~  Van will pick you up Ii 
• and take you home.J 
CANADIAN TIRE 
www.canadiantire.com 
Or Email us at 
www.cantire.terrace@osg.net 
SAFEWAY 
www.safeway.corn 
-TERRACE .. . . .  , T .~.ER~'c"CE 
www.ter raceautomal l . com 
TE" CE 
te r race .automal l  @te lus .net  
The  Ter race  S tandard  
standard@kermode.net 
Your  webs i te /emai l  address  
cou ld  be  here!  
Contact  us  a t  638-7283 
Baby's Name: 0 
l~ion Sebastian Christopher Baby's Name: 
Derrick Nathan William Hndsay 
Date & Time of Birth: Date & 'lime of Birth: 
Nov 25 at 10:36 p.m. March 10, 2000, 10:04 am 
Weight: 6 lbs. 5oz. Sex: Male Weight: 8 lbs. 1 loz. Sex: Male 
I'areaL,;: El:dne Bollon & Martin Parents: Mark & Connie Hndsay 
Derrick 
¢ ¢ 
Baby's Name: 
Baby's Name: R~an Roger Emil Banville 
Kody William llawkins Date & "time of Birth: 
Date & "lime of Birth: March lO, 2000, 3:01 pm 
l:ch. 29, 2000 at 5:56 p.m. Weight: 5 ibs. 6oz. Sex: Male 
Weight: 8Ibs. 8oz. Sex: Male 
Parents: Steve & SMley ilawkins 
¢ 
Baby's Name: 
D:twson Michael Monteith 
Date & lime of Birth: 
March 6, 2000 at 5:28 a.m. 
.Weight: 8lbs. 6oz. Sex: Male 
Parents: Denial Bamille &Jane 
Zaga 
O 
Conner l.m-ne Cte, tau 
Date & "time of Bird: 
March 21.2009= 7:gl p.m. 
Weight: 911~. 9~r Sex: .f,~: 
P;tre,ts: Rob & Denine l~tonteith Parents: Frznk & F2.~' ¢:¢r.~ 
Get A 
Free  
Baby Gift. 
(Simple, huh?) 
Just  see  our  serv ice  desk  for more  in fo rmal ion  
  0verwatea 
m 
Thursday. March 30 
Prekindergarten immunization Fair. 
Phone the Health Unit at 638-2200 to 
make an appointment if your child is 
starting kindergarten this September. Also 
for children who haven't yet been immu- 
nized. 
Join the community in thanking the 
Katimavik volunteers for their 10 weeks 
of service in Terrace. come from 7-10 
p.m. to the Kinhut for a desert potluck and 
karaoke sing along. All work sponsors, 
billet families, community members and 
friends are invited to drop by and say. 
goodbye. Since Jan ~26, f2 'Katlmavii~'%? 
lunteers from all over Canada have 
worked at various serve agencies and 
community events in Terrace; they are 
now headed to Mirabel, Quebec for the 
next part of their program. Another group 
of young volunteers will arrive in Terrace 
April 5 to continue serving the commun- 
ity. for more into about Katimavik please 
call the Katimavik house at 635-3594. 
Friday. March 31 
Prekindergarten immunization Fair. 
Phone the Health Unit at 638-2200 to 
make an appointment if your child is 
starting kindergarten this September. Also 
for children who haven't yet been immu- 
nized. 
Healing Touch Workshops: Levels 1 
and l lA will be held at Prince George 
Regional Hospital. For more into Darlene 
962-9529. 
Home School Days at the Terrace 
Public Library will take place from 1:30 
p.m. to 2:30 p.m. The program is for child- 
ren who are home schooled. Free. Drop in. 
Registration is not required. 
Saturday. AnN 1 
Pacific Northwest Music Festival pre- 
sents Michael Kim in concert at the REM 
Lee Theatre in Terrace at 8 p.m. 
Monday. AnN 
Terrace's Early Literacy Committee 
is preparing to pilot a "re.ady to read" 
program in April at Kiti K Shun. This one 
hour program, offered twice a week, will 
include a light breakfast and pre reading 
activities for young children and their fa- 
milies, the purpose is to help parents bet- 
ter prepare their kids for school. We are 
looking for donations of children's books, 
pots and pans, baking utensils, dishes, 
cutlery, toasters, kettle, coffeemaker etc. 
Drop off at any elementary school in Ter- 
race and Vivian will pick up. Call 638- 
1863 for more into. 
Women's Drop-in support group: A 
supportive group for adult women who 
have experienced some form of abuse in 
their lives, An opportunity to connect with 
other women, participate in supporting, 
and exploring issues of self-esteem and 
healing. Every Monday from 1-3 p.m., 
starting April 3rd. at Ksan House Society, 
4724 Lazeile Ave - the pink house behind 
McDonald's. Childcare subsidy for group 
~ne available. Call 635-2373 for into. :lmdu.,.al/x~ 
'The Terrace Women's Resource 
C~entre presents a Healthy Communica- 
Ih~m Workshop from 1:30 to 3:30 p.m. 
Og.*'n the people we deal with in our 
th~9"day lives are the ones who seem to 
t~caware of our needs. This session will 
arm,, .~imple strategies to make those you 
~tm~,," well more aware of the importance 
of communication i growing and chan- 
ging relationships. Learn to ask for what 
you need and to listen, to what others are 
tance for childcare available, but please 
let us know in advance. There is no cost 
for the workshop but preregistration is
suggested. To reserve your spot or for 
more information call 638-0228. 
Early Learning Canada: a community 
workshop program for parents and care 
providers of children from birth to age six 
that promotes lifelong learning. FREE. 
Registration deadline is March 30, and 
registration is limited. For details call 
Ann at The Family Place at 638-1863 or 
Coco at Skeena Child Care Resource and 
,.ReferraLat4838-1 !13, , . 
v 2;. ~:~ ~Wedni~sda~;YAoril 5 ~ ' "  :( 
P.A.C.E.S. Daycare Society annual 
general meeting at P.A.C.E.S. Daycare -
4924 Straume Ave at 7 p.m.. Open to the 
public. For into call Nancy at 635-0800. 
Saturday. Aoril 8 
Kitselas Band Council-HEALTH fair 
set up to create an awareness of com- 
munity resources. Come from 10 a.m. to 2 
p.m. at Kitselas community hall on 
Queensway Drive. Several community or- 
ganizations will be set up to answer your 
questions. For into call Cynthia 635-5084. 
Sunday. Anril 9 
Jackpine Flats Community Associa- 
tion General meeting at 3 p.m. at the 
Pentecostal Bible Camp, Old Lakelse 
Lake Road. Everyone welcome. Come. 
and meet Bob Cooper, your Area "C" 
elected representative. For into call Don 
Fraser. 
Monday. Aoril 10 
Scouts Canada 8th-Terrace Group 
proudly presents Mysteries of the Orient 
Magic Show starring Tony Eng at the 
Caledonia Gymnasium, Showtime 4-7 
p.m. Tickets on stile at Misty River Books 
or Irly Bird Building Supplies. Tickets 
cost $9 for adults, $6 for children and stu- 
dents and $30 for a family of five. 
The Terrace Churches Fond Bank 
opens its doors for its April 2000 distribu- 
tion from April 10-13. The distribution 
centre is located at 4647 Lazelle, rear 
entrance. Look for the "Food Bank of the 
Churches" sign. It's important to bring ID 
for you and your dependents. The food 
bank operates from 1-3 p.m. Monday is 
open for people with last names begin- 
ning with letters A-H. Tuesday is open for 
people with last names beginning with 
letters I-R, Wednesday is open for people 
with last names beginning with letters S- 
Z. Thursday is open for anyone missed. 
Local FAS Group is working on rais- 
ing awareness about Fetal Alcohol Syn- 
drome and its impact on individuals and 
families, and on prevention strategies. In- 
terested? Join us at 10:30 a.m. til noon at 
the Family Place. Call 638-1863 for into. 
Girl Guides will be conducting its an- 
nual door-to-door cookie sale between 
5:30 and 9 p.m. the cost is $3 per box, 
$36 per case. GGC thanks Terrace for its 
support of girls and women in Guiding. 
For more into call Robin at 635-2964, 
Wednesday. April 12 
Ford Motor company-& Chatelaine 
magazine have joined forces to provide 
women with relevant information and 
facts they need to make informed auto- 
motive decisions. The seminars take 
place from 7-9 p,m. and will cover the es- 
sentials of maintenance, financing alter- 
natives as well as family and personal 
safety issues, Admission if FREE and gift 
bags will be given away along with a 
chance to win a trip. Attendance is limi- 
really saying, The two-hour workshop be- ted, so women are required to phone 
gins at 1:30 p,m, at the Terrace Women's Ltanne Funk at Totem Ford 635-4984, 
Centre- 4542 Park Ave, Financial assis- Ownership of a Ford is NOT required. 
HAMA Beads 
, Habitat.:Earth Toys :. 
March 31 -Apr i l  6 
at 
Marvels & Mysteries 
Skeena Mall 
(2so) 63s-1887 
Watch this space for 
more Great Deals 
- ' l  Bee Pollen III 
Bee Pollen is created from the male parts of flowering plants and is 
provided in nature to fertilize the female flowers that produce seeds. 
As such, it contains a "blueprint" for every living flower and plant it 
wasmeant to fertilize. 
The bees store their pollen until used for food and other things inthe 
hive. 
I have emphasized the nutrition of bee pollen, containing every vita: 
rain, mineral, enzyme and other essential nutrient known. A high protein 
content makes it ideal for vegetarians. 
There seems to be an elusive quality to bee poller as well. 
Asclentific experiment to synthesize bee pollen sadly resulted in the 
bees dying alter eating the man-made substance. Attempts to repro- 
duee it in the laboratory have thus far failed. 
Bee pollen has an exceptional bility to neutralize poisons and fox- 
ins in the body. 
This is illustrated ramatically ina sludy cited by Clive Buchanan, a
high-profile US herbalist. A group of mice were selected for their genetic 
weakness to breast cancer resulting 'n death. These mice were fed 
their regular diets with the addition of bee pollen. The amount of pollen 
used was the equivalent of one teaspoon of pollen In humans. 
The remarkable result was that 10% of these mice (that always die 
ot genetically-induced breast cancer) never did get their expected 
cancer. 
The remainder of the mice lived a much longer life before getting the 
cancer than their peers. This would be akin to a 10 year longer life 
expectancy in human beings. 
THE SOLUTION: As bee pollen is so nutritious and affordable it 
makes sense to supplement with it,Most pollens available are gathered 
from honey bees, where they mainly collect Irom clover, dandelion and 
alfalfa. While these plants make a pleasant honey, they aren't Ihe best 
sources of pollen, The most nutritious pollen comes from sources with 
wldepollution.Varlety of plants, and from remote areas where there is m,n,m,!j 
Look for a source of fresh pollen that has been air-dried at low tem- 
peratures and then air.cleaned to preserve its potency. 
• • Remember, a healthy body works, plays and feels betterl ,~ 
::ii~ ?: ! ::::~:. ?. ::!~:- :::" . . . .  - 
_ q 
For information, a consultation or to 
purchase herbal nutrition products 
at wholesale prices contact: 
Claudia Perry, Barbara Emery, Darcie Anneshy, 
Maureen Gent, Wayne Gray, Joan Hough (Kitimaf) 
Bruno Belanger & Krista Boflyan (Terrace). 
ENRICH INDEPENDENT DISTRIBUTORS 
Phone: (250) 638-1541 - Terrace 
(250) 632-2740-  Kit imat 
Fax: •(250) 635-1565 
EMAIL: bruno@kermode.net  " 
crtat~ing Canadians Health 
. One Persort at a 'Time 
.F 
rhe Terrace Standarcl, Wednesday, March 29, 2000- B3 
Why live with a diet that says no pizza, 
no cake, no fun? (Now there's no reason to.) 
O NowWeightWatchers  easy 1.2.3 Success Plan 
lets you enjoy any food you crave! 
Every food has a POINTS ® value. 
Stay within your POINTS range and lose weight! 
i i ~ii~'~ Now! Weight Watchers has a whole new approach 
...... to weight loss - the 10% difference'"! i~'t,,,~lq~, 
: r ,C~,~: : ' S~'~}'' Duchess of York 
Join now for 1/z price and save s20o 0 
Call 1-800-682-8011 for more information 
Knox United Church (Terrace) 4907 Lazelle • Tuesday 7:00 pm 
Valid in British Colun'=t,,a for a Imrited time only Subsequent weekly fees apply. GS'F riot included. 
(02000 Weight Watchels International, Inc. Owner of the WEIGHT WArCHERS ttadema,k. All rights reserved. 
Help solve photo mystery 
THE PHOTO above, one ' ' 
of Diane Caddy's personal l~aye~ng~;c~atl~tads Alnd ° of T : r ; ; : ;  e m the early 
collection, is a mystery, carrying regular rubber years was very well repre- 
Does anyone remember 
anything about this photo 
or why a Matanuska Pota- 
to truck would be in Ter- 
race? 
Printing on the side of 
the truck reads: Goodwill 
Trail Blazing Tour, spon- 
sored by Dodge. The truck 
has an Ontario license 
plate dated 1937. It is 
hauling Matanuska pota- 
toes to a New York pro- 
duce market. 
Perhaps it was in Ter- 
race promoting a tour for 
Matanuska Potato, or it 
could have been a compa- 
ny grower. Could anyone 
clarify what this truck was 
doing? 
The Dodge truck has 
special railway wheels for 
tires for road travel. 
The front of the truck 
has a sign that says Ter- 
race, B.C. The vehicle is 
heading East through Ter- 
race. Some people who 
look at the photo recog- 
nize the surroundings. 
Does anyone know ex- 
actly where this photo was 
taken? Perhaps, this photo 
wasn't even taken in Ter- 
race! 
Otto Lindstrom, who 
examined the photo,  
doesn't think it was taken 
in Terrace, but perhaps the 
truck was travelling on the 
Yukon White Pass Rail- 
road. 
Also on the vehicle is a 
sign that reads: Alaska 
YVONNE MOEN 
Canada, U.S.A. 
We know that in the 
early years, many home- 
steaders grew lots of pota- 
toes and other vegetables 
and often sold their pro- 
duce to markets. For ex- 
ample, J.K. Gordon ship- 
ped box cars of apples out 
sented for its wonderful 
produce and fruit that was 
grown in the Skeena Val- 
ley. 
Please call me at 638-  
0423 if you have any infor- 
mation about the photo. 
Has anyone seen our 
Terrace heritage web site? 
We are still looking for 
stories and pictures about 
early pioneers in the Skee- 
na Valley. 
~ We're There & We Care 
~ur neight~u~ood 
¢anva~t$ when they 
knock on your dOOr. , , .~ ,m,u.,,~. 
~ _ _  Our speedy luuch service lets yot, truly savour 
i our other m0uthwatering enlrdes. Whatever your 
~ i  Itmch choice, we'll make sure you have ~dl the 
i time you need to enjoy it. Gdl us cheeky, but we 
believe linty should be on your side, not on your 
.......... back It's a West Coast thing. 
4736 Lakelse Ave. Terrace 
(Across front Skeena Mall). 
Tel: 635-3077 
*on selccK~l hlllch inelltl Ileitis o111); 
until 4:00pro dally. 
H/e¢ff- C. HI I 
Thank 
You 
Generosity 
appreczated 
THIS LETTER is a bit late 
in coming, but better late 
than never. 
I am writing this to 
thank all the people who 
helped me, my husband 
and my eight-month-old 
daughter after we rolled 
our truck into a ditch on 
Kalum Lake Road on Jan- 
uary 23. 
Thanks to the people 
who stopped and offered us 
the use their phone, and 
gave my daughter and I a 
ride to the hospital while 
my husband waited for 
help, 
Thanks to Roger Chi- 
coine for calling the tow- 
truck to pull us out, and 
thank you to all our friends 
and family who pulled to- 
gether and gave us the use 
of their vehicles and gave 
us rides when we needed 
it. A great big thank you to 
all of you. 
Mrs. V. Allan. 
~ B ~ R ~  ltRACE UNTEER 
U 
REWARDING VOLUNTEER 
OPPORTUNIT IES  
URGENTLY NEEDED!! 
a Helping Handyman Program 
is 10aEing for volunteers f0 help 
with spring yard dean-up, washing 
outside ~gdows. This program is 
[or seniors and persons wilh dis- 
abilities who live in ~eir own 
homes. 
• Northwest Community 
Health Services need volunteers 
t0 assist with their baby clinic. 
Orientation given and time cam- 
mitment small. 
• Volunteers for Seniors 
Program need volunteers l0 give 
rides to [rail seniors for doctors 
oppoinlmenB, shopping and social 
ouling. 2 Io 3 hoursper week. This 
is far shorl term and/or long term 
commilmenl. 
• Meals on Wheels need riv- 
ers. Orientation given and time 
commitment smat[ Allernafe driv. 
ors are needed for Volunleers for 
Seniors Program end Meals on 
Wheels 1o cover summer holidays. 
CALL TERRACE 
VOLUNTEER BUREAU 
638-1330 
• n Ford re lnve is the family sedan. 
Twic:e. 
S238/mo: 
36.month lease with S?,84S dt;wn 
Purchase: q8,907"" 
• 2,aL splil porl induclion cnginc ° Auhm'~lic Irammission •Air condilionlng 
• Fully indcpcndcnl mulli.link rear suspension syslcm plus sliff, ]ighl body slrudur¢= 
Br~l drlvlng dynamics • SecuriLock TM anli.lhen 5yslem • All door remol¢ ¢nlry wilh 
power door hicks • CO slorco syslam • Dud Second Generation front air bobs 
• Drlvcr's seal manual hcighl adtushncnl " 60140 split-laid rear seal 
2000 CANADIAN CAR OF THE YEAR 
i~1  AUTOMOBILE JOURNALISTS AaSOCIATION OF CANADA tT 
I I Based on a 6.9% annual Interest rate over 36 months, 
MONTHLY PAYMENT: $238 $280 $325 
DOWNPAYMENT $2845 $1480 SO 
or equivalent trade: 
'338/mo: 
36-monlh lease wilh $?,995 down 
Purchase: ~25,300" 
• 3,0L 15.5 hp V6 engine • 4-speed aulo ' 16" 5-spoku aluminum whorls • ABS 
• Dual slage inllalors lay driver and pass0ngcr airbaBs • Crush scverily sensing syslcm 
• Advanced Rcslrainl System • Air oonditioning •Power mirrors/',vindows/door locks 
• Power adjustable pedals • AH/FM slcrco wilh casscnu * Rcmolc kcyless cnlry 
• 60140 split-hrld roar seal • SecuriLock TM anli-then system • 'rill slccrinnlSpecd cenlrol 
"k "k "k Y¢ -k 
Taurus ZOO() has earned live sluts - Ihe htghesl p,.rssiblc 
U,S. Govcrnm,.:nt ffun! impad crash led rating - lot boll~ driver and Iront passonBcrJ 
CHOOSE YOUR LEASE PAYMENT: ] 
J Based on a 3.26% annual Interest rate over 36 monthe. 
MONTHLY PAYMENT: $338 $380 $426 
DOWNPAYMENT $2995 $1555 $0  
or equivalent kads: 
I ! 
WISE BUYERS BEAD THE LEGAL COPY: "Lease a new 2000 Ford Focus SE with 4-speed automatic transmission and CD stereo system, monthly payment of $238 based on a 36 nlonth lease from Ford Credit to qualified retail lessees, on approved credit. 
$2,845 downpayment or equivalent rade, first month's payment and $275/$325/$37S security deposit required. Offer Includes $800 freight and air lax. Tolal lease obligalion el $11,4f3/$11,SS0/$11,700, residual of $10,209.78 plus taxes,J,,lililli &
new Taurus 2000 SE, monlhly payment of $338 based on a 36 month lease from Ford Credil to qualified relail lessees, on approved credit. $2,995 downpsyment or equivalenl trade, lirst month's payment and $40015450/$500 securdy deposit r e ~  
includes $970 freight and air tax. Tolal lease obligation of $15,1631515,235/$15,336, residual of $11,776.60 plus taxes, Some conditions apply and a mileage restriction of 60,000 km over 36 months apply, an additional charge el $0.08 per km o ' t~ 
over 3 years plus applicable taxes, apply. Dealer may lease for less. "Purchase a new 2000 Ford Focus SEfraurus 2000 BE sedan for $18,g07/$25,300. Taxes payable on full amount of purchase price. Oner includes $Bgo/$970"f[~rght and 
air tax. Dealer may sell for less, Quantities may vary by dealer, All offers exclude license, insurance, administration fees, and all applicable taxes. Offers cannel be combined with any other offers. Some conditions apply. Limited time eners. Offers may 
change withoul notice, Dealer may not have vehicles in stock. Allow 6-8 weeks for delivery on factory orders. See dealer for details, ttlncludes 1999 and 2000 model years, all Focus body styles. 1"The highest front Impact rating for both the driver end front 
passenger in U.S. Oovernmenl National Highway Traffic Safely Adrnlnlstralion testing, 
T q ERRACE 4631 Keith Avenue Terrace, B'C. (250) 635-4984 
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Swingers raise $700 for band trip 
By DIANNA PENNER 
SKEENA JUNIOR Sec- 
ondary School held March 
10 its first ever swing 
dance, packing the gym- 
nasmm with more than 300 
eager dancers. 
The night was unique in 
all aspects. It featured live 
music by our own multi-ta- 
lented, up-and-coming mu- 
sicians in true swing style. 
Hour one showcased 
Skeena's Grade 8 jazz 
band, followed by the 
Grade 9 and Grade 10 jazz 
band. Ending the evening 
was the the jazz portion of 
Bring back the bees 
By MARTIN de HOOG 
NO BEES: no food. Although this is a lofty statement, it 
is true. 
Fraser Valley fruit farmers were devastated the past 
few summers when their fruit production dropped rama- 
the Terrace Community 
Band. 
Local residents danced 
from start to finish and all 
types of swing dance were 
practised - even a wester- 
nized line dance was ex- 
ecuted by a large group of 
creative teens! 
What made the evening 
such an awesome event 
was the family participa- 
tion and the wholesome 
fun of danc ing-  brothers 
danced with sisters, par- 
• "ents twirled children, and 
'students of all ages boo- 
gied with everyone. 
tic.ally after mites decimated honey bee stocks. 
Statistics prove crop production increases by 25 to 30 
per cent when there are bees to help with pollination. 
As much as sixty five per cent of all pollination is 
done by insects like bees, wasps, hornets and bumble- 
bees. 
An average trip for a bee travelling at 10 to 15 miles 
per hour from hive to field may take the bee to 50 blos- 
soms. 
About 50,000 miles of flying is necessary in order to 
make one single pound of honey. 
Beekeeping is an essential practice. If you are inter- 
ested in beekeeping be aware: Although it is fascina- 
ting, enjoyable, addictive - you will get stung! 
The worker bees give their lives to protect their• 
homes. 
A full hive of bees has 80,000 to 100,000 workers 
with 200-3000 drones and one queen. 
The bee keepers goal is to create a good population 
of worker bees. 
How do you get started? Equipment is available 
through catalogues or outlets. Breeders will supply two 
to three pounds of worker bees and a queen as a starter 
hive. 
Sometimes working hives and equipment can be 
bought from retiring beekeepers. Most beekeepers are 
more than happy to talk about bees. 
If you are interested in learning about beekeeping the 
following dates are for the meetings of the Terrace bee- 
keepers association. 
V' April 23 2 p.m. Terrace Public Library 
V' May 28 2 p.m Terrace Public Library 
V' June 25 picnic 
v' A queen bee rearing course will be held May 10-11 
in Smithers. 
For more information, contact Martin at 635-3289. 
Surrounded by lit trees 
and a "sidewalk care", the 
concession-billed as "Pop 
Tates Soda Shoppe" was 
not your typical burger-fry 
joint. Instead, the counters 
were flooded with home 
baking and bottled water 
was the chug-a-lug of the 
night, 
The evening was the in- 
spiration of Skeena Band 
director Susan Brouwer 
and was wholeheartedly 
supported by band parents 
and students a like, The 
evening raised $700 for the 
the band trip to Toronto, 
which is slated for this 
spring. 
About 130 tickets were 
sold, but with band mem- 
bers and all children under 
age five admitted free, it 
was likely that more than 
300 locals were able to at- 
tend. 
A great time was had 
by alll 
Thank You!! 
To all our  cus tomers  who have 
suppor ted  us the last 4 years, we  say a 
"heartfelt" THANKS.  
Look for us at 
Roya l  LePage  Ter race  
635-2404 
We will be there to serve you! 
~.. .~::,~ .............. ~ 
!ii~ ! ::::iii~ii~ 
Steve Cook Ted Hicks Katherine Hicks 
1 sT TERRACE REALTY 
An independently owned and opera~ed 
member of coldw~[ Banker 0 f'fil~es of Canada 
To contact phone: 638-0371 
or write: 4826 Davis Ave, Terrace, BC V8G 1Y3 
*Homeowners 
*Condos 
*Boat *Aircraft 
*Travel Medical 
*Bondinfl *Tenant " 
*Commercial "Mobile Homes 
*Logging Trucks & Equipment 
% Monthly Payment Plans Available 
:;~:~$KfENA MALL  : "Qua l i ty Insurance  
. . . . .  6as .anT1  That Pays!" . \  , . . . , . ,~ , .  • .:..:..,.: .:" 
OR 1-888-549-5552 ~ A division of Terrace & District Credit Union 
o . -  
.:, .~!~=:<i~;~ i::! L~%.~,~ 
. . .:x~z~=~,~, i~i~-i~,::~ % • ~:.  ~'~,,sj~ .,~ 
z%,',; ~:::'~% ~.~ ..~,~ 
~ ~:~ ~ 
.... ;~ : . :~:~~ ~ ~ 
. . . .  ~ ~ : z.: " ~ "~ ~ . ~ 
: '~  ~! :.':.: . :~  ;: ~.~ 
,..!~:~;~:,,~ ;. .. :,:~ml ~:~ :..-. , 
O Terrace Little Theatre O 
in association with 
CW/NWA 
presents 
nal 
he Terrace ,~ 
3320 Kalum Street, Terru~, o,.. 
Saturday, April 15, 2000 
CONGRATULAT IONS 
winners 
OFTHE 
NAT IONAL ABORIG INAL  
ACHI  EVEHENT AWARDS 
Congratulations on wmning the tirst National 
Aboriginal Achievement Awards of a brand new 
millennium! These awards represent the highest 
honour Canada's Aboriginal comtnunity can 
bestow upon its achievers. They are also a 
reminder to all proud Canadians ofthe enommus 
fulfilment hat comes from recognition at this 
level. 
Each of you has earned the attention and respect 
of your peers by virtue of your ability to inspire 
others with your hard work and devotion to cause. 
While such individual ace0tnplishments are 
personally rewarding, they also reflect greater . 
collective improvements in Aboriginal 
communities across the country, where strength 
and independence of spirit continue to be the 
hallmarks of achievement. 
I would like to offer my praise Io the National 
Aboriginal Achievement Foundation for 
establishing the tradition of bringing such 
contributions by First Nations, M~tis and Inuit 
people in Canada into the national spotlight. By 
acknowledging these impressive talents often. •we 
cannot help but foster both creative and 
intellectual devel@ment in the younger 
generations to follow. 
Again, congratulations! 
The Hon0urable 
Robert D. Nault, P.C., M.P, 
Minister of Indian Affairs and 
No,them Development 
Minister of Indian Affalm ~ Mlnletre des Affalres 
and Northern Oevelopment ~ Indlennes el du Nord canadien 
CANADA 
Wightman & Smith'Realmy LTd. 
l)n ,to-Ann Archllmld, 
[iducution 
..I pioneer in the advancement of First ,Vations 
ethu'lltion. 
Chief Simen Baker (KhoI-Le-Che), 
OC Heritage and Spirituality 
.,Imbassadar Ibr tile Squamish people and a 
national alld JntcrltatiolR2l pet fornwr  
John Charles Bernard, 
[]tlsJness and Colmnerce 
lie tie'ned a po.¢sion for  COltlplllCr$ into tt 
muhi -mi l l i an .do lhn"  entetTrLw.  
Paul J. Birekel (Nashlii), 
Community Development 
Spearheaded one of the Jtrst laml claims 
setth,tflents it, the }}lkoo. ctx,aled a remphtte for  
.]ltrllre agl'eettleltl.~ ill Catladlt. 
Dr, Joseph Arthur Gosndl 
(Slnt-oeglt tlLEEK) 
Lifetime Achievcntcnt 
Presitlent of the Nisga'a hation and ChieJ" 
Negotiator [bl the Nisga'a Iteople. 
~ Fjola tlart-Wasekoeslkow, R,N, M.N,, 
Ilealth and Medicine 
Pn.:~ident i f  the Aboriginal Nurses Association 
of Camuht. 
Waneek Ilorn-Mlller. 
Youth Award 
This champion swinuner o'ill lead Canada into 
the 2000 OI ,topics ill S ',hw : 
Leetla Ineak. 
Media and Communications 
A o'rite~ director, aod pntdoccr of ch i ld ren 's  
television, 
Edith Jesle, Cbl, OC, 
Heritage and Spirituality 
This historian and Justice at,he Peace o'rites fi~r 
tile #lTfitehorw Star :~ Ilete .,Ire the News 
The Honourable Judge Sloven Point, 
Law and Justice 
Appointed ta tile bench to serve British 
Columbians. 
Miles G. Richardson [KILSLI KAJI STING) 
[:'nviroument 
This B, C. Treaty CommLvsioner designated Gwaii 
Hanaas as Cmmda's Jit:~'t natiomd park reseta'e. 
Konrad Haskan Sloui, 
Public Service 
lie invited tile hmu rejoin the Qucbee Assembly 
i f  First Nations. 
Chief Re.', Albert Whitney (Onespet), 
- Business and Commerce 
Leader of the Tsuu T'ina Nation, Chairnlan. 
D'&ar 7 D'ibal Cooncil and Chair, National 
Aboriginal Eeononde Develolmwnt Banal 
Tsa-qwa-supp (Art Thompson), 
Arts and Culture 
Master artist designed 1994 Coam~omreahh 
Gttnles Illethtls. carved  Ittlettl itoles fi2r 
COIIIDIJ$$IOIL%" in CtttlRthz and tile U.S. 
635-6361 3227 Kalum Street, Terrace email: century2 hv&s@kermode.net www.century2 leanada.eom 
Independently Owned & Operated 
Cozy Cam[art Easy Living Great Rancher 
$101,500EXC $89,900MLS $102,500MLS 
1983 Mobile, Large Lot 
$36,900 excl 
Assumable Mortgage 
$124,900MLS 
Character Home 
$99,500MLS 
Bell Time - 8:00 p.m. Fom~ Home & H~ Shop Privacy Included For Horses . . . . . .  
, $164,900ML5 $89,900MLS $169,900MLS 
- Featuring . ,.-, ~, 
~ : ECCW Heavyweight Title Match f ~:.. 
, ,  . . . . . .  
e Hammer Valentine C eoperThan Rent Mature ,Un ique Comfortable,Affordable ~Tl IC : :~ L I I  
II $23,900MLS $127,000MLS $129,900MLS Former WWF Intercontinental Champion '~  
vs  
Juggernaut 
~~~, /__ . . f  ECCWHeavyweight C ampion ,~  ,~ 
" HARDcoAISREfe;Iur;nLgEMATCH-- m ml 
• Perfecl Family Home 
$142,900MLS 
Gorgeous Michelle Starr (Champion) vs Leatherface 
NWA WORLD JUNIOR TITLE 
66 ~9 Tornado Tony Kozina (Champion)  vs Disco Fury 
and 
"Mr Showtime" Chance Beckett vs Spyder 
Ticket are available at 
UNIGLOBE COURTESY TRAVEL 
4718A Lazelle Avenue, Terrace, B.C. 
Advance Tickets: $12.00 Tickets at Door: $15.00 
2 PAIRS OF TICKETS TO BE GIVEN AWAY I 
Entry forms to be handed in at The Terrace Standard, 3210 Clinton St. I 
NAME Contest closes 5:00 pm 
ADDRESS. April 10, 2000. Winners 
PHONE will be notified. 
I 
' . .~_  
44 S S PARK AVE 
Saturday, April 1,2000 
2-4pro 
Hosted by Derick Kennedy 
Brand Newl 3 bedroom & 14x70 Large Lot 
$53,900 MLS $39,000MLS $39,900MLS 
I ~ I 
Starting Out? Comfy Home Handyman Special 
$109,900MLS $124,500MLS $99,900MLS 
Good Slur,or Family Friendly Hobby Farm 
$123,500MLS $146,500MLS $244,000MLS 
Excellent Family Home Ill 
Privacyon Acreage I1: 
$223,000MLS I! 
Mobile on Lot Uptown Quality 
$67,500MLS $169,900MLS 
I Great Starter on 72 Acre Newer Subdivision 
$95,000MLS $144,900MLS 
T e Right Combination Opporluniq Abounds 
$2151000MLS MLS 
Jim Duffy Ted Garner Derick Kennedy 
Ph. 635-6688 Ph. 635-5619 Ph. 635-3042 
Lynda Boyce Rusty Ljungh Steve Butler Bert Liungh ap i  
Ph. 638-725o Ph. 635-5754 Ph. 635-5338 Ph, 635-5754 
in to our office and pick up your FREE MLS Real Estate P 
I 
7' ] 
: www-mls .ca  
Moving? Visit us First. = 
ROYAL LEPAGE l Emai 
~l l t l l l l l t l t l l l l l l l l l i l  
Terrace 
Independently Owned and Operated 
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Consider the convenience d looking at real estate in anolher cily the very moment you decide 
t° m°ve' You can search For pr°perties bY area' lype' price' number °f bedr°°ms and bath" r~ [~ l~/~ r ~  
rooms. Once your choice is made a local REALTOR will arrange viewings for you. 
Find your new home by visiting our online Multiple Listing Service ® at htlp://www.mls.ca ~uu'~ ~71Na SER~IOE .~,~e REALIOr~ 
I~!1~[0]~1 ii~'-d~ll F11fl*I.],~.] ~ ,  I .~  i mi l l [ ,  m. [. h, im :t~FI I ~ t;ltZl':~+~.~ ~;i] [.1,[.] m ~ ~ {~ ~. [~. l . I~  ~ .
102-4644 Lazelle Ave., Terrace, B.C. 
info@ royallepageterrace.com 
~L~'~,~,~ 
FEATURE HOME 
Four level split home situated in a great family neighborhood. Large 
~louble attached garage, fenced backyard with gated access as well as gate 
to RV storage space.This pacious home features 2 mtural  gas fireplaces, 
hardwood floor in living room, hallway and stairs. Functional kitchen is 
raised panel oak cabinets and a breakfast counter. Large deck off the 
dining area with great view of the mountains. Upper level has 3 
bedrooms, a 4 piece main bath and a 2 piece ensuite with space to add a 
shower stall. Lower level has a cozy family room with a Natural Gas 
fireplace. Fourth bedroom and media area. Laundry and back entry are 
~onveniently located next to a 3 piece bathroom. 
S"75,000 
Lisa Godl insk i  
During Office Hours. 
Please call 635--2404 
Or Pager at 638-7319 
After Hours, call 635-4950 
email at lisa.ralph @ kermode.net 
www.royal lepage.ca 
www.roy lepageterrace.com:ii 
• * .¢ 
i 
, i  
t 
t 
i 
 1111111111111111111111 
ROYAL LEPAGE 
~1111111111111111111111 
Ter race  
Independently Owned and Operated 
Erika Langer is 
glad to Welcome 
Katherine and Ted 
Hicks 
to the Team at 
Royal LePage Terrace 
6 3 5 - 2 4 0 4  
102-4644 Lazelle Ave., Terrace, B.C. 
ail: info @ royallepageterrace.com 
[ lErikaLar ger 635-4773 
Broker 
elanger@ royallepageterrace.com 
~ Raja Sandhu 638-8544 Sales Associate 
rda@telus.net 
~ Liane Habermann 
635-4095 
Sales Associate 
liane @royallepageterrace.com 
l 
i~ :~A i!1 Lisa Godlinski 
'~ I , .  _?~,1635-4950 
lisa,Ralph @ Kermode.net 
~ Diana Wood 
635d976 
Sales Associate 
dwood@royallepageterrace.com 
Katherine Hicks 
615-9552 
Sales Associate 
tkhicks@osg.net 
~ ~  I ~ DominicPelletier 
~ii:: : :i:::: ~i~ 1635-4538 
• I Office Assistant 
bearclaw@telus.nel 3905 Hotton St 3434 Eby St 
#63-3889 Muller Ave 3532 Cory Dr 
4321 Birch 5015 Graham Ave 
~ Ted Hicks 638.1782 Sales Associate 
tkhicks@osg.net 
4924 Agar Ave 4605 Loan Ave 3304 Jc mstone St 
39-3624 Kalum St #3-4625 Graham Ave 3844 DeJong Cres 
! 
4710 Soucie Ave 4112 Temple St 3431 Sparks St 4842 Lazelle Ave 4931 Twedle Ave 
~d~ For all the MLS properties available, stop by our office for acopy 
.o,,,..,,,,= of the new "Real Estate in Northern BC" Newspaper TERRACE 
. . . . . . . . .  ,ww~v.royallepage.ca l~] [  
.... ~,royaHepageter race .  corn 
, 638-1400 
4654 Lazelle Avenue 
www.remax-terrace.com 
J ohn  Evans  
638-8882 
13 yrs. Exp. 
3bedrooms, full basement 
:lose to Uplands School 
ready for your updates! 
'$109,900 MLS 
~! : ir 
Dick  Evans 
635-7068 
20 yrs. Exp. 
Shaunce  
Kruisselbrink 
• 635-5382 
10 yrs. Exp. 
Live in the country on your Shopl Great place for I 1 Acre Downtown 
own 5 Acres. Newer doublewide handyman/mechanic ] Commercial 
in a private setting. Mobile home with addition too! Horshoo 
$119,900 MLS $65,000 MLS $200,000 MLS 
Horseshoe Cut-De.Sac 
Custom Built 
4 Bedrooms 
$189,900 NLS 
4 level executive home Quanset hut on 3 city lots. | 4 bedroom home w/many fen- Strata Titledl Suitable for Horseshoe 
4 bedrooms, 3 baths Potential for a variety [ turos. In town hobby farm on retail/service businesses 3,700 Square Feet 
Double garage &fenced yard ofdifferent developments. 4.47 acres. Set up for horses Residential suite potential Excellent Value 
$179,900 MLS $89,900 MLS $289,000 MLS $134,900- $149,900 MLS $229,000 MLS 
22 Unit Motel, Hwy 16 Exposure 
Some upgrading has been done 
Downtown 
$570,000 MLS . ls [/ ":~':" 
Nice starter o Betiromont home Great Stsrter or Retirement 
12'x 12'Wire Shop Home. Close to Schools and 
'All appliances included hospital 
i $89,900 MLS $107,000 MLS ~:•i 
/ i~ ~:/i•:i ~ 
1994 14'x 70' Mobile Vinyl Sided 
Includes all appliances and Snzanne Updated Flooring 
Hot Tub. Close to town Gleason 
638-8198 Single Garage 
$79,900 MLS 1 o yrs. Exp. $89,900 MLS 
Recently upgraded Condo Spacious Family Home Great Opportunity 
N/G Fireplace in living Fully finished High Traffic Location 
room, metal outside doors Feature Fireplace Priced to sell 
$79,900 MLS $139,900 MLS $29.900 MLS 
Southside .41 Acre Lot, 
20 x 46 Shop, 1,364 sq R home 
Full Basement. Reduced 
$134,000 MLS 
3 bedroom Rancher 
View of surrounding mountains 
Lour ie  Forbes  
- 635-5382 
20 yrs.  Exp. 
5 yr old quality home on 1.79 
Acres. Full basement, 5/6bdrms 
3 buthrms. 5 appliances 
$174,~00 MLS 
Updated 3 bedroom home near 4.59 Acres, Shop 
schools and hospital. New vinyl 
windows, siding, roof 
Quiet Location i  Town 
1/2 Acre, 3 bedrooms 
Updated home 
$119,900 MLS 
Thornheights 
3 + 1 Bedrooms, New Deck 
Full basement, well maintained 
$118,900 MLS 
1,320 Square Feet 
Large Addition, Family Room 
with N/G Fireplace 
$29t909 MLS 
BU 
Hans Staeh 4-Level Split 
635.5739 1/2 Acre Landscaped Lot 
12 yrs. Exp. $164,500 MLS 
View of surrounding Good family home on 
mountains. Modern 2storey 2 Acres in Jackpine Flats 
home. 9.975 Acres Private Setting 
$250,000 MLS $142,500 MLS 
3 bedrooms 
Great Location 
Close to all amenities 
5 bedrooms 
Private rural setting. 
5.78 Acres 
$242,500 MLS 
, ,~#L. , . .~  .... 
The Ileal Est.te 
Sheila Love Spectacular view. Decorative flair 
635.3004 w/crown mouldings 
8 yrs. Exp. $187,500 MLS 
Wanted: Large Family Be Your Own Boss 14' wide & addition 
6 bedrooms, 3 baths. Spacious Coffee Co. in Medical Center. Good Large Kitchen, dining area 
Kitchen, 90 x 122 lot hours, all equipment & fixtures N/G fireplace infamily rm 
$134,500 MLS $34,500 M],S $34900 MLS 
Motel & RV Park- Renovated 
5 Rooms/23 RV Sites/SXS 
Duplex. Highway exposure 
$499,000 MLS 
Beauty on the Bench. Good starter home 
Gordon Executive Home- hardwood Nicely renovated 
Olson floors, quality firaisbing 2 bedrooms 638-1945 
20 yrs. Exp. $244,900 MLS $26,900 MLS 
View of Skeena River Executive style home 
30 Acres Will consider smaller homo 
Ideal for Bed & Breakfast in trade. Open to offers. 
$300,000 MLS $269,000 MLS 
2 bedroom starter homo 
Completely renovated 
Large lot 
$94,900 MLS 
Vie Steele 
635.6905 
2 yrs. Exp. 
3 bedrooms 
Paid up sewer system 
.21 Acre 
$79,000 MLS 
Bench 3 bedrooms with a unique 
Side by Side Duplex layout. In a family 
3 bedrooms each oriented park in town 
$225,000 MLS $22,000 MLS 
Executive Home with view 
Almost 4.000 sq fl, of 
finished living space 
$299,000 MLS 
Immaculate 6 bedroom home 
with a full basement 
4 fruit trees 
$154,500 MLS 
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CHRISTIANA WIENS PORTS 638-7283 
' ;KEENA ANGLER 
ROB BROWN 
That's some trout 
Last  week the boys survived a boating mis- 
hap but managed to beach a trophy trout. 
I back cast a line across the forty years of trout 
pageantry that have passed since our trip to Secret 
Lake, and measure that great fish of Bruce's against 
the many trout I've caught and seen others catch, 
and I'm forced to admit there have been bigger fish, 
but not many. Bruce's trophy swam right out of the 
misty, blue depths of our imaginations to pounce 
upon Bruce's hapless worm as it drowned helplessly 
in the reeking water of Secret Lake. Viewed through 
the magnifying lenses of ten year old eyes, that fish 
was big in a way that eludes common descriptors; it
was gargantuan and gigantic at the same time--it 
was gigantuan. 
We emptied our shoes then wrung the pungent 
water from our T-shirts. Bruce, still flushed with the 
glow of conquest, took a lace from one of his run- 
ners and carefully threaded it through the fish's 
mouth and gills. We made our way back to our 
bikes. 
It seemed to take hours to reach the Lougheed 
Highway. My legs ached. My stomach growled. 
As we traveled under the hot sun over steaming 
pavement, Bruce's magnificent trout lost lustre. It 
was bent like a banana, its belly had yellowed, and 
its skin looked as hard as the leather on a steel toed 
boot. 
We stopped at the Rod and Gun Club to rest and 
watch some men shoot skeet. One at a time they 
stood up and called out something that sounded like 
"pull" whereupon a clay disk Shot OUt from behind a 
bunker to be nicked or missed or blasted to bits. 
One crack shot waiting nearby noticed the ':'~ : grant 
trout dangling from Bruce's handlebars. He walked 
over, tousled Bruce's blond hair, admired the fish 
then waved some of his fellow gunners over. The 
shooters crowded around Bruce like a team of sur- 
geons and diagnosed fishing prowess. Bruce stood in 
their midst overwhelmed, uncomfortable and proud 
all at once. 
Jeez Murphy, I never caught a trout that big, 
said one man to another as he left to resume the 
hunt for mock pigeons 
In those days, gas stations were oases for dimi- 
nutive biking Bedouins. The sign and building pro- 
per were shady palms where we sat to gather the 
strength demanded by the next set of hills. Every 
gas island had an air hose for sagging tires and a 
water hose with a rubber coated, nozzle for filling 
radiators or for slaking the thirst of trekking urchins. 
The B/A station at the corner Lougheed and 
Sperling was the only oasis on our route home. I 
stopped, dropped my machine, and pounced on the 
hose belonging to the island on the east side. Bruce 
rode by me, trout dangling and commandeered one 
of the islands in the front. Thirst quenched, I rode 
around the front of the station and found Bruce talk- 
ing to the gas station owner, who, with his snappy 
jacket, peaked cap, creased pants and bow tie, 
looked for all the world like Murray Wingate, the 
prototypieal B/A gas station attendant of' IV fame. 
That's some catch, he said. Where'd you get 
him? It's a secret, Bruce said, straightening up and 
sticking out his chest. 
The last leg of our return trip was agony. Last 
legs always are, it seems. We pushed our bikes 
most of the way up Fell Avenue. It was close to the 
dinner hour when we reached home. Bruce's morn 
drove up as we leaned our bikes against he pink 
cedar siding of his house. 
Bruce's morn drove a Volvo. She had a job in an 
office, a rarity for a morn in those days, Even when 
she went shopping she wore stylish clothes. Moving 
quickly and confidently atop high heeled shoes, she 
carried herself in an elegant way reminiscent of  
those tall and beautiful Hollywood stars of yester- 
year. She looked particularly clean and sharp as she 
stepped down from her Scandinavian coach that 
afternoon. 
Look what I caught, shouted Bruce rushing up to 
his morn and pushing the hardened, yellowed, par- 
ched, brute of a trout far too close to her. She 
winced and pulled back. 
Oh Bruce get that dirty thing away from me, she J 
pleaded as if his trophy was a dead rat. 
We could have it for dinner, said Bruce, his 
voice trailing off. t 
Get rid of itl she ordered. 
She didn't mean to hurt her son's feelings. It was 
just that her world was full of fine fabrics, stainless 
steel, and shining plastic. Bruce's gross'trophy trout 
was a shock to this kind of germ free system. 
When his morn had found sanctuary in the 
house. Bruce handed his trout to me. He fought back 
tears. 
You take it, he said. 
When I got home I took a spade and opened the 
GREAT PLAYS: Terrace's 'AA' midget hockey team finished the provincial 
championship tournament March 24 and 25 with back to back victories. 
Fans sweeten glory 
days for midgets 
ROARING APPROVAL 
from their hometown fans 
was the best prize of all 
for Terrace's 'AA' midget 
hockey team, even though 
a provincial championship 
title eluded them. 
"This is very satisfy- 
ing," said team coach 
Roger Harris Friday after- 
noon as the team ended its 
ride through the midget 
provincial championships 
here last week with back 
to back victories. 
"When you hear those 
cheers it makes you find 
that'onb;more step, that bit 
of energyto  play above 
your level," Harris said. 
"All these players took 
one big step up this week." 
He said the incredible 
fan support was especially 
important o the outgoing 
17-year-olds, who are end- 
ing their two-year stint on 
Men's Soccer 
the team 
"For them this is the 
end of one stage of their 
lives, and it's on to school, 
g raduat ion ,  work ,  
whatever," he said. "This 
was a very special mo- 
ment for these young men, 
and the fans made it more 
special in terms of their 
support." 
The team finished with 
an overall record of two 
wins, two losses and two 
ties. 
The twin wins closed 
minus star goal-scorer 
Lance Armstrong. 
The team captain trip- 
ped and slammed head- 
first into the boards, suffer- 
ing a concussion. 
"I don't remember any 
of it - not being on the ice 
or even what day of the 
week it was," said the 
s ide l ined Armst rong .  
"That's why they wouldn't 
let me play." 
"That made a huge dif- 
ference," Harris said of 
Armstrong. "He's usually 
the book on a more diffi~z-,,,good fq~a one goal differ, 
cult first half of.the.tourna, ~.-~tltial e~l:h game. ,Two' ties 
ment. i I .... ~.~'.~:~.,~ :  ,,-.,'~and a 13~s in the first three 
After tieing Powell 
River 5-5 in the first game 
March 19 the Terrace mid- 
gets faced tournament fa- 
vourite Castlegar later that 
same day. 
Terrace would emerge 
'battered and scarred and 
:. 
games could easily have 
been two wins and a tie." 
Anger spilled over and 
a major lapse of discipline 
resulted in Terrace taking 
numerous  penalties on 
their way to an 8-3 defeat. 
Cont'd Pg. B14 
Falcons tie Blazers 
for second place 
SUPER BM resumed its winning ' 
ways in soccer action before the 
school break. Super BM 
On Monday, March 13 they Kitwanga Falcons 
played Northern Knight. Cavalheiro's Blazers 
The Knights took an early Jock's Pipers FC 
lead on goals by Keri Makela Internationals 
and Mark Viveiros, only to see Canadian Tire 
Super BM come back to tie the Northern Knight 
game 4-4 before halftime. 
League standings to March 15 
GF GA GP W L T PTS 
96 38 17 14 2 1 43 
61 69 18 10 7 1 31 
71 48 17 9 3 5 31 
44 39 17 7 7 3 24 
81 82 16 7 9 0 20 
54 70 17 610 1 19 
43 104 18 1 16 1 2 
During the second half, Super BM 
controlled the game and scored four more 
while the Knights were able to put one 
more behind Super BM keeper Kurt Mul- 
ler for an 8-5 final score. 
Super BM dominated Canadian Tire 
on Tuesday night, as Brian Barwise 
scored four times to lead his team to a 5- 
1 win. 
Monday night's second game saw the 
Falcons beat the In- 
ternationals 5-3, with 
Sandy Williams scor- 
ing three goals for the 
Falcons. 
Th is  win put the 
Falcons into a tie with 
the idle Blazers. The 
Falcons have comple- 
ted all their games 
and the Blazers have 
one game left to play. 
Under league rules, 
the Falcons currently hold the second 
place, so the Blazers will be able to re- 
claim second place in the standings with 
a win or a tie in their last game on March 
27 against he Internationals, 
The Northern Knight team was able to 
finish its season play on a positive note 
against he Pipers Tuesday night. 
The scored early in the game when 
Keri Makela scored off a corner kick by 
bouncing it off a Pipers' defensive player. 
The scoring was stalled until midway 
Leading goal scorers 
Corey Trogi, Canadian Tire 29 
Brian Barwise, Super BM 24 
Willy McCleary, Internationals 20 
Nilton Predicante, Blazers 20 
Marc LeBlanc, Super BM 16 
Percy Fowler, Blazers 16 
John Krisinger, Internationals 15 
Troy Maitland, Falcons 15 
Trevor Lutes, Super BM 13 
With minutes to go in the game, the 
Pipers turned over the ball in their own 
end and the Knights Mark Viveiros 
squeezed the ball past Pipers' keeper 
Brian Sayewich to give the Knights a 2-2 
final score. 
League play resumes after spring 
break, subject to potential job action by 
school support staff. 
THE TERRACE Senior 
Men's Soccer Associa- 
tion has set Friday, April 
21 as the deadline to re- 
gister for the 2000 out- 
door soccer season. 
Teams will then be re- 
quired to complete their 
player registration before 
May 5 in preparation for 
the upcoming outdoor 
season. 
For information on sche- 
duling, team and player registration, costs 
and league rules call Jacques at 635- 
4368. 
The TSMSA is holding its semi-annual 
general meeting Monday, April 17 from 7 
p.m, to 9 p.m. at the Terrace Public Li- 
brary. The objective of this meeting will 
be to hold elections for the new exec- 
utive, review the past year and make 
changes to league rules, 
All players are asked to attend. 
Drop in futsal continues every Thurs- 
compost pile. I inserted the trout from the rotting through the second half when the Pipers' day night, except March 23, from 7 p.m. 
lake into the rotting warmth of its burial mound and J Dale Macedo tied the game,  then scored to 9 p.m. at Thornhill Elementary School. I 
covered it, knowing that the fat worms nurtured by another to give the Pipers a 2A lead. This is a more relaxed form of co-ed in- [ 
its rotting flesh would s6m~ day enable another fish- The Pipers kept up the pressure and  : door soccer, and everyone is weicome to 
I ing adventurel one, qulte po~sibly;~:as exciting as only the goal tending o f  Harry Redmond sttendi Non-marking indoor shoes are re.. the one I'd 'ust survived. : ~ . . . .  t kept the ball out of thenet ~ : ~ qulred . . . . .  
Sports Scope 
Okies win Oldtimer title 
second year in a row 
IT WAS CLOSE game right up until the four last min- 
utes of play but the Northern Motor Okies men's hockey 
team won the men's hockey playoffs, again. 
The Okies played Subway in league's championship 
game Tuesday, March 14 in a very close game. 
"The goal tending was outstanding," said Roy Vick 
who scored two of the Okies three goals. 
Larry Payjack scored the Okies other goal of the nigh: 
to end the game 3-2. 
Get your rinks together 
ARE YOU INTERESTED in participating in either the 
Terrace Totem Mixed Bonspiel or the Terrace Loggers 
Men's bonspiel? 
Get your rink in gear! The deadline for entry for the 
Terrace Totem Mixed Bonspiel March 31 - April 1 is 
Monday, March 27. 
The Terrace Loggers Men's Bonspiel runs Easter 
weekend, April 21-23. The last day to enter that ben- 
spiel is Wednesday, April 19. 
Call Keith Melanson at the rirk at 635-5583 to regis- 
ter. 
Karate in Kitimat 
THE KITIMAT Karate Club hosts the Annual North- 
west Youth Tournament in Kitimat Saturday, April 15. 
The tournament will be held at the Riverlodge from 9 i 
a.m. to 7 p.m. Call Sheryl Skender at 632-2702 for more~ 
information. 
At Shames this week 
IF YOU HAVEN'T been 'boarding at Shames this sea i
son you better hurry, the hills only open another coupl~ 
of weeks. 
In April, the hill plays host to the Valhalla Pur~ 
Snowshoe Races on Sunday, April 2. 
Details for the hill's last weekend April 8-9 are stil/ 
brewing, but once the lift stops running, the bikes taki 
over for the McBike Climb and Crash, a hillclimb of l 
completely different kind! Call McBike at 635-5225 fo i 
more information. 
IF YOU liked what you saw at Shames this year why noi 
save money and buy an early bird season pass for nexi 
winter? 
• individual passes tart at $189 for juniors, seven to 13 
years old to $429 for adults. Family rates start at $42! 
for the first member, with addition fees for second, thir~ 
and fourth members. Children under six are free. 
Early bird rates stay in effect until June 15. 
Spring skiing at Onion Lake 
THE WEATHER may be warming up but the snow con, 
ditions at Onion Lake are still good and ready to ski, s~ 
what are you waiting for? 
The trails are packed with a 70-centimetre base witt 
grooming done before weekends, or as required, i 
Ski'club organizers are also still looking for entries ih 
their "Name the Club" contest. The name change wzs 
deemed necessary to make the club's name reflect t~ 
region it represents. And, say club organizers, a ne~ 
name will help them raise money from Terrace and the 
regional district. I 
The new name must fit the old logo, it should be sh0~t 
and snappy and must be mailed into the club (box 40.4, 
Kitimat, B.C. VSC, 2M4) by March 31. i 
Fastball clinics coming 
THERE'S never been a better time to play fastball this 
summer. 
Terrace will be host to the bantam girls fastball pro- 
vincials beginning July 7. Terrace minor fastball is look- 
ing for all girls, but especially those born between 19gl 
and 1985, who are interested in playing on the bantam 
and midget teams. Registration takes place March 31 in 
the Skeena Mall. 
Fastball organizers are also putting together a Levei;lI 
coaches clinic April 7-9. The clinic will be taught by 
Canadian national coach Ron Clarke, and will be f01- 
lowed be a player development clinic. 
The group will also be organizing an umpire clinic 
Sunday, April 16. Call Kelly at 634-7144 to register. 
Youth soccer clinics 
THE TERRACE Youth Soccer Association is hosting a
series of coaching, referee and player development cli- 
nics for the 2000 season this summer. 
The clinics begin April 14-16 with the Community 
Coach Youth Clinic and continues April 29-30 with two 
Class 4 and Class 5 referee clinics. 
The Community Coach Senior Clinic runs May ,6-7 ~t 
Northwest Community College. A skills-based player 
development clinic runs Aug. 26-27. 
Contact George Bujtas at 635-3719 for more informs- 
ion. He also can be reached via email at 
;.bujtas@kermode.net. i 
Minor Hockey 
Atom dlvlson playoffs 
Final standings i 
GP W L PT~ 
:entennial Lions 8 4 4 8 
Copperslde Stores 8 6 2 12~ 
Lazelle Mini Storage 8 0 8 0 
Bargain Shop 8 4 4 
Terrace Rotary 8 6 2 1 
Copperslde Stores and Terrace Rotary tie for firsl, I I 
Centennial Lions and Bargain Shop tie for thir~J, I I 
Lazelle Mini Storage was the most sportsmanlll~e I I 
team lhroughoutthe payoffs, i I I 
1 Flying through the air 
Local gymnast Maria Schulmeister isn't worried about her fall as she takes a 
spin off the parrallel beam at the Terrace Peaks new pitt that was finished this 
month. The $15,000 pitt is unlike any in the northwest and was built with the 
help of many volunteer hours donated by dedicated parents. A sea of foam 
cubes breaks her fall, Shulmeister won straight gold the zone championships 
in Smithers March 12, Level three midget gymnast Siobhan Sloan McMuilen 
won gold all her events as did Level one midget gymnast Courtenay Fenton. 
LUCKY DOLLAR BINGO 
April 2000 PA LA C E April 2000 
"1 Canadian Parents 
Ior French 
,Texrace Chapter 
Kermode Friendship 
Terrace Skating Cbb 
2 3 Terrace 4 Canadian 5 TerraCepea~s 
Skeena Junior Minor Parap~cAssociation Gy~as~c Cl~ 
Secondary School Hockey Northwest Benevolent Protective 
Bulkley/Skeena Order of Elks #425 Parent Auxiriary Association R gion 
19 
' Tffornhill Junior 
secondary Scho01 
Parent Advisory 
Council 
16 
Caledonia Senior 
Secondary School 
Parenl Council 
! 0 TMri~aoc; 11Canad'n 
~, Paraplegic Ass0dalion 
Baseball : • No,hw~s~ 
Bdkley/Skeena 
Association Region 
17Terrace 18C~na,iait 
Minor Paraplegic Ass~c~al[m 
No~hwesl 
Hockey Bumley~keena 
Association Region 
Blueback 
Royal Canadian" 
Legion #t3 
6 Terrace 17 B~J Br°th~s and B~ Sisters 
Litl~ Tfieat~e Society of Terrace 
Kinette Club Nisg~'a ~ C0gncil. 
olTerrace T~ce Local 
Tenze Sear~ 
and Rescue Socie 
~e~m~ F l~0 
Soc~e~ 
Terrace Youth S~ccer 
Associal~ 
1 •  ~,,m,, 114 Shrine , 1 "~ Lio~sCluboI v/~ti.PoVe~l : Club#tO '~ :"'rermeDo~lo~n 
t,,e~'~e~l |Terrace,;Kilima ,Ke~n~e~Fd~l~ *, 
;Terrace Minor ! I~'aTd~tC,~a~ = S0~ ~ 
Softball 
Association • Terrace Local Terrace Curling 
19~ 9n T,,~ 21,~,~,,~ 99K'sanH°use ~'v/w~P°mtY BigSislesol "-*- ~iety 
G~m~CUo ¢~upSooe~y Te~ Kem~ F~en~p 
Terrace Ringette Order  of  Ni~'a Tn~l Co~il. S~ly 
Association Roya l  Purp le  Terrace Local Terrace Art 
Association 
23 
Skeena Junior 
Secondary School 
Parent Auxiliary 
24 Te~oe 25Ca~,n 
Minor Parapteg~c Associalion 
~0nh~st 
,'~SCX~;~O~ Bulkley/Skee~ 
Region 
26 Terrace 97 TerraceAnti. 28 ~0.ace 29 To,am " Bu~ ~'P0verty Gmp 747 Air Saddle Club 
9,~C~ Society Cadet Society K~F~Is~ 
Shames Mountain Kinette Club Nisga'aTnbalC0tKil. ~ioly 
Ski Club of Ter race Terrace Local Terrace Skating Club 
Sat. Afternoon Games Doors 11:30 a.m. Games 1:00 p.m. 
Evening Games Doors 4:30 p.m. Games 6:15 p.m. 
Wed.,Thurs., Fri., Sat. Late Night Games Doors 9:30 p.m. Games 9:45 p.m. 
Bingo Every Saturday Afternoon 
T,V, MONITORS NO SMOKING AISLE CONCESSION 
4410 Legi0n, Terrace 635-2411 
Tennis 
courts 
to open 
THE TERRACE tennis 
club is ready to serve into 
another great season. 
Anyone interested in 
joining the tennis club is 
invited to meet Sunday, 
April 2 at the Hailiwell 
tennis courts. Richard 
Kriegl will be running a 
skills workshop from 1 p.m 
to 1:30 p.m. 
The courts will be open 
for social tennis from 1:30 
p.m. to 5 p.m. All tennis 
players (beginners, ex- 
perts, young and old) are 
invited to drop in for a 
game. People will be mat. 
ched up according to their 
skills. 
The tennis club will 
also have access to the 
courts Tuesday and Thurs- 
day evenings from 6:30 
p.m. to dusk. 
Membership to the ten- 
nis club costs $20. To join 
the club or for more infer. 
mation contact Dighton 
Haynes 635-2925 or Ada 
Sarsiat at 635-9695. 
F,.epeat regularly 
Regular physical activity and 
healthy eating reduces the 
risks associated with 
being overweight. ~l f~ 
t~RrltTl~ttlOIl~® 
w'ww.porficipodlon,com 
How 
are we 
doing?.. 
When we fa l l  sbort  o f  your  
expectation, pleaae tell u$. 
When a newspaJx, r story 
does not  seem to reflect 
fa i r l y  what  was said, let our  
editors know. 
When we are unable  to 
solve your  complaint,  we 
encourage you  to submi t  it 
to the: 
R C" Press Council 
900.1281 W. Georgla St 
Vancouver B.C V6E.,~7 
Tel~Pax (604) 683,2571 
Tl~ RC ~ Council was created In 
I ~_M3 as an Independent review 
b~mrd to J~otect the publlc fm'm prtct 
#m~m.~ or 
unfalmesa nd to promote qballly 
remrnallsm. 
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@ MISTY  R IVER TACKLE & HUNTING 
Basic instructions & how to reload 
ammunition. Presented by the 
W. Canadian Representative for 
R.C.B.S. Spear, Mr. Paul Simms. 
5008 Agar Ave., Terrace 
AMMUNITION RELOADING 
CLINIC FOR BEGINNERS 
Saturday, April 13/00 7 pm 
Terrace Rod & Gun Club 
12' 
Extendable 
Dip Net 
cost is $25 per person. 
Maximum 25 people only. 
Pre-registration mandatory. 
FREE box of spear bullets for each 
registrant and all materials included. 
PRE-REGISTER AT MISTY RIVER TACKLE & HUNTING SHOP 
PH: 638-1369 FAX: 638-8500 EMAIL: mistyrivertackle@kermode.net 
Polar is  Snow Check  2001 
CASH BACK!  
:',:. <..,,,,~.~ !~ ,~ ..... 
$300 
CASH BACK 
L IQUID-COOLED 
$200 
CASH BACK 
FAN-COOLED 
.... "Free second-year Engine Service Contract 
. . . . .  ~ . . . . . . . . .  Free limited edition jacket 
• Snow Check Exclusive models available 
• Offer ends April 17, 2000.  
Your  way  out  is wa i t ing  
2~815 KaluLm ~63~8.  !956 
at 
P O L R R I S  ° 
The Way Out .  
The Snow Check program is not availabla to principals or employees of Polaris. authorized Polaris distributors, dealerships, racers, government, |tact or 
rental untie. Available only at parllcipafing dealers and on select models. Void where prohibited by law. Consulter must place e $350 non.refundable 
deposit per sled at lime ol order. Snowmobiles purcbese d under Ihe Snow C hec k program mutt be registered in the c uslomer's name aS shown on the Snow 
Check. Th~ customer must pay for and take deliver)' o| ihe Snow Check snowmobile by no bder than Oclober 2, 2 O00. Rebale issued to consumer |liar 
pop.off and wlrranty registration. Should the 2001 Snow C heck s nowmobile no1 be ava&sUle from Polaris by Oclober 2, 2000, Ibe cuslomer thai1 have 10 
day1 from the date ot Ihe unit's ardval at Ihe dealership to complete Ihe purchase. 1'he Snow Check offer applies only to availablllty ol the snowmobile and 
the Polaris Iponsored promotion, lint any trade.in and/or uhlmate senlng price negot~led between Ihe authorized dealer and Iho customer, or pro-pay. 
menl made horore delivery el the snowmobila. OUer good Plarch 10 through April 17, 2000 on select 2001 models. Offer not valid on lady 340t, Ikluid- 
cooed race modeh, or 120 XC SR "Cat h rebale does not apply to OOO LE or XCF SR Poh, r;s reserves the right to change models and specifications a| any 
time wtthoul incurring obligations. See your participating Polaris dealer for detalll. All riders i~¢tured ire prolessionals. Do not altempt maneuvers beyond 
yo~r c•l~bllity. Always wear • helmet and other salety apparel. ~) 2000 Polaris Saint It<. 
TERRACE 
Place a 
classified 
word ad and. . .  
Reach the 
I N T R O D U C I N 
'O  
G 
WHERE THE POWER 
OF THE CLASSIFIED 
AD MEETS THE 
POWER OF THE 
INTERNET! 
http://www.bcclassified.com 
When you place a classified word ad in our newspaper, your ad will automati- 
cally be posted on the Internet, for the entire duration of the booking. 
STAND ARD 
Ph: 250-638-7283 FAX 250-638-8432 
B8 - The Terrace Standard, Wednesday, March 29, 2000 
ACTION AD RATES 
638.7283 
DEADLINE:  FR IDAY 4 P .M.  
Display, Word Classified and Classified Display 
ADVERTISING DEADLINES: When a stat hol iday falls 
on a Saturday, Sunday or Monday, the deadline is 
Thursday at 4 p,m. for all display and classif ied ads, 
TERRACE STANDARD, 3210 CLINTON STREET 
TERRACE, B.C. V8G 5R2 
All classified and classified display ads MUST BE 
by either cash, VISA or Mastercard. When 
phoning in ads please have your VISA or Mastercard 
number ready. 
WORD ADS RUN IN Terrace Standard & Weekend Advertiser 
1Week (Standard & Advertiser) ~13,38"(mc. GST) 
3 weeks  (Standard & Advenisor) ~25,68'(~nc, OST) 
"Additional words foyer 251 25¢ PER WORD PLUS GST 
CLASSIFIED DISPLAY ADS CONFIDENTIAL BOX SERVICE 
S11.90 per column inch Pic1~up $5.00 Mail out $10.00 
(BIRTHDAY/ANNIVERSARY/CARD OF THANKS/OBITUARIES ! 
IN MEMORIUM/CHURCHES/NON PROFIT GROUPS) $7.7~ c.in 
LEGAL ADVERTISING ................................ $14.14 per column Inch 
For regional coverage place your display ad in the 
weekend edition of the Weekend Advertiser. 
CTION DS 
Classifications! 
ANNO(R~EMENT~ 616 COMMERCIAL 
105/~%~OUNCEMENTS 628 FOR SALE OR RENT 
I I 0 ANNIVERSARIES 636 HOUSES FOR RENT 
120 fi~RTHDAYS 640 NgSC FOR RENT 
125 CHURCH 644 MOSltE HC~AE$ 
130 COMING EVENTS 64S ROOM & BOARD 
135 ff4GAGEMENT/ 656 .SHARE 
WEDDINGS ACCOMMOOATJON 
145 N ~EMORIAM 660 STORAGE 
150 lEGAL NOTICES 668 TOURIST 
155 OfiI1UARIES ACCOMMOOATK)NS 
160 TENDERS 676 WANTED TO RENT 
165 THANKS 680 WAREHOUSES 
PERSONAl REAL F.$ rArE 
210 BUSINESS PERSONALS 705 ~CREAGES/LOIS " 
230 LOST & FOUND 715 COMMERCIAL PROPERTY 
240 P~RSONALS 730 FOR SAtE BY OWNER 
MERCHANDI~,E 735 HOUSES 
31S AUC11ONS 745 MO~EES 
330 COMPUTERS 755 OPEN HOUSE 
355 FURNffURE 770 WANTED 
360 GARAGE SALES AUrOMO/WE 
365 MISC, F~R SALE 810 CARS FOR SALE 
380 IW~BER 815 TRUCKS FOR SAtE 
395 WANTED 820 VANS FOR SAIF 
I~S / FAJ~M RECRF..A//ON~ 
410 FARM EQUIPMENr e54 AIRCRAFT 
425 lIVESTOCK 
435 PETS 658 Arv'S 
862 BOATS / MARINE 
ND~JSTRY 866 MOTORCYCLES 
460 EQUIPMENT 870 RV'S C,.~MP~ RS 
470 LOGGING/lIMBER e74 RV'5 STH WHEELS 
480 MACH~ERY 
878 RV'S MOTC~HOMES 
EMI~OY~J~ 882 RV RENTA~ 
$10 ~JSINE~[S 890 et~OWMOBKES 
OPPORTUNmES 
520 CAREERS SERWCES 
530 EDUCATION 910 BUILDING SERVICES 
540 HELP WANTEO 912 CARPENrRY 
570 TUTORING 914 CHILD CARE 
580 WORK WANTED 920 CONSTRUCTION 
REHTAL 932 HANDYMAN 
604 APARTMENTS 936 JANffOR/AL 
608 BASEMENT ,SUITE 944 M~hC. SERV1CES 
612 CABINS/COITAGES 
The Terrace Standard reserves the right o classify ads under appropriate headings and to set rates therefore and to determine page location, 
The Terrace Standard reminds advertisers that It is against he provincial Human Rights Act to discriminate on the basis of children, marital status and 
employment when placing "For Rent:" ads. Landlords can state a no-smoking preference. 
The Terrace Standard reserves the right o revise, edit, classify or reject any advertisement and to retain any answers directed to the News Box Reply 
Service, and to repay the customer the sum paid for the advertisement and box rental. 
Box replies on "Hold" Instructions not picked up within 10 days of expiry of an advertisement will be destroyed unless mailing Instructions are received. 
Those answering Box Numbers are requested not to send original documents o avoid loss. 
All claims of errors in advertisements must be received by tne publisher within 30 days after the first publication. 
It Is agreed by the advertiser requesting space that he liability of the Terrace Standard in the event of failure to publish an advertisement aspublished 
shall be limited to the amount paid by the advertiser for only one incorrect Insertion for the ~ortlon of the advertising space occupied by the Inqorrect or 
omitted item only, and that here shall be no liability In any event greater than the amount paid for such advertising. 
Name 
Phone Start Date. 
CLASS IF ICAT ION 
r l  V ISA  n MASTERCARD 
PLEASE CLEARLY  PR INT  YOUR AD BELOW - ONE WORD 
. 1 
6 
11 
16  
21  
13 .64  
25.9~.; 
12  
17  
22  
13 .91  
26 .22  
Address 
# of Insertions Terrace Standard # Weekend Advertiser 
Credit Card No  Expiry Date_  
3 
8 
13  
18  
23  
14 .18  
26 .48  
=ER SPACE 
Clip & Mall This Form To: 
Terrace Standard 
3210 Clinton St., Terrace, B.C. VSG 5R2 
14 
la  
24  
14 .45  
26 .75  
5 
10  
15  
20  
13 .38  
25 .68  
14 .71  
.. 27•02 
For longer ad. )lease use a separate sheet 
- - .w~m~_ Phone Fax 
NTANDARD ea -7  a 638-8432 
[ : ss OSITO StES 
DESIGNATED PARKING Plac- 
ard Program for people with 
mobility disabilities, sponsored 
by the BCIILRC. Call 1-877- 
288-1088 for an application of 
information and referral servic- 
es available for people with dis- 
abilities. 
(•  VIVA CLINIC Recover your health in a 
natur~ integrated way. 
LIFE ENERGY ASSESSMENT 
includes environmental 
and food allergy testing 
AROMATHERAPY MASSAGE 
REFLEXOLOGY, EAR CANDLING 
AURICULAR ACUPRESSURE 
Frances Birdsell, 
Natural Health Practilioner 
Call 635-219410r an appointment 
4506 Lakelse (,,:~t,~ T,~ Furniture) 
FRANCES BIRDSELL 
CONSULTING 
• Facilitation ,Mediation 
• Consensus Process 
• Spanish Translation 
Call 635-2184 
J / /~ NIRVANA METAPHYSIC 
/ .~& HEALING CENTRE 
i i~;i;iEii EE~ ~;:!:~;i:;:~:i:~:!:~:~:~:i:!:i;~:£:~i;:";!::':':'~iil E ii~iliiii~; 
Open Channel/ 
Auric Readings with Spirit. 
Laurel Ballard, Msc. D., Phd, 
Palm Mystery Readings- 
Menno Driedger 
By appointment o ly 
CRIMINAL RECORD? Cana- 
dian Pardon seals record• 
American Waiver allows legal 
entry. Why risk employment, 
business, travel, licensing, de- 
portation, All Canadian/Ameri- 
can immigration applications. 
1-800-347-2540. 
; VlVA CLtNIC I 
AROMATHEUPY I 
MASSAGE WORKSHOP I 
Introductory Level I 
Saturday, Apr,I 15J 
10:00 a.m.- 4:00 p.m. I 
For more inf0 call 635-2194 I
;ilii:1i50 LEGAL :: 
NOTICEs  ~ 
, .  ' . . . . .  
~!50LEGAL . i 
NOTICES I i: 
ENGA135ENT I 
l 
|t Holy Batcave, Batmanl 
|] You're turning 
|] three-zero 
|~ But don't worry uncle, i
!~ You'll always be our 
J H herol i~ HAPPY BIRTHDAY!! Love Kaleigh &,~~\,,~\. . , \~,~,,~:a royl\,~\\\~ 
Jean Froese 
Burr  
is pleased to
announce the 
brthcoming marriag~ 
of her son 
Gerald Frank 
Froese 
• to  
Dlanne Passey 
Wedding to take 
place on 
April 15, 2000 
in Victoria, B.C. 
• j D I  v I 
g $ 
Zenyk: Barbara Lee Zenyk died at Kelowna General Hospital 
on Thursday, March 23,2000 at the age of 42 years. Lee was 
born in Vancouver, Be, and had lived most of her adult life in 
the Terrace area. She enjoyed her family, ocean fishing, crafts, 
gardening, renovating and worked as a hair dresser and in the 
hotel industry with Sandman Inns. She leaves her loving fam- 
ily, husband, Neff, Terrace, son, Christopher Adam Zenyk; 
Brother, Bill Gibbs, and father, Henry Gibbs of Terrace BC and 
many friends. Service of remembrance will be held at the 
chapel of Mountain View Funeral Home, Armstrong, British 
Columbia, on Sunday, March 26, 2000 at 11:00 a.m. 
Cremation. Arrangements with Mountain View Funeral Home - 
250-546-8294 
. .,; . . . . 
REPAIRER'S LIEN ACT 
Take Notice that pursuant to Section 2 of the 
Repairer's Lien Act a 1992 GMC 4WD., Serial No. 
1GTEK14H1NE513855 will be sold by closed bids at 
Northwest Auto Repair on April 11, 2000 to satis~ 
the indebtedness of Gary Brown in the sum of 
$826.84. Please call for a viewing appointment at 250- 
635-6977 . . . . . . . . . . . .  . . . . . . . . . . . .  
Offers must be. submitted in writing to Northwest 
Auto Repair, 3220 River Drive, Terrace, B.C, %~8G 
3P4. Highest or any offer not necessarily accepted. 
REPAIRER'S LIEN ACT 
Take Notice that pursuant to Section 2 of the 
Repairer's Lien Act a 1980 F350 2WD. flat deck, 
Serial No. F37GCJD9125 will be sold by closed bids 
at Northwest Auto Repair on April 11,2000 to satisfy 
the indebtedness o f  Jan Blake (D.B.A. Westcoast 
Landscaping) in the sum of $5,049.46. Please call for a 
vmwmg appointment a  250-635-6977. 
Offers must be submitted in writing to Northwest 
Auto Repair, 3220 River Drive, Terrace, B.C. V8G 
3P4. Highest or any offer not necessarily accepted. 
Invites you to 
~ ~  ~"~]~ come and hear 
~ ~ ~  guest speaker 
Carol 
Cartwright 
of Texas, USA 
Anointed Ministry of Healing, Prophecy 
and the balanced Word of God. 
At the  
Best Western Terrace Inn 
April I & 2 
10 am & 7 pm 
for more information, call 655-1990 
eaglenest@bc.sympatico.ca 
Pastor Slade & Linda Compton 
1 800 860-5499 
AMENDMENT TO FOREST 
DEVELOPMENT PlAN 
NOTICE OF PUBLIC 
VIEWING 
Notice is hereby given that 
Skeeno Cellulose Inc. (SCI), 
Terrace Operations, will hold a 
public viewing o[ a proposed 
Amendment to the Forest 
Development Plan for Tree Farm 
Licence #1. This Amendment to 
the Plan will cover the Clare geo- 
graphic area within Ihe Kalum 
Forest District. 
The Forest Development Plan 
shows the Iocatlon and orderly 
development ofproposed harvest- 
ing, road development, mainte- 
nance, and deactivation [or Ihe 
period of 1998-2005. The Plan 
also includes information on Ihe 
maintenance and protection oF 
other esource values in the area. 
The proposed Amendment per- 
tains to Block 636047, the amal- 
gamation of two formerly 
approved blocks 636045 and 
636049. The Amendment is avail- 
able [or review by resource agen- 
cies and the public before 
approval is considered by the 
MMistry of Forests. 
The proposed Amendmenl to 
the Forest Development Plan will 
be available [or public review at 
the Skeena Cellulose Inc. 
Woodlands Office, 4900 Keith 
Avenue, Terrace, B.C. from March 
30, 2000 to May 30, 2000 
between the hours of 8:00 A.M. 
and 3:30 P.M. or by appointment 
(638-5700). 
The proposed Amendmenl to 
the Forest Development Plan may 
be revised as a result of wrilten 
comments received. To ensure 
consideralian, all comments must 
be in wriling and addressed to 
Robert Ziegler R.P.E at 6keena 
Cellulose Inc., Terrace Operallons, 
4900 Keith Ave., Terrace, B.C. 
VBG 5L8. All commsnls must be 
received prior to May 30, 2000. 
The Terrace Women's 
Centre 
IS SEEKING QUOTES 
FOR THE EXTERIOR 
PAINTING OF THE 
BUILDING AT 
4542 PARK AVENUE. 
For further information 
drop into the Centre 
or call Carol at 
638-0228. 
" " BRITISH COLUMBIA 
LUNG ASSOCIATION 
731-LUNG or 
1-800-665-LUNG 
NOTICE TO BUILDING CONTRACTORS: 
l hornhill Firehali and Public Works 
Expansion 
Please be informed that the Regional District of Kitimat- 
Stikine/Thornhill Fire Department, invites tenders from all 
qualified contractors for the expansion of the Thornhill 
Firehall. Documents will be available commencing 23 
March 2000 at the following address: 
McEIhanney Const hi lg Services 
Suite 1-5008 Pohk ,z.,.er te 
Terrace,B.C. V8G 458 
Tel: (250)-638-7163 
Fax: (250)-635-9586 
In general terms the project consists of removing a small 
part of the existing I~uilding, constructing a 3200 sq. d; 
(approx.) extension (shell only), installing a new 6200 sq. 
ft. (approx) ~:oof. 
Contractors are encouraged to visit site on Friday, 31 
March 2000 at 10:00 amlocal time. 
CITY OF TERRACE 
NOTICE OF PUBLIC HEARING 
ZONING BYLAW AMENDMENT 
TAKE NOTICE THAT an application has been made to amend 
Schedule "A" (Zoning Map) of Zoning Bylaw No. 1431-1995. 
THE SUBJECT LAND: 
The application affects the portion of land, within the City of 
Terrace, shown shaded on the accompanying map and 
described as: 
Part of Lot 1, District Lot 611, Range 5, Coast District Plan 
PRP45128 (5123 Graham Avenue} 
SKEENA RIVER 
I 
THE INTENT: 
To amend Schedule "A" (Zoning Map) of Zoninfl By aw 1431- 
1995 by changing the zoning c assification o'F the property 
shown shaded: 
FROM' Agrlcullural tAR1) 
TO' Public and Insfilutional (P1) 
' To allow for future expansion of the sewage treatment facility. 
BYLAW INSPECTION: 
THE PROPOSED AMENDMENT BYLAW AND RELEVANT 
BACKGROUND DOCUMENTS MAY BE INSPECTED in the n ceo- 
tlon.area at the City of Terrace Public Works Buildina at ~ :o~3 
Graham Avenue', Terrace, B.C., between the hours of'~:30" a.m--. 
to 4:30 p.m. each day from Wednesday, March 291h, 2000, to 
Monday, April 10th, '~000, excluding Saturdays and Sundays. 
PUBUC HEARING DETAILS; 
Any persons w shlng to voice their opinions regard nn th s 
application may do so in writing, and/of" in person, A~ THE 
PUBLIC HEARING TO BE HELD IN THE MUNICIPAL COUNCIL 
CHAMBERS, AT 7:00 P.M. ON MONDAY, APRIL IOTH, 2000. 
THIS NOTICE IS GIVEN IN ACCORDANCE WiTH THE 
MUNICIPAL ACT, R.S.B.C., 1996, AND AMENDMENTS 
THERETO. 
TAKE NOTICE and be governed accordingly. 
RaN POOLE, Chief Administrative Officer 
i 
Sealed lenders, enclosed in an envelope and clearly marked "Contract No. 107.6.1 
District of Houston, Sanitary Sewer System Extension' will be received by the 
undersigned up to 4:00 p.m. local time, Fdday, April 28, 2000. 
This contrad Is for the supply and Installalion ofappmxlmately 2520m of 150ram 
and 200ram diameter PVC gravily sewerrnatn, 735m of 150ram dlamster PVC 
pressure sewermain, 170m of 75ram diameter forcemain, 780m at 100ram and 
150ram dlameler PVC gravily sawer service connections, 37 manholes, one~ 
pumping station, one single residence package pumping slalion and related 
appudenances. 
Tender fo~ns, plans and specifications may be obtained from lhe offices at: 
a) Distdct of Houston, 3400 - 11th Street, Houston, BC; 
b) Dayton &Kn ght Ltd., #1-1210 Main Street, Smithers, B.C.; or 
c) Daylon & Knight Lid.; 612 Clyde Avenue, West Vancouver, BC 
for the non.refundable purchasepdce of $50.00 after 2:00 p.m., Wednesday, 
March 29, 2000. Cheques will be made payable to Dayton & Knight Lid. 
Tenders will be opened in public immediately sffer the dosing time. The lowest nor 
any Tender will nol neoessadly be accepted. Each tender musl be accompanled bya 
bid bond or certified chequel ~ :~ 
The award of this contract iS subject to approval by the District of Houston and to the 
availabUity of sufficien t funds to complete he project. 
Enquires hould be directed pdmadly to Mr. Paul Wellington, Dayton & Kn gh L d, 
telephone; (250) 847-1913, or, If necessary, to Mr. Bill Beamish, Distdct of Houston, 
telephone: (250) 846-2238. 
Bill Beamish, Chief Administrative Officer 315 AUCTIONS , • . - -~  
. 51:0 BUSINESS : 
OPPORTUNITIES 
CITY OF TERRACE 
NOTICE OF PUBLIC HEARING 
OFFICIAL COMMUNITY PLAN AMENDMENT 
TAKE NOT!CE THAT an application has been made to amend 
Schedule 'B" (Land Use Plan) of the City of Terrace Offca 
Community Plan Bylaw No. 1312-1993. 
THESUBJ TLAND: 
The appllcotlon affects the land, within the City of Terrace, 
shown shaded on the accompanying map and described as: 
Part of Lot 1, District Lot 611, Range 5, Coast Distrlct, Plan 
PRP45128 (5123 Graham Avenue) 
t 
360 GARAGE 
SAEES, 
/ 
t 
, 1 1 1 .  
, 1 1 1 /  . . . . . .  
" / / /~  . . . . . . .  
:~ :  . . . . . . .  
._J 
SKEENA RIVER 
J f ...., 
470 
LOGGING/TIMBER 
THE II~TENT: . . . .  t:.,~o~ ,;,,~.iijtlc,~ g.ih:;xu o,h ,. . . . .  , • . !~.~,,~ .,",,~,:.~ ',),~,':., :;,~.~,~-~:.~ ~ : . ,~ ,~ 
To amend Schedule "B" (Land Use Plan) of the Official 
Community Plan by changing the designation of the land shown 
shaded: 
FROM: Agricultural 
TO: Community and Public Use 
To allow for future expansion of the sewage treatment facility. 
BYLAW INSPECTION: 
THE PROPOSED AMENDMENT BYLAW AND RELEVANT 
BACKGROUND DOCUMENTS MAY BE INSPECTED in the recep- 
tion.area at the City of Terrace Public Works Buildinqat 5003 
Graham Avenue, Terrace, B.C., between the hours of~:30 a.m. 
to 4:30 p.m. each day from Wednesday, March 29th, 2000, to 
Monday, April 10th, 2000, excluding Saturdays and Sundays, 
PUBLIC HEARING DETAILS: 
Any persons wishing to voice their opin ons regard n.cl this 
application may do so in writing, and/or in person At THE 
PUBLIC HEAR NG TO BE HELD IN THE MUNICIPAL COUNCIL 
CHAMBERS, AT 7:00 P.M. ON MONDAY, APRIL 10TH, 2000. 
THIS NOTICE IS GIVEN IN ACCORDANCE WITH THE 
MUNICIPAL ACT, R.S.B.C., 1996, AND AMENDMENTS 
THERETO. 
TAKE NOTICE and be gaverned accordingly. 
RaN PC~LE, Chief Administrative Officer 
: 21OBUSINESS 
i PERSONALS 
CANADA'S BEST 24 
HOUR 1 on 1 (18yrs+) 1- 
888-913-8122 from 
$2.00/min. Credit card bill- 
ing. 1-900-451-2220 
$3.99/min Website: 
www, discreettalk.com 
CANADA'S HOTTEST 24 hr 
one.on-one live adult chat, 1- 
900-830.0044 (18+ 
$4,99/minute) 900se- 
crsts.com/t15391 Canada's #1 
24hr one-on-one dateline. 1- 
900-561.3431 Ext.4729 (18+ 
$3.99/minute). thecoolpag- 
es.com/livetalk/suite1297886 
MALE ORGAN enhancement. 
FDA approved. Medical vacuum 
pumps or surgical enlargement. 
Gain 1-3". Permanent and safe. 
Resolve impotence. FREE 
brochure. Call Dr. Joel Kaplan. 
312-409-5557. Insurance reim- 
bursement. Visit website 
www.drioelkaplan.com. 
VANDERHOOF ALL Breed Bull 
Sale. Saturday, April 8th, 12:00 
noon at Vanderhoof Auction 
Market. 125 bulls consigned, 30 
selected open heifers. Beef on 
a bun 11:00 am. Donations to a 
BC Children's Hospital 
CREATE, MAINTAIN your own 
website. Over 300 pgs. Easy 
point and click Windows Envi- 
ronment 95-98• Import photos, 
8 rain videos, uses unlimited. 
Free information 250-549-46t 7. 
www.skynary.com/tritech 
FOR SALE- built in 3 pc. Jen- 
air stovetop. Good condition. 
Call 250-638-1044 
MOVING SALE: Household 
items, children's games and 
clothing. 9:00 am to 12 pro. 
4730 Loan ave. 
YESIIII YOU can make money 
at garage sales. How and what 
to sell. Send $5.00 for into to 
MGF Products, PO Box 172, Ki- 
timat, BC, V8C 2G7 
CLOSING OUT- two cosmetic 
counters, 3 stools, cosmetic dis- 
play counters, shelving, wall 
displays. For more into call 
Jane 250-398-7432 
CRAFTSMAN 8 horsepower 
Snowblower, mint condition, 
$750.00, Almond Kenmora 
heavy duty washer & dryer, 
$400,..Q0,JpF the pair,,O,B O 
; 635-5670. " . . . . . .  
ITS HEREt Latest shipment of 
Vintage furniture from England. 
Best prices anywherel Wooden 
nickel, 860 Hilliers Rd. Quali- 
cum Beach, 10-4 pro, Fri-Sun 
250-752-9110 
510 BUSINESS 
OPPORTUNITIES 
KENMORE HEAVY Duty wash- 
er and dryer for sale. Three 
years old, excellent condition. 
$500 for the pair. 250-635-4653 
Ph. 250-635-0011 
WATER YOU CAN 
TRUST 
by EVERPURE® 
Clean fresh water for 
pennies per gallon. 
TERRACE KICKBOXlNG club. 
New bigger location. Ring, 
heavy bags, speed bags, etc. 
We offer light to full contact. 
W.K.A training or just get in 
shape while learning self de- 
tense. Introducing Kickflex-Car- 
die, aerobtc stretching workout 
on real equipment not alrkick, 
First workout free. Call Tony at 
250.615-KICK. 
WILL SET UP and maintain 
your small business bookkeep- 
ing requirements. 10+ yrs ex- 
perlence. Excellent references 
upon request. Phone 635-9592 
or Email: manucomp@uni- 
serve.cam 
Within three weeks Of ~ j ~  
conception.., before i ~ p  
the mother even knows :~ I~ i ;  ~ 
she Is pregnant.., the tiny ::~.~~.W ~" 
heart of her pre born child 
is already beating, circulating blood 
throughout a system separate from 
the mother's. 
'mace Pro-Life EducaUon Association 
Box 8,52, Tmroco 
LOST JUNE 17 at 9:30pm at 
the Bingo Hall in Prince Rupert. 
a black leather wallet. Please 
return, no questions asked. I.D. 
very important. Please call 
(250)624-2002 extension "0", 
Reward offered. 
LOST OLIVER. Orange Ja- 
panese tailless bobcat from 
Tuck Ave., since March 9, Was 
weadng turqols collar with bell, 
but could have lost that, Please 
check your garden shed If .he 
could have been locked In, 
Please call 250.635-5203 or 
250-635-5980 
LOST OLIVER Orange Ja- 
panese tailless bobcat from 
Tuck Ave, since Mar. 9. Was 
wearing turquoise collar with 
bell, but could have lost that. 
Please check your garden shed 
if he could have been locked in. 
Please call 250-635-5980 or 
250-635-5203. BIG REWARD 
OFFERED FOR ANY INFOR- 
MATION 
LOST PAIR of Zeiss binoculars, 
left at Telegraph point rest stop 
on Hwy 16, Monday March 
13th. Call 250-638-1389. Re- 
ward offered. 
BASEBALL/FOOTBALL BAS- 
KETBALIJHOCKEY 
SCORES/PICKS NOWIII 1-900- 
451-6624 EXT, 3229 $2.99 per 
rain. Must be 18 yrs. Procall Co 
(602) 954-7420 
BC'S LARGEST chatline. Over 
4000 men & women call a day. 
Connect live or just listen. Use 
free trial code 5030. Call locally 
310-CHAT. www,trylive. 
links.cam 
CAN'T USE Viagra? Maximus 
Natural Cream now available. 
For FREE Into kit call Mark's 
Plaza Pharmacy. Toll Free 1- 
877-747-6664 
EVANLY.RAYS 
FREE 2000 CALENDAR 
SRV 39.99 collert0rs ediU0n 
raled best servk0 and mog accurate 
psychks in (de in 1998 +1999 
• Career 
i Relationshi I s ~u 
~ouse hal its 
nil Lotto #'s 
• V in 2000 
1-900-4S  1 -4055 
24 HRS. $2.99 /m1 n . IB+ 
1981, 966 LOADER with grap- 
ple and bucket, T.D. 25 with dirt 
blade and clearing blade. T.D. 
20 with blade and winch. Col- 
umbia Low Bed. 1988 Western 
Star Log Truck with trailer, 
C.T.D. Tree Farmer Line Skid- 
der. Near new Brlllion Seeder. 
Loader for farm tractor Allied. 
Phone 250-846-5440. 
FLEXlCOIL 3PT. HYD. post 
pounder $2600. Hiqual Cattle 
Squeeze $1500. Cosmo 500 
fertilizer spreader $450. P200 
side delivery rake $1100. Inter. 
national 330 Farm Wagon 
$900. Chain Harrows 14'x8 sec- 
tions $900. 10'x12' chains har- 
row $500. NH 851 Round Baler 
$2500. NH 276 Square Baler 
$2500. Massey #9 Square Bal- 
er $900. Bail elevator 24' $400, 
Massey 36 10' Self propelled 
Swather $2500. Equipment Io. 
cated in Smithers. For Into. 
Phone 250-314-3919 
5 YEAR old Red Angus Bull. 3 
Reg. -2 year old Hereford Bulls. 
1-250-694-3500 
GENERAL LIVESTOCK haul- 
ing, cattle, horses,sheep. Li- 
censed and insured for Canada, 
USA. Hay hauling and sales. 
250-694-3448, cell 250-692. 
6559, fax 250-694-3769. Jeff 
Giesbrecht Transport, Burns 
Lake, BC> 
LONE FIR- Hereford bulls. 
Good selection of beefy 2 yr old 
Polled bulls, Look early. View 
parents and siblings. Priced for 
the Comm, Cattleman. 250- 
690-7527, Ft. Fraser, 
REG, HEREFORD yearling 
bulls, polled, quiet, good feet. 
New bloodline. Please call 846- 
5494 Peter and Anita Gattiker. 
WANTED TO buy, 2 used, 
12'x12' metal corrals with a 4' 
gatre in one panel, High Hog, 
Lemco, High Qual all ok, 1-250- 
698-7627 
www.tackstore.bc.ca 
PORK & GEESE 
FOR SALE 
CALL 
798-2214 
*Hay  is also 
ava i lab le  for sale _ 
ADORABLE GOLDEN Retriev- 
er puppies for sale. Vet 
checked, 1st shots provided. 
$350. Phone 250-798-2045 
fLakelse Lake) 
KARELIAN BEAR Dog puppies 
available now. $500. See our 
website, crazywolf.com/bear- 
dog. Call Bonnie 250-790-2247 
or 250-790-2281 
MINIATURE DACHSHUND 
pups, 7 weeks old. Red or black 
and tan. Vet checked, de- 
wormed, perents available for 
viewing. Can deliver. $300-350 
PH 250-845-7490 
PUREBRED GERMAN 
shepherd puppies. Wormed. 
First shots. Health hip and el- 
bows guarantees. Parents may 
be seen. Avaiable April 1. Ter- 
race. 250-635-4084 
20 FT long insulated reefer box, 
cooler power gate, 8' high. 
$6500 abe. Call 250-635-1132 
THUNDERBIRD RANCH and 
farm equipment. Quality used 
sales & Iocators. Hauling avail- 
able. Dave Crossan 250-567- 
2607, 6 km Mapes Road, Van- 
derhoof, BC 
LOGGING TRUCK loads of 
Birch firewood for sale. Phon~B 
638-7290. 
$$GOVERNMENT PRO- 
GRAMS information Govern- 
ment assistance programs in- 
formation to assist the start or 
expansion of your business and 
farm. Call 1-800-505-8866 
MOTEL FOR sale. 38 units with 
4 bedroom residence. Pool, hot 
tub and sauna. On busy #1 
TransCanada Hwy., #97 & #5 
Kamloops. Reduced from 
$1,200,000 to $998,000. Seri- 
ous buyers only. Call Mat Mar- 
vin @ t-800-553-3322 
ATrENTION: I lost 40 pounds 
in 2 months. We need repre- 
sentatives in your area. Call to- 
day. 250.635-1543 
BE FIRST in Canadal Hot, solid 
Internet Company, potentially 
the next "Yahoo.cam" looking 
for key leaders now to position 
yourself or huge income. Cana- 
da officially opened in April. 
Limited positions. Call now 1- 
800-934-3473 ext 2200 
FOR SALE. Fully equipped piz- 
za & steakhouse rest. with new 
3 bdrm house on top In Queen 
Charlotte City. 45 seat dining, 
35 seat patio; well established 
business, only pizza place in 
town. For more into contact 
Amer a 250-559-8181 or fax 
250-559-7727 
ONE OF the greatest financial 
opportunities In Canada, 28- 
year-old NYSE traded company 
now offering their membership 
benefits in Canada. No compe- 
tition: If you are an ambitious 
set-starter, don't let this one get 
away. Call 1-800-972-3677 for 
more information 
TEST DRIVEl Unique opportun. 
ity to own and operate a 2000 
Pete with zero down. You must 
have rain. 2yrs flatdeck highway 
experience, able and willing to 
run Canada/USA and possess 
good references. Tom or Andre. 
800.663-0099 
THE MONEY Machlnel NEW 
not an ATM. Most financially se- 
cure home based business In 
the world. $100,000/yr potential, 
Investment starting under 
$10,000. 1-888-257.4164 (24 
hrs) Member of BBB. 
YOUR DOLLAR Store with 
More, Franchise opportunities 
In 100 Mile House, Burns Lake, 
Vandrhoof, etc. Total invest- 
ment 60 to 90 thousand, Equity 
required 30%. Great return on 
InvestmenL Contact Dave Uzel. 
man Phone', 250-860-4225 Fax 
250-860-4215 Ceil 1-250-490. 
1450 Emall yourdollarstore 
@ hotmall.com Webslte 
www.dollarstore,ca 
ZESTO'S OVEN Baked Subs & 
California style wraps franchise 
opportunity. We offer turn key 
stores, complete training and on 
going support. For brochure call 
1-88B-922-2294 
HERBALIFE INDEPENDENT 
Distributor. for product or oppor- 
tunity. Please call Evelyn 250- 
635-1543 
GREEN HOUSES for sale. 
8'x10' and up. Call for informa- 
tion 250-635-3067 
4TH YEAR and growing daily. 
Anyone can be successful with 
this home business. No hype, 
no selling. Just huge weekly 
cheques. 1-800-811-2141. 
Code 112202 
LOOKING FOR a new Career? 
Train to become a Professional 
Diver in the Heart of the Carib- 
bean. Go straight o work after 
Graduation. 12 week courses 
start June and September. For 
more Into vesit www.dive- 
career.cam or Ph. 345-949- 
0321 
TRAIN TO work In the comput- 
er industry. Network Techni- 
cian, Computer Technician, 
Programmer Analyst, Office Ad- 
ministrator. For program or 
student loan information, from 
our CDI College (Abbotsford 
Campus) Call toll free today 1- 
888-229-1555 
ACCOUNTANTS WITH public 
practice. Experience for our 
Smithers office. Written applica- 
tions with resume, please. Car- 
lyle Shepherd & Co. C.A.'s. Box 
3400 Smithers, BC, V0J 2N0. 
Fax 250-847-3809 
ATI'ENTION: TRAINING pro- 
gram for long haul trucking, job 
placement available. On the job 
training, call 763-8040 or 1-877- 
763-8040 to start your new ca- 
reer today. MJ Bloomfield Con- 
tracUnq Ltd. 
BABINE FOREST products 
company has a challenging op- 
portunity for a highly motivated 
individual with strong organiza- 
tional skills as a Millwright Re- 
porting to the Maintenance Su- 
perintendant the successful 
candidate will be responsible for 
the day to day maintenance of 
our sawmill, planermill complex. 
Our ideal candidate will pos- 
sess a BC and/or Interprovincial 
millwright trades qualification 
certification, and has several 
years experience working in ah 
automated sawmill, planermill 
environment. Babine is located 
near Burns Lake in the heart of 
the Lakes District, which is 230 
km west of Prince George, BC. 
The community of Bums Lake 
offers excellent recreation, edu- 
cation, anti shopping facilities 
with affordable hOUsing. Qual- 
ified Candidates should 'forward 
!a: current resume,by March 31, 
2000 to Personhel Manager, 
Babine Forest Products Com- 
pany, Box 4000, Bums Lake 
BC, V0J 1E0. Fax 250-692- 
4595 
BUSDRIVERS MAY-Sept for 
24-passenger bus, 1 position 
for BC/YT/Alaska tours, 1 posi- 
tion for BC/ALTA camping 
tours, rain class 4 and 3 years 
exp., clean recorc, fax resume 
w/abstract to: 250-847-4711 
CARETAKER/MANAGER for 
local mobile home park. Should 
be in good health, able to work 
well with residents and keep ac- 
curate records. Accomodatlons 
plus some remuneration. Apply 
to Box #907 c/o The Tribune, 
188 N 1st Ave, Williams Lake, 
BC V2G 1Y8 
CHAMBERMAID DESK- 
CLERK needed at the Costa- 
Lessa Motel. This person 
should be conscientious, ambi- 
tious, and a team player. 
Please apply at the Costa- 
Lessa Motel, 3867 Hwy 16 
East, Terrace between the 
hours of 6-8 p.m. 
EARN $200, $300, $500 per 
week, assembling product in 
your own home, send a self ad- 
dressed stamped envelope to: 
O.P.H. 6-2400 Dundas St. 
West, Suite 541 ref 683 Missis- 
sau.qa, ant, LSK 2R8 
EXPERIENCED JOURNEY- 
MAN Technician Required by 
Vancouver Island's largest vo- 
lume Chrysler/Jeep dealership. 
Deslre to maintain award win- 
ning tradition essential. Contact 
Darren, Bill Howlch Chrysler. 
250-287-9555 
FEMALE CAREGIVER needed 
to provide part-time personal 
care to a female quadreplegic. 
Call Janet for into, 250-638- 
1471 
FULL TIME lunch cook, 2nd 
cook, night cook positions avail- 
able. Good food knowledge, ba- 
sicexperlence required, willing- 
ness to learn in a flexible team 
environment, Send resume to 
Box 2055, Smlthers, B.C. V0J 
2N0 
HELP WANTED Licensed hair 
stylist for Houston, BC, hair sa- 
lin. Commission, Wages, Chair 
rental, Phone/Fax to 250-845- 
2869 or evenings at home 250- 
845-7035 
REQUIRED PERMANENT live 
In care giver for elderly man, 
two days per week. Must be flu- 
ent in English, non-smoker, 
have first aid ticket, bondable. 
Send resume with references to 
File #16, c/o Terrace Standard, 
3210 Clinton St. Terrace BC, 
V8G 5R2. 
WANTED ROAD builders, Ex- 
cavator and Dozer Operators. 
Apply to File #54, C/o Terrace 
Standard, 3210 Clinton St., Ter- 
race, B.C, V8G 5R2 
WE PAY YOU to lose up to 
201be In one month. Serious In- 
quiries only. Kam, 1-888-414- 
0058 
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Let us send your old eyeglasses 
to the developing world. 
( •  OPERATION EYESIGHT UNIVERSAL 1-800-585-8265 
Charitable Registration # 1190() 8955 RR00Ol 
Are  you  in teres ted  
• Cotmsel lor T • 
\Ve are offering a six month  ful l -t ime 
Professional Counselling Program leading to a 
Residential School Abuse Counsellor Certificate 
START DATE: May 8, 2000 
The Counsellor Training Institute of Canada 
and the Northwest Band Social Workers 
Association are in p:trtnership for this full time 
program.There is limited seating and if you are 
interested of would like further information, 
please call (250) 638-07,t4 or 1-888-655-6533 
(out of town). 
, ,  liii iiiieomman@::::: : 
I ~  ~ V~ ~liiiii~Yc6ii~i~":'::; ='::::;;.~:;~.? ;.~.,,;,,~;~.~2~.;;.:;. 
Skills For Employment Program 
WhdP. 
The program will 
• os~st le0mers to develop career search skiUs, empl0yabilily skills, computer skills, and 
communication skills required for the w0rkpioce. 
-focus on individu01 needs 
• prep0re l 0rnels to successfully c0mplete 0 Trades Tr0in[ng Program. 
• o~ist leomm to develop n 0chievable coree~ phn 
• provide a lw0 week work experience component i  he c0mmunily 
Who?. 
Unemployed individuals, includ;.g those .:-' ,.
-who re re(eiving Employment Insurance 8enefii~ ~', " '~ . . . .  :¢';~ 
• whose El.benefit period ended within the lost hree (3) yeors; or,, ~.  . . . . .  ~i ~.~ 
.who emblished o benefit period that ended Elm0temity 0r p0rent01 beielits within ~n'e • 
post five (5) years and are reentering the labour force after having left it t0 care f0z 
newborn 0z newly adopted children. 
When? 
The program runs from March 27, 2000, t0 July 14, 2000 1 
Classes will be from 8 o.m. to 3 p.m. Monday to Frid0y. 
Credit? 
-'~emnm who suceesgully complete the full pr0gmm will receive: i 
a N0~west Community College Transitions Ce~ficoto 
o Northwest Community C011ege C difitoto f r T0udsm/tl0spMity~etoil S rvce 
a No,west C0mmun tyCo ege L ft.ftuck [roinTng Cerfiftate 
a Northwest C0mmunily College transcript credit for completed Entry Level lrades 
e0mpelencies. 
Cost? 
Tuition for the pr0gr0m ~11 be SS64.40 
CSA approved safely foolweor (opprox) S 85.00 
Personal re(motion wear S 50.00 
(sports hoes, wim wear, sweotVl.shirl, towel) 
TOTAL S7OO.O0 
Where? 
Northwest Community College, Room 11 ] 2, Trades Building. 
~i!C°mmunity  
~!: .~ l lege .  
The Cornerstone of Community Education for 25 years 
OH&S Committee Training ................. $70 
~" March 31 
Bear Aware ....................................... $49+ 
m- April 1 
Simply Accounting ........................... $184 
m- April 3-12 
Airbrakes ........................................... $180 
~" April  4-8 
Traffic Control Recertification ............ $60 
=r April 7 
Traffic Control/Flagging .................... $169 
, r  Apri l  8 & 9 
Excel Spreadsheets .......................... $164 
April  11 - 20 
Childsafe ............................................. $70 
~ April 15 
Chocolates for Easter ......................... $79 
~r April 15 
Computer Starter Course ................... $49 
~P Apri l  17-19 
OFA Level 1 ......................................... $83 
9p April  19 
Transportation Endorsement . $83 
=r April  20 
MS Access Database ........................ $16111 ! ~r April 25 - May 4 , !~  ... .  
Electrofishing .................................... $299 
~" April 27-28 
Homeopathy & Healing .................... $694: 
er April 29 
Intro to PowerPoint 97 ...................... $164 
m- May 1-10 
B 10- The Terrace Standard, Wednesday, March 29, 2000 
540  HELP 
• WANTED 
: 540 HELP , L '  
- , :  WANTED Employment Opportunily: 
PART TIME A/P AND 
GENERAL OFFICE CLERK 
Must be able to work quickly with little supervision. 
Working knowledge of Wordand Excel and typing 
speed of 60 wpm are required. Administration 
training/certificate would be an asset. 
Please fax resume to International 
Forest Products Ltd. at (250) 635-0636. 
SENIOR ROAD FOREMAN 
100 Mile House, BC 
INTERIOR ROADS UFD. is seeking to f i l l  the 
position of SENIOR ROAD FOREMAN at our 100 
• Mile House yard. 
This position is excluded from the Bargaining Unit  
and reports directly to the Operat ions Manager. A 
self-motivated individual with strong 
communicat ion skills and an in depth knowledge of 
the Road & Bridge Maintenance industry is 
required. 
Qualifications 
- Extensive knowledge ofthe Road and Bridge Maintenance 
Standards and Standard Specifications forHighway Construction 
as implemented in the privatized road maintenance environment 
in the Province of British Columbia unde r the jurisdictioq of the 
Ministry of Transportation and Highways : 
- Several years of proven experience in managing the day to day 
operations ofcrews involved in the provision of Road and Bridge 
Maintenance S rvices 
- Strong Leadership, commUnicotionl supervisory and planning 
skills and the ability to exercise tact and good judgment in
dealing with regulatory personnel, co-workers, crews and the 
traveling public. . . . . . . . . .  
- Knowledge ofcurrent WCB Safety Regulations and Procedures. 
- Knowledge and experience in working in a unionized environment 
and of the BCGEU Collective Agreement. 
- Computer xperience in the areas of Cost Accounting, Project 
Management and Word Processing would be a definite asset, 
-Preferably Class 3 Drivers Licence with Air Endorsement. 
- Commensurate with experieqce and qualifications. Anexcellent 
benefit package isoffered. 
INTERIOR ROADS LTD. is an Equal Opportuni ty  
Employer and encourages all qualif ied individuals 
from the various under  represented groups to apply 
for the position. 
Qualified applicants are invited to submit  resumes 
• 580 WORK,  
, : WANTE01:  !: 
: . .  . , 
no later than Apri l  05, 2000 to: 
INTERIOR ROADS LTD. 
PC BOX 310 
KAMLOOPS BC V2C5H9 
Attention: R.H. (Dick) Strutz 
Personnel/Safety Manager 
INTERIOR 
ROADS LTD. 
=% 
! 
Seamstress Wanted 
Experienced Seamstress to do alterations. 
Part time, flexible hours. Apply with resume to: 
[Bo  it Semi  
I Custom SewLr~ and Alte~attoz~s I 
3231 Kalum Streel, Terrace, BC 638-0095 
ENUMERATORS WALK FOR 
$$$ NOWI 
Update your Terrace City Directory 
in your home area, No selling, no 
experience necessary. Paid 
weekly. Approx, 3weeks work.. 
~repare to work rain. 32 hruweeK. 
Apply in handwriting giving street 
address, phone number, etc. to 
B.C. Directories, file #55 c/o 
Terrace Standard 3210 Clinton St. 
Terrace, BC V8G 5R2 
The Back Eddy Pub 
Looking for an 
experienced 
BARTENDER 
WAIT-PERSON 
Apply within 
with resume. 
Ask for Paul. 
4632 Lakelse Ave. 
FinallY'Ire 
Fountain Tire Prince 
Rupert is looking for an 
Experienced Ticketed 
Mechanic. $20 - $25 
per hour depending 
upon experience. 
Please apply in 
writing or in person. NO 
PHONE CALLS 
PLEASE. 
900 - 2nd Ave West 
Prince Rupert, B.C. 
V8J 1H7 
LOOKING FOR chef/cook with 
experience and with papers. 
Also organizational skills. Sal- 
ary to be negotiated. Masset, 
Queen Charlotte Islans. 250- 
626-5548 
LOOKING FOR experienced 
babysitter to care for active 3 
year old boy In our home, Own 
• transportation and/or driver's li- 
cense would be an asset. Apply 
in person with a resume and 
references to the Costa Lessa 
r~ Motel, 3867 Hwy 16 east, Tar- 
race. 
...................... 
]3  Bank Financial  Group 
;.;.;.;..;.;.;.; . currently has the following position available 
ii::,iii::::ii Full  Time 
Personal  Banker 
ii!!i!iiiil;iiiiill 
iiiiiiiii 
rglilsi~iigli~!il 
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Active Employment Equity Program and 
competitive hourly wages are some of the 
advantages we have to offer, If you are 
interested in the above position, please 
forward your resume to: 
TD Bank Financial Group 
4633 Lakelse Ave, 
Terrace, B.C., VSG 1R3 
We thank all applicants for their interest. 
Only candidates elected for an interview will 
be contacted. 
Closing date for applications 
will be April 3, 2000 
Northern Lights College 
requires a temporary full-time 
Clinical 
Coordinator/Instructor 
to provide clinical supervision of Home Support/Resident 
Care program. 
Qualifications: Registered Nurse with recent extended care 
experience, good supervisory and teaching skills. 
Location: Dease Lake, BC 
Competition No: 2000:004 
Closing Date: April 14~ 00 
Appointment Term: May 1 - October 31st, 2000. This 
appointment term may be extended. 
Salary: As per collective agreement. 
Please forward resumes with three current professional 
references no later than closing date to: 
Sandra Sandv lk  i l l  Dease Lake Campus 
Northern Lights College 
Box 220 
Dease Lake, BC V0C 1 L0 
The North West Community Health Services Society is inviting applications for casual. 
position(s) in the Adult Mental Health Program at Osborne House located in Terrace, B.C. 
Salary range: $14.54 -$15.25 per hour. 
In this position you will be required to promote, encourage, teach and assist residents 
with basic living skills, social skills, how to seek rehabilitation employment, recreational 
activities and the use of community resources. It is expected that you become familiar 
with the medications received by the residents and aware of side effects. 
Qualifications: • Community Resource Worker (Mental Health) Certificate • Food Safe 
Course • Grade 12 or equivalent • Basic First Aid Certificate ° Class 4 B.C. Driver's 
License. Further requlrements of the position include the ability to: ° work as a team 
member • deal effectively with others • be organized ° able to operate related equipment 
• and the physical capability to perform the duties of the job. 
These positions may require the use of your own vehicle on Society business. 
Transportation arrangements must meet operation requirement of the Society. The 
applicant is subject to satisfactory references including a criminal record review. 
A job description and detailed qualifications may be obtained upon request. Your 
application must clearly identify how you meet the posted qualifications, 
Please direct all inquiries quoting competition #NW00:020 to: Sue Samuelson, Human 
Resources, North West Community Health Services Society, 3412 Kalum Street, 
Terrace, B.C., V8G 4T2. Tel: (250) 638-2205; Fax: (250) 638-2251; E-marl: 
sue.samuel son @ nwch.hnet.bc.ca 
Applications and resumes must be received no later than 4:30 p.m., April 7, 2000. 
North West Community Health Services Society thanks all interested applicants, 
however, only those applicants who are selected for an interview will be contacted. 
Requ i red  Immediate ly  
The Houston Health Centre invites 
applications for this full-time position. The 
incumbent will provide clinical counselling 
services to children, adults, families and 
groups in the community of Houston and 
surrounding area. Participation in planning 
and program development for the Community 
Mental Health Program is also required. 
Applicants must have a degree in social work 
or a combination of related training and 
experience. A detailed job description is 
available at the Houston Health Centre. 
Interested applicants should forward their 
resume byApril 7, 2000 to: 
Site Administrator 
Houston Health Centre 
Box 538, 
Houston, BC,VOJ 1ZO 
Phone: (250) 845-7807 
• Fax: (250) 845-2005 
The Norllm;est Communffy. Healtb, Semices, , Society is im.,ttlng applications for full-time 
and parl-ti, w positions tit the Adult Mental Itealtb Programs for  the following... 
MENTAL HEALTH CLINICIANS 
• Pr ince  Rupert ,  Terrace & Masset  • 
Applications are encouraged from Nurses, Registered Social Workers, Licensed 
Occupational Therapists with extensive clinical experience providing services to 
individuals, groups and families with severe mental health issues. 
Competition Number NWO0:014 (Prince Rupert - part-time); Competition Number 
NWO0:017 (Terrace - casual full-time); Competition Number NWO0:012 (Masset- full-time) 
COMMUNITY LIVING SUPPORT WORKER 
• Smi thers .  
Applications are encouraged from Home Support Workers who have successfully 
completed the Mental Health Worker Program, 
Competition Number NWO0:O 16 (part-time) 
FIRST NATIONS MENTAL HEALTH CLINICIAN 
• Ter race  • 
Applications are encouraged from Nurses, Social Workers, Licensed Occupational 
Therapists with experience providing services to individuals, groups and families with 
severe mental Illness. 
Competition Number NWO0:011 (part.time) 
For all of the above positions you may be required to use own vehicle on 
Society business. Transportation arrangements must meet operation 
requirement of the Society. The applicant Is subject to satisfactory 
references Including a criminal record review. 
Job descriptions end detailed qualifications may be obtained upon 
request. Your application must clearly Identify how you meet the posted 
qualifications. 
Please direct all inquiries quoting the appropriate competition number to: 
Sue Samuelson, Human Resources, North West Community Health Services 
Society, 3412 Kalum Street, Terrace, B.C. V8G 4T2. Tel: (250) 638-2205; 
Fax: (250) 638-2251; E-malh sue.samueleon@nwch.hnet.bc.ca 
Applications and resumes must be received no later than 4:30 p.m., April 7, 2000. 
North West Community Health Services Society thanks all interested applicants, 
however, only those applicants who are selected for an interview will be contacted. 
Terrace, B.C. 
Husky Oil Marketing Company 
is seeking an aggressive ~ 
entrepreneur for a service 
station with gasoline, diesel, 
a 2-bay service bay, and a 
Route Commander Cardlock. ~= 
This facility, which is located on the JNOHAWK 
Yellowhead Highway within the town 
of Terrace, is available for immediate lease. 
We are looking for an ambitious, career.oriented, 
independent business person who desires a financially 
rewarding opportunity. Capital investment of approximately 
$50,000 is required for equipment and inventory. 
Husky/Mohawk offers dealer support, which includes: 
• Dealer Training Programs 
• Advertising and Sales Promotion 
• Credit Card Programs 
• Collective Buying Advantages 
If you can meet this challenge and are interested in joining 
the Husky/Mohawk team, please reply to: 
Husky 011 Marketing Company 
P.O. Box 1390, 
Prince George, B.C. V2L 4V4 
Attn: Chris Kitchen .. 
Phone: (250) 960-2S12 Fax: (250) 562.5725 
Mohawk, Now a Proud Part of the Husky Team 
Husky 011 respectfully advises all applicants that only 
persona selected for an interview ill be contacted. 
i I I r  I 3 I I 
. 
Donohue Forest Products Inc. Mackenzie Region is presently looking for 
individuals to fill positions in our Solid Wood Division. 
]he successful candidates must be a certified and have at least Me years 
sawmill and/or planer experience. 
Mackenzie is located approximately 2OOKm north of Prince George, BC 
and offers all the amenities and year round recreational opportunities. 
Donohue Forest Products Inc. is an equal opportunity employer and offers 
wages and benefits as per the collective agreement with IWA Local 1-424. 
We also offer relocation and accomodation assistance. 
Qualified applicants should apply in writing, stating 
qualifications and experience by April 15, 2000 to: 
Human Resources - Solid Wood Division 
Donohue Forest Products Inc. - Mackenzie Region 
P.O. Box 250 
Mackenzie, BC V0J 2C0 
Fax: (250) 997-5133 
e-mail: kbja@donohue.ca 
Donohue Forest 
Products Inc. 
CERTIFIED HOME Support 
Worker will do cleaning, person- 
al care, shopping, respite, etc. 
Reasonable rates• Phone 250- 
635-7834 ask for Sharon 
EXPERIENCED CARPENTER- 
Richard Thornton Con- 
struction.Available for renova- 
tions, repairs or new construc- 
tion. 25 years experience.Call 
Richard 638-8526. 
EXPERIENCED CARPENTER. 
Jurgen Mattheis. 635-7810. 
Housing, renos, office remodel- 
ing. Independant distributor of 
Sun-Free vlnvl products. 
EXPERIENCED LADY garden- 
er, Spring Clean-up, main- 
tenance, etc. Call 250-638- 
1317. 
PRECISELY RIGHT MOVING. 
TRUCK and 28' trailer en- 
closed, will protect your goods 
across town or across country. 
Will assist, or load for you. Rea- 
sonable rates. Terrace at 615- 
0002 or 638-6969 (cell). 
SPRING HAS sprung. DWJ 
Contracting Spring time renova- 
tions. Qualified carpenter. No 
jobs too big or small. Reason- 
able rates. Avialable anytime. 
Just call Dave, 250-635-5796 
1 AND 2 bdr apts avail immed. 
On site management. 250- 635- 
5136 or 635-6428. 
1, 2, 3, bdr apt. Avail immd. On 
site management. Ref reqd. 
635-6428 or 638-0134 or 615- 
ATTRACTIVE 1 bdrm suite, 
utilities included, $450/month + 
deposit. 250-638-8482. 
CLEAN QUIET 2 bedroom 
apartment in Thornhill. Gas fur- 
nace and hot water $475 per 
month plus $200 damage de- 
posit, 250-635-5912 
FOR RENT Bright, clean, spa- 
cious 2 bedroom unit with on- 
site caretakers. Five applianc- 
es, gas fireplace and mini stor- 
age. No pets, references re- 
quired. 250-635-4954 
FURNISHED 1 bedroom apart- 
ment, in Thornhill. $380,000 
per month plus damage deposit 
$190.00, Utilities not included, 
no pets• 250-635-6851 
FURNISHED BACHELOR suite 
in Thomhill area. Utilities, w/d 
included. No pets. No smoking. 
Available immediately. $475 per 
month. $230 damage deposit• 
250-638-0541 
IN TERRACE 4 bdrm lower unit 
of duplex $750/mo. 4 bdrm up- 
per duplex $900/mo, both 
include NG heat & hot water. 
DD & ref reqd. Phone 250-798- 
9554. 
ONE BEDROOM apt. Cable 
and laundry facilities. New man- 
agement on site. No pets 
please. 250-615-5441 
ONE BEDROOM furnished 
apartment in Thornhill. Single 
occupancy only. No pets. Refer- 
ences required. $360/month + 
$180 Sac• dep. Phone 250-635- 
2065. 
ONE, TWO, and three bedroom 
0345. ....... " ' .apartments for rent: Different Io- 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  Cations but close to town. Low 
2 BEDROOM and 1 bedroom utility bills. Negotiable'rents. For 
unit available in Thornhill. 
Please call 250-635-7025 even. 
ings. Rent $350 and $325 
month. Available immediately. 
2 BEDROOM economy apart- 
ments in quiet location near 
town. Pets welcome. 250.635- 
9102 
more informatiln call 250-635- 
6611 
QUIET CLEAN 2 bdrm. apt 
close to town. Laundry facilities. 
Reasonable rent. Ref reqd• 
615-7665 or 635-5653. 
'(PARK MANOR APTS TM 
Ij 2 bedroom apt.,  
$600 mill, includes heat. 
CJose Io swimming pool & 
: " downtown. 
No pets. 
= References required. 
Ph. 635-3475 
CLINTON MANOR 
WE ARE TAKING APPUCATIONS 
FOR A BACHELOR SUITE 
$420.00 month. 
AND ONE BEDROOM APT. 
s500.00 month. 
One block from swimming p~. 
No Pets, references required, 
Phone 635-3475 
,Summit Square 
Apartments 
1 & 2 Bedroom 
Units 
• Quiet & Clean 
• No Pets 
• Ample Parking 
• Laundry Facilities 
• Close to Schools & 
Hospital 
• On Bus Route 
• Security Entrance 
• On site Building Manager 
• Basketball, Volleyball & 
Racquetball Courts 
Ask for Monica Warder 
Call: 635-4478 
HUNTINGTON 
APARTMENTS 
Taking Applications 
Now 
for1 &2 
Bedroom suites 
• Clean, quiet renovated suites 
• Ample parking 
• Laundry facilities on each floor 
• Close to schools & downtown 
• On bus route 
• Security entrance 
• On site management 
• No pets 
• References required 
To view call 
638-1748 
i 
Ground Floor: 
2,625 sq. ft. 
Second Floor: 
1,130 sq. ft. 
REASONABLE 
• RATES 
t 
ACREAGES/LOTS 
STUDIO SUITE right down. 
town, heat included. No pets. 
For working couple/single per- 
son. Phone 250-635-7585 
1 BDRM suite, near schools & 
hospital, $475.00/month, all util- 
ities included, no children, no 
pets, non smokers, N/D, dam- 
age deposit, req. ref. available 
April 1/2, 636-7470. 
1 BEDROOM basement suite, 
close to town. Utilities included, 
damage deposit + reference re- 
quired, $500/month. 250-638. 
8010. Available immediately 
2 BDRM bsmt suite, excellent 
location, no pets, no smoking, 
$575/month, 638-1028. 
2 BEDROOM basement suite 
for non-smokers. No pets. Dam- 
age deposit. References re- 
quired. $550 per month includ- 
ing heat and hydro. Phone 250- 
635-8277 
2 BEDROOM ground level 
basement suite, only 2 years 
old. F/S included, with W/D 
hookups. Asking $600 month. 
250-638-8544 
730 FOR SALE BY 
OWNER 
AVAILABLE APRIL 1. New two 
bedroom basement suite in 
Jackpine flats. All utilities and 
cablevision included. Wash- 
er/dryer hookups. Separate dri- 
veway and entrance, No dogs. 
Quiet non-smokers please. Ref- 
erences and damage deposit. 
250-638-0089 
BACHELOR SUITE for rent. 
Close to town. No pets, non- 
smokers, no parties, Damage 
deposit and references re- 
quired. Available April 1. 260- 
638-8874 
648 ROOM & i 
BOARD ~ 
• 735 HOUSES 
LARGE ONE bedroom bsmt. 
suite with satellite "I'V. hookup. 
References required. $425 plus 
utilities. Available from April 
15th. 250-635-8883 
ONE BEDROOM basement su- 
ite. Country setting. Own trans- 
port a must. Hydro included. 
W/D available. References re- 
quired. $475.250-635-4084 
660 STORAGE BOOK NOWI Easter, Summer 
Holidays, Lake shore cottages, 
Water Lily Bay Resort. Comfort- 
able, relaxing, quiet, reasonable 
rates. Phone 250-798-2267 
$1000 CASH toward moving 
your mobile to available premi- 
um pads at Boulderwood MHP, 
Call Gordon for details, 250- 
638-1182 
: 656 SHARED 
~' ACCOM. + ::~ 
1 BDR M ,house. +in ThornhiU, 
$395/month +.damage deposit, 
no pets, 635-9530... 
1180 SQ. Ft. 4 bedroom. Fin- 
ished basement. 4 appliances. 
Located in Thornhill. No pets. 
References required. 250-638- 
1034 Leave message. 
2 BDRM furnished house, 
single female or male, W&D, F 
&S, satellite TV, utilities incl., 5 
min. from NWCC, ref. req, no 
smoking, no pets, no children, 
$650 month. Phone 638-8857 
or 635-5859. 
2 BDRM house downtown $700 
month + damage deposit. Avail- 
able April 1st. Phone 250-635- 
2482 
2 BDRM townhouse. Clean 
quiet. Fridge/stove. Suitable for 
professional couples. No pets. 
Ref. required.Phone 250-635- 
3796 
2 BEDROOM duplex upper 
floor. With all utilities and laun- 
dry room included. No dogs. 
Non-smoker. 250-635-3756 
2 BEDROOM house in town on 
large lot. N/G, hard wood floors, 
W/D hookups, large shop. $500 
per month. 250-635-7459 
2 BEDROOM, 1 1/2 bath town- 
house. Stove and Fridge includ- 
ed. W/D hookups. No pets. 
$600 month. 250-635-5213 
3 BEDROOM 1300 sq. ft. du- 
plex in clean, quiet neighbour- 
hood on bench. Includes 16x25 
sundeck, high vaulted ceilings, 
fireplace, 5 appliances and en- 
suite bathroom. $750 per 
month. 250.635-1214 
4 BEDROOM duplex close to 
school and town. $750 per 
month ptus damage deposit. 
Available April 1st. Phone 250- 
638-8759 or 250-635-4461 
LARGE TWO bedroom upstairs 
suite in Thornhill, 5 appliances. 
Garage. No pbts. Non-smoking. 
Ref. required. $475/month. 250. 
635-7411 
NEW DOWNTOWN 2 bedroom 
condo 2 1/2 baths, 5 applianc- 
es, NC, built-in vacuum, private 
entrance, private garage. Avail. 
able June 1st. Damage deposit 
and ref, required. No pets. $850 
month. Phone 250-635.3845 
NEWLY RENOVATED three 
bedroom lower half of house, 
Located close to downtown, 
with fruit trees and fddge and 
stove. Asking $600 a month, 
Available Apdl 1st. Call Patrick 
Watson at 250-638-1135 
SIDE BY side duplex in town, 
W/d, f/s. Non-smoking, pets o.k. 
$575 per month, damage de- 
posit and references required. 
250.635-5992 
TWO BEDROOM house, quiet 
very close to schools in Thorn- 
hill, references required, Phone 
260-638-8406 
640 MISC, FOR 
RENT 
2 BEDROOM and den double 
wide on 5 1/2 acres. 3 appl]anc- 
us, $700 per month. Damage 
deposit and ref required. No in- 
side pets. Non-smoking. 250- 
615-0093 
FURNISHED ROOM in quiet 
neighborhood. Close to down. 
town. Shared kitchen and large 
TV room. No parties. 250-638- 
8944 
ROOM FOR rent, walking dis- 
tance to town, on bus route, 
$250 per month includes utili- 
ties. Ph. 250-635.3128 
TERRACE MASONIC Hall Is 
available for rental, suitable for 
60 diners or 80 sitting in rows. 
Details from Hugh, 250-638- 
7798 any time day or niclht. 
1 BEDROOM trailer in Thorn- 
hill. Very clean, F/S, N/G heat. 
$500 month. Includes utilities. 
NO PETS $250 security depos- 
it. 250-635-2946 
2 BDRM mobile home w/addi- 
tion, 4 appliances, $600/monlh, 
available immediately. Phone 
250-635-2126 
2 BEDROOM trailer in Thorn- 
hill, very clean, F/S, N/G heat, 
W/D. $550/month. 275 Security 
deposit. NO PETS 250-635. 
2946 
TWO BEDROOM mobile home 
in New Rome. Country living 
with large yard, shed, encl. 
porch, garden, pets ok. Avail. 
Immed. $500 month. Call 250- 
635-9266 
ROOMMATE WANTED, to 
share 3 bedroom home in quiel 
neighbourhood. Must be re- 
sponsible, Children OK. Refer- 
ences a must. Leave message. 
250-638-8507 
WILLING TO share home with 
senior 50+. Room or room and 
board negotiable. Must have 
own bed and dresser. One 
block to Zellers. Phone 250- 
615-5433 
GARAGE, ONE 
BAY TO SiX BAY 
Reasonable rates 
Ph. 635-8199 
ROOM FOR rent in comfortable 
adult home,- easy. walking 'di~- 
tance downtown and college. 
Shared kitchen, bathroom. In- 
cludes all utilities, full cable 
hookup, laundry facilities. $325 
per month. 250-635-0642 
PTO VALLARTA Mexicol Apar- 
tment for rent, low rates, avail- 
able from April 1st till November 
31s. More infoe Call Pat 250- 
635-4763 or e-mail kozak@ker- 
mode.net 
SKYLINE MOTEL Special rate I~  I~ 
$35 + tax One person. Add $5 
PP. $5.00 extra bed. Excluding l l~  
long weekend/Special Event. 
Free Room-coffee, local-phone, 
movies, indoor-swimming pool, '~  
hot-tub, sauna, coin-laundry 
,queen bed. Monthly/weekly. 
250-374-8944, Fax: 250-374- ~.~ 
8950. 1763E TransCanada, ~1 
Kamloops, BC. Bring this ad, 
expires April 30, 2000. ~ i  I 
SPRING BREAK Is herel Life's 
a Beachl On Haida GwaiL Rus- 
tic oceanfront housekeeping ca- 
bins in Naikoon Park, $40-65 
nightly; weekly discounts. Call 
250-626-5472 or email: Iotsafun 
@beachcabins.com 
WORKING COUPLE W/2 child- 
ren. Wanting to rent home in 
Cedarvale/UsldGossen Creek 
area. Phone 250-638-7830. 
WORKING PROFESSIONAL 
wants to rent a house or town 
house for May or later. Call 
250-635-5789 
2 BDRM, 12'x70' mobile home 
on 5.5 level fenced sunny acr- 
es. 6 km from Telkwa. F/S, 
W/D, oil-furnace, 16'16' shop, 
storage shed, root cellar. Rural 
fire protection, excellent for ani- 
mals, on school bus route, low 
taxes. Beautiful view. $64,000 
abe, 846-9279 
BREATH TAKING 107 acres 
on Kalum River, treed, 5 rain 
from town, 3 bdrm trailer w/ad- 
ditlon, 50 ftx45ft open shop. 
$250,000 o.b.o, 250-635-2224 
CALIFORNIA USAlll Large, 
fully improved, residential/ re- 
tirement lots tn Southern Call- 
fornla. Mobile homes OKI $60 
down, $60 monthly, $5995 
cash, US Funds. Free 
brochure. 1-800-884-7060, 
LAKESHORE LOTS on Fraser 
Lake Northshore. New subdivi- 
sion, treed, hydro, phone, 
school bua, 13 lots from 5 to 20 
acres. Ph. Fax 250-699-8581, 
e-mall eaglesreat@flk,aura- 
com.com www.aura- 
com,com/-eacllesrest 
SILVERN ESTATES, 5-acres, 
glacierview, lake, creek, gas. 
pavement, $49,000. Also reve- 
nue bsmt home, glacierview, 
$17,000 annual income, rented 
$169,000, 250-847-1574 
DON'T MISS Thisl 36 rm motel. 
Completely remodeled. Restau- 
rant is a chefs' dream! Every- 
thing in first class condition. 
Highway frontage, 3 acres. 
Town of Quesnel. Special cir. 
cumstances. Give you the op. 
portunity to buy this complex for 
about $250,000 down payment. 
Must be sold soon. Motor Inn 
Complex 7 acres with motel, 
restaurant, dining rm, pub, beer 
& wine store, separate house, 
Gross close to $4 million. Net 
$465,000. Price $3,250,000.00. 
Everything in top notch condi- 
tion. Room to expand. This is 
goodl Call Eric Saugstad, Real 
Estate Agent. 1-250-692-3558 
or fax 1-250-692-4143 
1.72 ACRES, 1200 sq.ft, home. 
2 bedrooms up, 2 bedrooms 
down. 2 bathrooms, 880 sq. ft. 
shop, 900 sq ft hobby house, 
garden, greenhouse, fruit trees. 
Askinf:l $167,000. 250-638-0745 
1358 SQ.FT. home in horse- 
shoe. 3 plus 1 bedroom, 3 bath- 
rooms, double garage, N/G 
heat, hotwater, fireplace, new 
carpet, paint & roof, Excellent 
neighbourhood, close to 
schools. $159,900. 250-635- 
1746 
14X70 SRI mobile home on 
large fenced corner lot in To- 
pley. 2 bedrooms, 2 baths with 
jet-tub, propane fireplace. Also 
14x36 carport and 14x30 fin- 
ished addition and a 24x40 
workshop/garage., Drilled well 
and water sonditioner. Many ex- 
tras. $129,000. Phone: 250- 
696-3346 
2 BR APARTMENT , new paint, 
carpets/linoleum, upgraded 
bathroom, over 800 sq.ft., bal- 
cony, southern exposure. Get 
out of the renting rut. Good in- 
vestment too. Call 250-615- 
6762 or 250-635-0662 
3 BEDROOM house in town. 
Garage, full basement. Call 
250-635-3741. Ask for Garry. 
4608 SCOTT Avenue. 2 bed- 
rooms, totally upgrades, wood 
floors, big fenced back yard. 
Come by and take a look. 
$87,500. 250-638-7688 
FOR SALE or rent to own. 4 
bedroom home on 4 1/2 acres 
with a large shop. An orchard, 
and a beautiful view. 5 km to 
downtown Terrace.. Call Dave 
~nd leave message 780-991- 
3800 • i ~,:.i~.,'~*~ 
Trailer Park in Thornhill ) 
15 pads and 2 houses plus nearby owners 
residence with workshop & storage, 7+ acres 
$640,000 Phone 635-4453 
5 BDRM house w/2 kitchens, 1 
up, 1 down, 2 1/2 baths, large 
fenced yard, 9 fruit trees, 2 
paved driveways, workshop, 
garden area, RV parking area, 
lower part of house Is well lit, 
separate entrance, and could 
be used as a rental unit. 
$150,000. Phone 250-638-6427 
CHEAP CHEAP Cheapl 5 bed- 
room house. 2 fireplaces, N/G 
heat, 7 acres. Double bay ga- 
rage. Paid $152,000, put 
$15,000 into, sell $142,000. 
250-962-6221 
JACKPINE FLATS 408 Old 
Lakelse Lake Rd. 3 bedroom 
moduline on basement. Double 
carport, wired garage, green- 
house, 2.3 acres. $115,000. 
250-635-4246 
PARK LIKE 2.2 acres, deluxe 
14x70 SRI 1994 M/H, 2 bed- 
rooms with jet tub, skylights, 3 
appliances, c/w new 24x28x10 
shop-200 amp., gas + water. 
$127,000. Will consider trade 
for house. 250-638-0052 
TWO SIDE-by-side lots, one 
with house 1532 sq. ft. with 
basement entry, and one with 
large centre shop (30' x 30'), 
with attached smaller shop on 
each side. Phone 250-635-5091 
"UNIQUE CHARACTER 
HOME" 2604 Braun St. 250- 
635-4857. $169,000 
3 BEDROOM house on double 
city lot. 2 door garage, 2 bath- 
rooms, N/G and wood furnaces, 
N/G fireplace. Lg. shop, 24x30 
with electricity. Quiet neighbour- 
hood & close to uplands school. 
Interested parties only. 250- 
635-2471 
3 BEDROOM condominium. 
N/G and electric heat. Close to 
town and near schools. Phone 
250-635-4987 
HOUSE FOR sale with 42 acr- 
es. 2100 sq. ft. total, plus full 
basement. 3 bedrooms, 2 full 
balhreoms, Fireplace, hard- 
wood floor, wood oil furnace & 
electric heat, Big garden and 
more. $282,000. Call 250-638- 
0492 
IN HORSESHOE. 4 bedrooms, 
2 bathsl oak cabinets, ceramic 
tile, basement has workshop, 
large landscaped lot. Clean, ex- 
cellent condition. $142,500. Call 
250-635-5768 
KALUM LAKE Drive 4 bed- 
room, 1 1/2 baths, large kitchen 
oak cabinets. Also includes 
central vacuum, built-in dish- 
washer. 2x6 construction home 
on .5 acre with fenced yard. 
$136,000. 250-638-7745 
MANUFACTURED HOMES 
Starting at $58,900. Okana- 
gan's Finest Subdivision tar af- 
fordable housing. Large lots 
overlooking Okanagan Lake 
near Vernon. 250-542-5400, 
(days) 250-862-8746 (eves). 
(Sherry Anderson ~ 
Notary Public 
Real Esta~, + )  
Conveyancing 
Wills, 
Mobile Home 
Transfers, 
Declarations, 
Mortgage 
Documentation, 
NotaHzations Membe~ 
NEW U~CATION 
#104-4644 Lazelle Ave. 
Terrace, B.C., VgG 1S6 
Tel: (250) 635-5988 
Fax: (250) 635-5926 
10 Acres in Town! 
Unique Property and House 
Custom built in 1998. 
Private wooded area, 
lawn, wild flower 
meadow & gardens. 
Mountain Panoramas! 
Parkland adjacent to 
properly. Small wired 
shop. Propane furnace 
with wood heat backup. 
Stucco sided, natural 
Im==~~~ '++ - % ' , + ~  +'~7 :+,.%1 
I wood windows, river rock foundation. Custom kitchen cabinets, tile entrancgway, ~ n 
hardwood floors, fireplace. Soaker lab upstairs. 3 bedrooms plus office, dining I I 
room, living room, 2 balhs, 2,000 sq ft finished on Iwo floors• 1,000 sq fi partly III 
finished above ground basement with full windows. Owners are moving. Ill 
++ +Purchase price S325,000.00 phone635,0080 +Ill ,,,,j 
ESTATE SALE- 4517 Cedar 
Crescent. 2.8 acres of view 
properly. 3 borers, 1 l/2.balhs, 
2 natural rock fireplaces, nat. 
gas torced air heating, air-con- : 
ditioning, 3 car garage, paved 
drive, full walk out partly fin- 
ished basement, Priee reduced 
to $279,000, To view phone 
250-635-1543 
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MOVING MUST Sell 4 bedroom 
home, 1/2 basement in Horse- 
sl~oo, close to schools and 
downtown, 4 appliances includ- 
ed, for more information or to 
vinw call 250-635.45 "1 
tl, c ,Wr ^ raps " IN  f 
a 2-o+ " 
, ......... ++.o,.'..:"+ 
we musl never Ill l[ 
h+ppen ag.ln." 
10 ~ • Yj@O II$1jn~, vI+II OUI wtb  i j l l  I I  
www.warnmps.ca 
o+ o,~Pr • p.lmphlet by ¢II i i0 9 I '1~" ,!i,. ,-eoa.,so+o3o. 
I I  :I f / , ' ,Y:) : l  :! f l~',t:): l l  :I f J , ' ,t:):1:1 fM, h l J  tl f l , ' ,h l : l l  ~J ~fi,'J_+):ll 
l++~ !1 FREE She i la  Love  
~ ~ ]  EVALUATION P~/141~ofTerrace ~ 
' ::: ; i  . . . . . . .  ~i':'?~ ~, :
i 
J 
GROWING FAMILY?  
And need more space? Check oaf Ibis 3,000 sq ft 
home in Ihe horseshoe. Largo mosler bedroom 
wilh sauna & family size shower• 2l x 37 lamily 
room, 4 bedcooms, 3balhs. 
S159,900MLS 
WANTED:  CREATIVE BUYER 
This 4 bedroom house needs ome help Io make il 
a "home". 01her feolures include 2 baths, large 
deck, new roof, lull basement, choice location. 
S108,900MLS 
l :I f l , '~/ . , l : i l : l  l l l ? , f ; ) : |  :l f i~ J . , ) ] |  :1 f l~' f f : ) [g :I : l ' l~' J :~[g :| +It'+t+');l 
Ca l l  J im 
635-6688 
Brand New 
¢. 
S53,9oo EXC 
Great Potenlial 
$82,900 MLS 
Family Friendly 
S129,9oo MLS 
Uplands Area 
; . 
S144,900 MLS 
Assumable 
+ I i .:+:+.+++ & ......... + 
~ ! ~ I ! ~  ~+~:~:~ .... 
S124,900 MLS 
Home & Shop 
,+ 
S179,900 Mrs 
® m 
Wightmnn & Smith Renlty Ltd. "- ...... 
. . . . . .  635-6361 . . . . . . .  
' I  
SUNDECK 
9,5 x8. I0" 
.J"= +,.,.G ROOM ,~ 
I L . I+~[~ c111 
MASIER SUI1E 
13- o'. 12,0 
LIVING ROOM ' 
13'.e x 13. o+ 
llO. +Oul 
/ / " 
DOUOLE GARAGE 
19". 0~ ~ ~0 • e+ 
I'- . . . . . . . . . . .  / - -  +1 
IL ......... / . . . . .  
J 
MAIN FLOOR PLAN 
~1 t545 SQ.FT. (143,S M') 
® 
;.',~ " . 
2 x 6 EXTERIOR WALLS 
NOTE: THIS DESIGN INCLUDES 
AN UNFINISHED BASEMENT 
(NOT SHOWN) 
,~7 
WIDTH - 42'- 8" (13.0 M) 
DEPTH - 54'- O" (16.5 M) 
PLAN NO. 1-3-512 1 
TOTAL 1545 SQ. FT. (143.5 M ~') 
House Plans Available Through 
J 
J~  
4F 
~ ~ terrace.builders@osg.net 
+- ;- oo-4 o oo  =T 
.,,o 3207 Munroe, Terrace 635-6273 , ,/ ' I , .  
11111 
I% 
V 
Dry  
SERVICES LTD. 
"CHIMNEYS 
"FURNACES 
,BOILERS 
"FIREPLACES 
*DRYER VENTS 
"EAVESTROUGHS 
*MOSS REMOVAL & ZINC 
.AIR CONDITIONING SYSTEMS 
*AIR DUCT CLEANING 
*OIL STOVES 
*SEPTIC & GREASE TRAPS 
.JEN AIR CLEANING 
Phone 635"  1 132 
~J [11111 IJ It1~ Ij IJIlll I] t~ H I 
] III Ill lj 14 Illl ISI II H t.ll,] I~ g 
Northwest  T i le  
& Marb le  
SALES AND INSTALLATIONS 
Come See Our Showroom 
Ceramic Tile, Marble and 
Glass Blocks 
/ /~ l l~  Tel. 
( 
E,~-G,m' N 
I~ 4038 Mo~z Plaza, 
Terrace, B.C. VBG 3Z9 
I l l l l l l l l l l l . l l l , t l l l l  I '] : "It] 
I ~ , I.IIIIIIIIII,IIIF/III,]~I~ 
SMA'L eutMIGHTY! 
BUSINESS BUILDING 
ADVERTISING 
Terrace Standard 
Business Directories 
$ h00 
~, lv  per week** 
plus GST 
'Based on 13 week contract 
STANDARD 
3210 Clinton Sl,, Terrace 638-7283 
Fax: 638.8432 
On time end on budget 
+me reeD,on, • home coo+u ,o.  . 
~j Commercial construction •Roofing ,lilt 
1~ Certified Blue Mox® rigid loom/concrete installotlon % 
' BC-certified builder 1~" 11 
. . . . o .  co.sT.uc ,o.,To 
GENERAL CONTRACTOR 
t ~" Building a Repurnlion for Duality J" 
Tel/rex  s5-+2 4 ,4  
SMALL BUT MIGHTY!  
BUSINESS BUILDING ADVERTISING 
Terrace Standard 
Ham, Improvement $4~'~00 week,+ij 
Business Directories 11=w 11=W per 
plus GST 
'Based on 13 week contract 
Img3~al 
STANDARD 
3210 Clinton St., 
Terrace'638-7283 
Fax: 638-8432 
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: CAMPi RS : 
.: .... ": :: 1998 ]4x70 ................... $38 ,000  
'" " ::' ~,$ed :: "::;:' 1995 14x70,3 bdrm ...... $41,900 
: "  . ,  1979 14x70 ...................... $9 ,900  
.... Modulars :~, 1974 t2x54 ...................... SS,Soo 
' :::::: ::::: ::::: :::: 1975 12x6S ...................... $5 ,200  
~f  Moduline Hames ~c;';;,~',~ 
LT• ~ 1956 HART HIGHWAY PRINCE GEORGE, BC (250) 563-5412 = =, 
HOMES / f~UU OUI  LLUU 
815 TRUCKS FOR 
. . . .  SALE ' ,  :: 
1968 LEISURE trailer. F/S, W/D .: , . . . . .  . . . . .  
Ige wood heater. Full addition 1988 TOYOTA 4 runner, 4x4, 2 
just like doublewide. New gas door, 4 cylinder, removable 
furnace & roof, 1998. Back hard top. Asking $8900, OBO. 
porch, wood shed & green- Phone250-638-1709 
house & store shed. Bargain to 
quick sale• 250-635-5887, 250- 1990 F-150 4x4 Super Cab XLT 
635.448e Lariat, loaded, $8,000. phone 
638-0967• 
820 VANS FOR. 
l" :: d 878 R 
MOTORN 
',S: : 
)MES 
1979 CORVETTE show winner, 
L82 4 speed # match• $10,000 
OBO. 1980 Pontiac Grand Pfix 
# matching V8 auto, bucket 
seats, 2 door. $2250. 250-638- 
8818 
1989 BONNEVILLE SSE, 
$3200 OBO. 250-635-6287 : FORD 1990 PONTIAC Bonneville• Au- 
tomatic, V6, Fuel Injection, ex- 
cellent condition. $4500. Phone 
250-635-1227 
96 FORD Escort wagon. White, 
a/c, cr cent, tilt, cassette, 4 ex- 
tra studded winter tires, perfect 
condition. Value $12,000 open 
to sedous offers. 250-635-7400 
CARS FROM $500 Govem- 
ment seized & surplus. Sold lo- 
cally, Call for Informational 
Catalogue. Fee requiredfl 1- 
888-341-9500 Ext. B300 
LUXURY 1996 Lincoln Town- 
car. Loaded. Low mileage. 
$25,000 firm. Collector 1974 
Pontiac Astre. Less than 30,000 
original miles. Excellent running 
condition. $3500. 250-635-4509 
evenln.qs. • ' 
1995 CHEV 4x4 pickup 3/4 ton, 
6.5 turbo diesel, extended cab, 
short box. Excellent condition. 
Leather interior, full load, and to 
many options to mention. Ask- 
ing $24,000. Call evenings• 
250-635-2126 
1984 VOLKSWAGON Vanagon 
1.9L engine, needs some en- 
gine work. Body in good condi- 
tion• Full set of winter tires• 
$750 OBO. 250-635-3941 
Leave messaqe. 
1993 CHEV 20 cargo van 305 
auto, fully lined and insulated• 
Low mileage, white, very good 
running condition. $9500 OBO. 
250-635-2282 
CARGO VEN, 1989 Ford Aero- 
star V6 5 spd $1600• Phone 
250-635-0011 
1967 CESSNA 172 Continental 
0-3000 SM 1400, King 
GPS/com value $6000. Hereon 
Stol kit, lands at 3eMPH, flys 
120 MPH at 2700 RPM. Groat 
flying airplane. $33,000. Hous- 
ton, BC. 1-250-845-3072 or 1- 
250-845-3092 
1981 24' Campion hard top 305 
Merc. Volvo 280 leg, 9'beam, 
12 volt fridge, shore power, Ior- 
an, UHS & Dinghy $12,000 
OBO. 250-635-0567 
26 FOOT cedar strip double 
ender with no motor. $10,000 
OBO. 250-638-1274 
1995 24' Travelaire Rustler, 
Like new, Family unit w/rear 
bunks, sleeps 7, awning, ster- 
eo, TV ant outside shower, mi- 
crowave, air conditioning. 
$14,200. 250-847-3323 
94 SKAMPER tent trailer 
sleeps six. Queen/double bed. 
Fridge, furnace, in/out stove. 
Awning. Like new, hardly used. 
$5,900 OBO. 250-635-8861 
28.5 FT 5th wheel, microwave, 
A/C, generator, awning, built in 
vac, good condition. $8500. 
250-638-8818 
MIKE ROSMAN'S RV "Help" 
We need campers, trailers, 5th 
motorhomes. Buy/consign 
fenced compaird separate use 
sales staff. Interior's largest 
dealer. Call Peter 1-800-811- 
8733 1-250-558-8635 
CLASS A 26" 1978 motorhome, 
new upholstery & carpet, air 
conditioning, generator, good 
running condition, low mileage, 
$14,000. 250-638-8401 
CARE : 
BABYSrn'ER WANTED for 5 
month old. Full-time, shift work 
may be required. References a 
must. Non-smoker. Call 250- 
635-7719 
CHILDCARE WANTED for 
evenings and weekends. For 6 
month old girl. Parents working 
shift work. Ref. required. 250- 
638-8049 
LOOKING FOR an experienced 
nanny. References required. 
Preferably someone who 
speaks Vietnamese. Apply by 
resume to 3801 Eby St., Ter- 
race, B.C. V8G 4J6. 
Looking for ~ 
Child Care? 
Skeena Child Care Resource and 
Referral has information cn 
• child care options and on 
choosing child care. 
Drop by The Family Place 
at 4553 Park Ave, 
or call 6.18-1113, 
Skeena CCRR is a program of the 
Terrace Woman's Resource Cenb'e 
and is funded by the Minist~/of Social 
%.Development a d Economic Securi~ 
**LOANS** BUSINESS loans, 
commercial mortgages. Home 
Equity & RRSP loans. Business 
plans, Consulting Services. 
(403) 531-9494 (24hrs) or 
www.aabac.com 
BETTER RATES and service, 
New existing' residential, com- 
mercial, income, construction. 
$500,000 minimum. (toll free) 1- 
877-391-3949. Coastline Mort- 
gage. Lender/Broker fees may 
apply. Direct referrals, no fees. 
CRIMINAL RECORD? Cana- 
dian Pardon seals record. 
American Waiver allows legal 
entry. Why risk employment, 
business, travel, licensing, de- 
portation, All Canadian/Ameri- 
can immigration applications• 1- 
800-347-2540 
FREE CREDIT Counselling. 
Consolidate debts, One low 
monthly payment. Eliminate or 
reduce interest, rebuild your 
credit rating. Credit counselling 
Society of BC• A non-profit 
Service. 1-888-527-8999. 
We're There 
& We Care 
Please welcome your 
canvassers when they 
knock on your door. 
9OOETY ~TDU CANCER 
aI~ITISH COtUblSIA 
AND ~UKON onl$1ON 
,', , .  
n 
1998 Honda Civic EX 1998 Eor .d~tar  
5 spd, 4 cyl, L0w km V6 A ~ ~ k s ,  7 
$18,995 pa~,  f~runty 
was $21,995 
1991 Mazda B2200 Now $19,995 
Cab Plus 
4 cyl, Auto, One owner 1997 Pontiac Grand Am 
$7,995 GT 
4 cyl, 5 spd, NC, fully loaded, sp0iler 
1996 Chev S10 Blazer 4x4 Was $20,995 
VS, Aut0,NC 4dr NOW $18,995 
$23,995 1994~pp~~ EX-R ~wn0r  1993 Pontiac Sunb i rd  GT Full 
5 spd, 6 cyl, fully loaded ~ ~,  ~ '5  
Was $12,995 
Now $10,995 1996 Accord EX-R 
4 dr Sedan, Alloy Wheels, Rear Spoiler 
Tinted Windows, Low Kms 
1992 Ford Aerostar $20,995 
7 pass, 6 cyl, Auto, NC, 1ilt & Cruise 
Mechanic Special 1988 Nissan Sentra 
$4,995 4 Door, Auto, 4 cyl 
$3,995 
199~~a ~ ~  1995 Ford Taurus 
Auto, 6 cyl, fully loaded 
NOW $11,995 
1997 Subaru Legacy GT 
sedan, AWO, Auto, CD, only 38,000k 1990 Dodge Colt Hatchback 
$25,995 5 spd, 4 cyl, 10w kms 
$4,995 
1998 Honda CR-V 4WhDr Only 40,000 kms 1996 Suzuki Sidekick 
$24,995 4 dr, 4 wd, 4 cyt, 5 spd 
Was $14,995 
Now $12,995 1987~H~i .~ lar  
~ ~  1995 Chrysler Intrepid Auto, V6 
$13,995 
1992 Mazda LX MPV 
4x4, 7 pass, V6, Auto, Full Load 1988 Grand Am 
Incl: roof rack, running boards 4 Door Sedan,Aut0matic 
& alt0y wheels $3,995 
$11,995 
1981 Leocra f t  Motorhome 
27fl (16ft awning) Roof air, microwave, 
generator, superclean condition 
$17,995 
4838 HWY 16 W, TERRACE o~*, r~2 1-800-665"1990 638-8171 
Finding breast cancer early gives you a better chance of o cure 
Regular screening mammogmms can detect breast cancer 2•3 years before you 
can feel any changes 
Women in their 50s, 60s, and 70s are recommended tohave a screening 
mammogram once every two years 
%~' Screening mammograms are free and a doctor's referral is not required 
~l~#/ ~ For the screening centre nearest you, call 
B~,~ Lower Mainland 660-3639. Toll-free 1-800-663-9203. 
,~ . , , . . cc~. ,  Remember, regular mammograms couhl sa~¢ your 1@ 
~' ' " " ~" i ' .~ : '~  .. ' ' . ' :  
;GM 
I KeN'S I ~.: D slonce Moving. i~ ;~ Completely Closed In ii I 
~ :i~io Fro ghf Houlingi ~ Very Reasonoble ~ I 
I 1 I 
I I "?S Arctic Cat" JOE @ 1-250-615-7954 I . . . . . . . . . .  
I EXT 580M( i ,m "~i"~IL~ JEIQ~': .=~" M 0 V l N ~O. ~ I 
• 8ER.~IGE8 , l~  Truck&New28ft~'raileratYourServicel I 
Spr ing  Spec la l s~ree~z 
10-  20/°off ~Estimates~ t~   ~ic~  I1~ °" Across town or the willa sist or loadfor Rates Ill 
I Park ing  Lot Sweep in~f~r  ~ - ~ ' ~ ' ~  , Bondable J I .:: 
PHONE638-0153 Celh615-6921 ~'q~--~Ph:615"OOO2cal:638"69691 I o ,e , , 
l :  ~ ....... W e k o m ~ l  '-,o.tra,ti.=R" Seeto..m¢,KII.¢H|NvANITY &'~t ,: Claudette Sandecki 635-9434 
Myer House Gifts CABINETS  SEAPORT LIMOUSINE LTD • J ZXlll00WaterCrofiwilh tr il  andBaskets  J' lll • , 
I Yourbestso.rceforgiftsondcol~tables III ~ ,.~;w ,.rep~..,y,.cob;..,. m 
$5e995.00  I i n~ lH l~) /~ Northern a.C.~ largest I 
I Send or call tMoy for your III ~ 3  by,~,°ow°y: / ! free Spring Cetdogue _ III ~ IV~/J II~/lflll ¢°bi.ot manufacturer I 
4380FosterRo.dPr~re 6eorge, B.C V2NSH9 III ~,~[ IV / ) I~  nob or  Car r ie  II 
250-614"8242 ~J ~ ! ~  @638-8989=~ :Mistyl River Boat: 
Mariner Jet &:Trailer 
Come See 
YZ125, YZ250, YZ426 
They are here 
s•4891997 
Yamaha ] 
Wolverine 
350 cc, 4x4 
5.00 
Furniture Moving 
NORTHWEST Express 
v' Local Or Out Of Town 
t/ Full Service 
v' Inquire about U-Load Discount 
)HONE 635-7504 Cell: 615-9377 
Ph. 638-8880 3o 
3536 Newell Avenue 
Terrace, B.C, V8G 5A6 
Digital Satellite Systems 
FOR SALE  
Ethnic Programs Include: 
oHindi *Ital ian " ~ "  
*German .Japanese ,~  
.Portuguese *Spanish . ~  
*Chinese *Arabic 
Plus Many Morel ~ IB~ ~'" ..... 
Call: 250-638-0315 = i t ..eBB II 
f ~  ~ Serving North American 
families ince 1972 
i Legal Ex'pcnses Plans 
i Lawrence (Larry) Goetz 
i Indei)endent Associate 
A'etu,orktng uqtb qualiO l~u 
"Justice For All" i Finns all across North america! 
PPL LEGAL C,~E OF i '''all f°r a ~RY lou, monthly rata 
[ '14¢1: (250) 638-8289 
CANADA CORPORATION i Fax: (250) 638-8289 
j PASSENGER AND EXPRESS SERVICE 
Daily scheduled bus service from Stewart to 
Terrace and return, and all points in between. Pick- 
0p and delivery of goods in Terrace, C.O.D. and 
courier service. 
P.O. aox 217, Stewart, B.C. 
Ph: 636-2622 FAX: 636-2633 
Terrace Depot:. 635-7676 
AM MECHANICAL  
FULLY CERTIFIED 
#7- 4038 MOTZ RD., TERRACE, B.C. V8G 4M4 
Charles Robinson 615-4740 
I 
TERSE 
'97 Chrysler Sebring 
V6, Auto, Loaded 
$18,995 
'98 Dodge Durango 
V8 Auto, NC, Leather, 7 
Passenger, Loaded 
$30,995 
'98 Dodge Quad Cab 4x,~ 
Laramie SLT, V8, Auto, Air, Tilt, 
Cruise, Windows, Locks & more 
$27,995 
'97 Dodge Dakota 4x4 
Club Cab, SLT, auto, air, tilt, 
cruise, windows, locks 
$21,995 
'97 Jeep Gr Cherokee Laredo 
6 cyl, Auto,Air, windows, locks 
Super Clean 
$25,995 
'96 Chrysler Town & Country 
leather, quad seats. Dual air 
& more 
$31,995 Now $26,995 
'97 Plymouth Breeze 
Auto, Air, Cruise, Tilt, Cassette 
$13,995 
'96 Jeep GR Cherokee 4x4 
Laredo 
Auto, Air, windows, locks & more 
$23,995 
'95 Chrysler Intrepid 
V6, Auto, Air, Crusio, Tilt, 
Windows, Locks & More 
$12,995 
'94 Chrysler Concorde 
6cyl, auto,/VC, tilt, cruise, 
windows, locks & more 
$11,995 
'98 Ford F150 XCab 
4x4, XLT, V8, Auto, Lariat, 
Loaded 
$29,995 
'95 Ford F250 4x4 
V8 Auto 
$12,995 
'92 Mercury Cougar 
Auto, NC, Tilt, Cruise, 
Windows, Locks 
$7,995 
'98 Ford F250 XL 
4x4, Reg Cab, V8 
NC, 5 spd 
$24,995 
'97 Chevrolet 4x4 
X-Cab Silverado, Step Side V8 Auto 
Leather & more 
$27,995 
'95 Chev Tahoe 
V8 Auto, NC, Tilt, Cruise, Windows 
Locks, Super Clean 
$29,995 
'96 Pontiac Grand Am 
2 dr, V6, 5 Speed, pw, pl 
$12,995 
'96 Chevrolet Blazer 
Rockport, V6 Auto 
$23,995 
'96 Chevrolet Camaro 
2.28. V8, 6 Speed, Air, Cruise, 
Tilt, Windows, Locks, 1". Top 
$21,995 
'95 Chevrolet 4x4 XCab 
Diesel 
Auto, NC, Tilt, Cruise, Cassette 
$25,995 
'94 Chevrolet Cavalier 
Auto, Air & more 
$8,995 
'97 Suzuki Sidekick 
JLX, Sport, 4Dr, 4x4, windows, 
locks & more 
$17,995 
'97 Mazda 
4 wh dr X-cab SE plus V6 5 spd 
NC, Cruise, Tilt, Windows, Locks 
$17,995 
'95 Hyundai Sonata 
Auto, Air, Cruise, Tilt, 
Windows, Locks 
$10,995 
'95 Toyota 4Runner 
V-6, 5 speed, running boards 
$22,995 
'93 Toyota Camry 
/6,Auto, Air, Tilt, Cruise, Power 
Locks & Windows & More 
Now $14,995 
1984 Honda Accord 
$1,995 
TER cE 
4916 Hwy. 16 West 635.7z87 
1-800-313-7187 DLR. 5958 
www.terraceautomall.com 
I 
J , t 
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/ 
/D'VER 
Reaching Thousands oI' 
Customers and Clients 
EVERY WEEK 
From Ter race  & K i t imat  to  
• The  Haze l tons ,  
s Va l ley  and  po in ts  nor th  
OUR TWO PUBLICATIONS WILL GET 
YOUR MES SAGE THERE 
Place your ad in the Terrace Standard and at a substantially reduced rate 
swing it into our Shopper the Weekend Advertiser... VERY SIMPLE. 
CALL ANY ONE OF OUR SALES REPRESENTATIVES 
638-7283 
1314- The Terrace Standard, Wednesday, March 29, 2000 
'AA' Midget Hockey 
Provincial Championships 
Sunday  March 19 
Powell River 5 Terrace 5 
Westside 3 Kitimat 3 
Castlegar 7 Whitehorse 0 
Mission 6 Fernie 2 
Dawson Creek 9 West Vancouver 2 
Castlegar 8 Terrace 3 
Monday  March 20 
Mission 8 100 Mile House 6 
Dawson Creek 11 Whitehorse 2 
Westside 7 Ferule 3 
Castlegar 9 Powell River 1 
Terrace 5 West Vancouver 5 
Kitimat 9 100 Mile House 5 
Tuesday  March 21 
West Vancouver 8 Whitehorse 3 
Westside 7 Mission 0 
Dawson Creek 5 Powell River 4 
Castlegar 4 West Vancouver 2 
Fernie 6 100 Mile House 5 
Dawson Creek 4 Terrace 3 
Wednesday  March 22 
Powell River 6 Whitehorse 3 
Kitimat 10 Fernie 2 
Castlegar 11 Dawson Creek 2 
Terrace 6 Whitehorse 2 
Kitimat 3 Mission 2 
Thursday March 23 
Westside 6 100 Mile House 4 
Powell River 9 West Vancouver 4 
Westside 6 Dawson Creek 5 
Castlegar 8 Kitimat 3 
Friday March 24  
100 Mile House 9 West Vancouver 8 
Terrace 5 Fernie 2 
Mission 5 Powell River 0 
Dawson Creek 4 Kitimat 3 
Westside 4 Castlegar 2 
1,4 1.4 
1,4 
1,4 
1,4 
1,4 
1,1 
1,1 
1,1 
1,1 
1,1 
1,1 
1,1 
H 
1,1 
1,4 
1,4 
1,4 
1,4 
~4 
1.4 ~4 
1,4 
1,4 
1,4 
1,4 
1,4 
1,1 
1,1 
1,1 
1,1 
1,1 
1,1 
1,4 1,4 ,, Terrace Minor Softball's 
,,"' Final Registration 
- Step up to the plate and register your 1,, 
It and daughters for . sons 
T-Ball, Mffes, M tes, Sqmrts, 
1,4 . 4 PeeWees, Bantams or M,dgets. 
Eligible birth years 1995 - 1981. 
Reg is ter  a t  Skeena  Ma l l  
~] Friday March 31 from 6-  9 pm [~ 
I~ Saturday April I from 11 am-  4 pm I~ 
H 1,4 
H 1,4 
; 1 
I ' 
i ii~ / i iii: !:i : 
• SundayApr i l2 , '  : : i i  
is our I&stdayf0r thiS~ Seas6n :i! 
Saturday April i = 
Folk trio "NO Ego plays in Gallbway ::ii 
Sunday  Apr i l  2,d 
MCBikes Climb& C~ash ~i:; ~::: i~ 
10 a.m' at the Shames turnoff i : :::: 
• ..:forthe'climb':i::: !!i.~:::ii 
1 p.m, on Panhand[er for the ~crash';:i~.. 
2 p.m, Valhalla Sn0wshOe RaCes:~: ; : 
o f  At the end of the day the Grand Finale,:: 
:i Slush 
organized bythe CSPS Volunteer 
SkiPatr0 : :  ~ : i : ,  
: . : : :. 
Bird Season: passes  on J 
now for next season!: ! 
ne rates as last yearl 
s & snow condilions call 638:8754 I 
-free: 11'877-898-4754 : : .  I 
lebsite: www.shames.Sm.tom I 
! 
• i , . 
~ i ~  l i  ' " ":''~:' 
i ?:!:i: ::::i( i i i !:ii ll ii:ii! !!?ii 
From B6 
Wins cap tournament 
for Terrace midget team 
Even worse, the game misconducts is- Meanwhile Kitimat's midgets had a 
sued that night would come back to real shot at taking the title. They finished 
haunt them the next game when they 
played West Vancouver. 
The short-handed squad ended up with 
a 5-5 tie in a contest coach Harris admits 
they should have won. 
Although a shot at the provincial 
championship was quickly fading, the 
team didn't give up. 
They buckled down and although they 
lost game four to Dawson Creek 4-3, they 
had psychologically turned the corner. 
"They decided they wanted to play to 
win," Harris said. 
It showed in Wednesday night's 6-2 
romp over Whitchorse 
Friday's game saw the Terrrace squad 
playing to win and end the tournament on 
a high note. 
They opened it by capitalizing penal- 
ties taken by Fernie, scoring three power 
play goals in the first period. 
"They got a bit chippy and we took 
advantage of it," Harris said. 
But the Kootenay skaters came back 
with two goals of their own and pressed 
hard to tie the game. 
Terrace scored insurance goals by 
Kiyokazu Godo and Brian Rigler in the 
third period to put the final victory in the 
bag. 
second in round robin play with three 
wins and a tie, but were defeated in semi- 
final play 8-3 by Castlegar. 
Favoured to win, Castlegar had a 2-1 
lead at the end of two periods in the 
championship game against Westside. 
But Westside poured on the offence in 
the third period to pull off a 4-2 upset. 
Midget fever gripped the entire city for 
the week Terrace hosted the champion- 
ships. 
Big games, particularly some of the 
ones involving Kitimat, packed more than 
800 fans into the stands. 
The tournament was felt not only in 
the arena - where hard shots and hits into 
the boards mingled with the chants of the 
crowd and the power chords of AC/DC's 
Thunders t ruck  - but also in local stores 
where ringing cash registers ignalled the 
presence of 500 young visitors to town. 
Some merchants reported ouble to tri- 
ple their normal sales, likening the tour- 
nament o Christmas in March. 
And for teams in northwestern B.C., 
Harris notes, there's nothing like being 
able to play 10 differnet teams in one 
week. 
"This kind of experience is like travel- 
ling the world," he said. 
il " Player Development Clinic 
. April 7, 8 & 9 
m 
AUTO 
COMMUNITY NEWSPAPERS 
ASSOCIAT ION 
British Col.mbia and Y.kon 
CARS FROM $500. 
Government seized and 
surplus. Sold locally. Call 
for information. Toll Free 
1-888-341-9500 Ext. 
B100 (Fee). 
BUSINESS FOR SALE 
1. TOWING BUSINESS: 
land, trucks (Interior: 
1.9M); 2. Hardware Store: 
business/inventory (Coast 
$440K); 3. Exec Home, 
4.3 Acres (Creston 
$560K). Full color 
package on all. Eugen L. 
Klein 1-800-818-8599. 
SELL YOUR BUSINESSI 
Use the most powerful 
classified system in 
Canada and reach 
millions of readers. 
Intrigued? Contact this 
newspaper and ask about 
Network Classifieds. Or 
call 604-669-9222 ext. 3. 
DRUMHELLER AB. FOR 
SALE = Combination 
True Value Hardware, 
Stedmans Department 
Store, Crafts 'N More 
Store all In 9600 sq.ft. 
leased premises. Sales 
$1m+. Personal 
investment approx. 
$250,000. Excellent return 
for qualified operator. 
Growth potential. 
Inventory and fixtures 
negotiable. 1;800-665- 
5085 or email 
hmatson @ truser'v.ca. 
BUSINESS 
OPPORTUNITIES 
COLLECT CASHI Coke, 
Pepsi, Frito-Lay, Mars. 
Re-fill unique vendors in 
your area. F/T, P/T. No 
selling. Min. Investment 
$13,980. Call 1-888-577- 
5376 (24Hrs) Member 
B.B.B. and D&B. 
• WINDMILL R.V. RANCH, 
:opening summer 2000. 
• Partnership available, 
:.. must have R.V. buying 
and selling experience 
and $40K to invest. Prime 
five acre location Hwy 
97N. Penticton 250-493- 
4253. 
FRONTIERSMAN 
PORTABLE SAWMILL 
30"x16' cut capacity, c/w 
trailer package and mill 
hoist. $9895. Contact for 
free brochure (604) 532- 
7771, B.T.C. Products 
3760-207 St. Langley, 
B.C. V3A 4X4. 
ACQUIRE 6 FIGURE 
PROFITS retailing Herbal 
Magic products and 
weight management 
services In hot market. 
$50,000 investment gets 
turn.key store-front 
location & protected 
territory. Over 130 centers 
in Canada. R.OJ. In 6.8 
months. On-going training 
& support 1-800-401- 
7096. 
BUSINESS 
OPPORTUNITIES 
EARN UP TO $30,000 or 
more per month. 
Canada's fastest growing 
concept in this billion $$$ 
industry will be opening 
stores in your area. 
$124,000 turn-key. Call 
toll free 1-888-526-3388. 
Furniture Problems are 
BIG BUSINESSI Mobile 
furniture repair franchises 
now availablel Home 
based, high margin, 
unlimited customers. 
Division of world's largest 
service franchise 
organization. Investment 
$!3K + financing. 
Previous experience NOT 
required. Call Furniture 
Medic 1-800-263-5928 for 
information. 
www.MoneyLegs.com 
Learn to Earn 
supplemental income on 
the internet BEFORE you 
spend money. Join FREEI 
Free email, website, 30 
day online marketing 
course. 
Become a Citizen of the 
INTERNET'S FIRST 
CYBERNATION. Learn 
how an Internet Pioneer 
can profit, go to 
www.millionaireisland.co 
m/andrewhirst. Then, take 
a sneak peak at 
www.rbid.com/3dcity. ID#: 
1006340. 
UNPRECEDENTED 
OPPORTUNITY. An 
established Canadian 
Franchise in bottled water 
• ts expanding its product 
focus to Incorporate an 
explosive e-commerce 
opportunity. Complete 
turn-key with guaranteed 
territories from $7,500. 
Call Mike 1-888-928- 
2582. 
BUSINESS 
PERSONALS 
LADIES...TASTEFULLY 
DESIGNED for you, 
Western Canada's 
"Garden of Eden" 
Boutique offers a unique 
selection of adult toys & 
nove l t ies .  
www.eden2k,com. 
CAREER TRAINING 
Exciting well paid careers 
in computer programming 
and Internet webslte 
design. We will prepare 
suitable applicants. Home 
Study Diploma Program, 
Financial assistance, 
loaner computer systems 
and job placement ools 
available. No experience 
necessary. 1-800-477- 
9 5 7 8 
www.cmstralnlng.com. 
Network  C lass i f ieds  
These ads appear in approximately 100 
community newspapers in B.C.and Yukon 
and reach more than 3 million readers. 
CAREER 
OPPORTUNITY 
AUTOMOTIVE  
CONTROLLER Kelowna, 
B.C. Kelowna Chrysler 
Dodge Ltd. requires 
Controller for growing 
dealership. Proven 
background in automotive 
management and 
Chrysler experience 
preferred. Must 
demonstrate excellent 
in terpersona l  
communication skills; 
team player; conversant 
with Reynolds & 
Reynolds, A/P, A/R, 
payroll, personnel 
management; all other 
areas typical . . . . .  of 
administering large 
dealership. Detailed 
resume to Kelowna 
Chrysler, 2440 Enterprise 
Way, Kelowna, BC, V1X 
6X6 or Fax 250-763-6630 
Attention Brian 
Johnston. 
EDUCATION 
A NEW CAREER? Train 
to be an 
Apartment/Condominium 
Manager. Many jobs 
availablel Free job 
placement assistance. 
Government registered 
program. For 
information/brochure Call 
(604) 681-5456/1-800- 
665-8339. www.rmtLca. 
BE A SUCCESSFUL 
WRITER. . .  write for 
money and pleasure with 
our unique home- 
study course. You get 
individual tuition from 
professional writers on all 
aspects of writing 
romances, short stories, 
radio and TV scripts, 
articles and children's 
stories. Send today for 
our FREE BOOK, TOLL 
FREE 1-800-267-1829 
FAX 1-613-749-9551 The 
Writing School 3373 - 38 
McArthur Ave Ottawa, ON 
K1L 6R2. 
COUNSELLOR 
TRAINING INSTITUTE 
offers distance learning 
and on campus courses 
for certificate and diploma 
programs. Course 
catalogue 1-800-665- 
7 0 4 4 
www.counselortrainlng.co 
m. 
WORK FOR THE largest 
employer in the worldl 
The Tourism Hospitality 
Industryl Adventure 
Tourism, Travel/Tourism, 
Pre-employment Flight 
Attendant or 
Hosp i ta l i ty /Resor t  
Management. Canadian 
Tourism College. Surrey 
1-800.668-9301 or 
Vancouver (604) 736- 
8000. 
661 - WEEK OF 
MARCH 27/2000 
To place an ad call 
this paper or the 
BCYCNA at (604) 669- 
HELP WANTED 
15290 $ 6.00 each 
additional word 
EMPLOYMENT 
OPPORTUNITIES EARN $300 PER WEEK 
NEED EXTRA INCOME? with your computed Copy 
Jocus Toys looking for 3.5" software disks from 
consultants. 300 home. Send S.A.S.E. for 
free report and duplication 
educational products, rights. Omni-X: 2372 
majority under $20. Yonge St., #9, Toronto, 
Flexible, fun, great ON, M4P2E6. 
commissions. Home- 
presentations, catalogue- PERSONALS 
s a I e s ATTRACTIVE WOMAN 
Catalogue/information 1: around the world seeking 
800-361-4587 ext 9484. marriage with Canadian 
men. See our website 
www.forloveconnections.c 
am or order catalogue 
with photo's for $10. Box 
43052, Victoria, B.C., V8X 
3G2. Phone: 1-250-382- 
2016. 
EXPERIENCED PRESS 
OPERATORS. North Hill 
Web Printers is Western 
Canada's largest 
independent cold web 
printer. We are a non- 
urllon e~y!rg,~..n~ent,!h at 
offers competitive wages, 
excellent benefits, profit 
sharel professional 
development and 
relocation. Do you bring 
3+ years experience on a 
Goss Community press, a 
background In handling 
multiple web jobs as well 
as flexibility, mechanical 
aptitude; planning and 
decision making skills? 
Submit resume and cover 
letter, including wage 
expectations to: Kim 
LeGrandeur, North Hill 
Web Printers, 278-19 St. 
N.E., Calgary, AB, T2E 
8P7. Fax 403-248-1001. 
FOR SALE MISC. 
SAWMILL $4895 SAW 
LOGS INTO BOARDS, 
planks, beams. Large 
capacity. Best sawmill 
value anywhere. Norwood 
Industries, manufacturer 
of sawmills, edgers & 
skidders. Free information 
1-800-566-6899. 
GENERAL STEEL sells 
all the steel you need. 
New and surplus. 11915- 
156 Street, Edmonton, 
Alberta. 
FRANCHISES 
POWERWASH 
EXPRESS FRANCHISE 
Opportunity. Well 
established Service 
Company now offering 
Franchise/Branchise 
opportunities. Prime 
areas. 10-50K plus lease 
committment. Client list. 
Turn-key operations. 1- 
800-953-3650. 
HEALTH PRODUCTS 
BUY QUALITY VITAMINS 
and herbal supplements 
direct. No middlemen. 
Wholesale factory prices, 
Guaranteed home 
delivery. Call today for 
your free full c0iour 
catalogue. Toll free 1- 
877-900-4372. 
AAA,RATING. Positive 
R~dlt~ On Cai'ee¢, 
Health, Romance, Lottb 
#s. Mystique Psychics 1- 
900-451-4704. $2.99/mln. 
18+. Control Your Own 
Future. Canada's Best 
_Help. 
REAL ESTATE 
COUNTRY FRESH 
LIVING. 10 acre Country 
Estate lots. Merritt 
Nicola Valley. From 
$79,900. Miller's 
Sunshine Valley Estates. 
(250) 378-4848 or E-Mail: 
sunshinevalley @uniserve. 
com. 
SKIING 
SKI BIG WHITE 
Kelowna, BC, '100" 
Condos/Chalets/Townho 
rues-Studios, 5 bdrms, ski 
in/out, hot tubs, gas f/p, 
full kitchens. Book Nowl 
Spring Breakl 
www.condosunlimited.co 
m 1-888-676-9977. 
STEEL BUILDINGS 
FUTURE STEEL 
BUILDINGS - Durable, 
Dependable, Pre- 
engineered All-Steel 
Structures. Custom-made 
to suite your need and 
requirements. Factory- 
Direct affordable prices. 
Call 1-800-668-5111 ext. 
132 for free brochure. 
TRAVEL 
TIMESHARE RESALES. 
To buy, sell or rent 
worldwide. World's 
Largest Reseller. Era 
Stroman since 1979. 
Buyers call 1-800-613- 
7987. Sellers call 1-800- 
201-0864. Internet 
www.stroman.com. 
TRUCKS 
"O DOWN O.A.C." 
Guaranteed credit 
approvals. Trucks, 4x4's, 
crew cabs, dlesels,.sport 
utilities. Repo's, broken 
leases, heavy  duty 
equipment. Take over 
payments. Free delivery. 
Call The Untouchables 
now; 1-800-993-3673. 
Vancouver 327-7752. 
i i 
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I I PLEASE . . . . . . . .  I ]~ IMPLORIE  YOU . . . .  ~LTHROWINS THINGS ON~>~l loppen i f  they  ca .ed  Them-  m *COLL IS ION REPAIR & PAINT  "Quality Care at  ~LADIES  AND GENTLEMEN~. IFOR THE LAST T IME.  WE~PLEASE REFRAIN  FROMf I~ to ,a  y . . . .  
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*UNITIZED BODY REPAIR 
New & Used Cars/Trucks *I.C.B.C. REPAIRS 
E-1, , t  ]1,.-'~. L ' , : JE  m) p .~.  c°, 
4631 Keilh Avenue 635"3929 
Out of Town " 1 -800-463-1128 
1 -800 '463-1  128  ,~30 KEn., nR~CE. Nm ;0 ~m~OUNO 
i FAX= 635.3081 
